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I recently returned from a visit to the Taiwan 
machine tool show Timtos, which took place in 
the capital Taipei. Besides the usual stand  

visits to find out about the latest trends and  
new equipment, I was taken to see several  
Victor Taichung manufacturing facilities.  
The company is one of Taiwan’s leading  
machine tool builders and is based in the  
country’s manufacturing region in Taichung, 
about two hours south of Taipei. Taiwan is  
among the world leaders in machine tool  
production and is growing. Approximately  
75 percent of machine tools produced in  
Taiwan are exported. See the full report in the  

International News section of this issue.
Quite often on international flights from South Africa and the returning flight 

you leave in the dark or when you arrive at your destination it is also dark, so a 
window seat is not important. However if you have an onward connection, which 
is usually during daylight hours, the window seat is imperative in my opinion, as 
it gives you an opportunity to view the country/city from a different perspective.

Our approach to Taipei’s Taoyuan International Airport was from a northerly 
direction and although Taiwan’s landscape is diverse, ranging in altitude from 
sea level along the coast to about 2450 metres in the mountainous region  
at its southern tip, this section is very flat. Taiwan has a population of  
23 million living on an island with an area of 36,188 km², just under half the 
size of Mpumalanga Province.

It is quite evident that the rural/agricultural lands are fast being developed 
due to the urban sprawl and this was highlighted even more so on the two 
hour bus trip to Taichung. The region has a strong agricultural history, but the 
agricultural landscape has rapidly been transformed from rural into industrial 
and urban uses owing to the urban expansion. In between the factories there 
are either rice paddy fields or other types of fresh produce being cultivated. 
The result is there is very little open space for recreation and this is even 
more noticeable in Taipei itself. From the air it looks like a land of many dams 
but with the rapid expansion of the population you ask yourself for how much 
longer?

Then there is the network of highways/expressways. There are many of 
them, and several are still under construction. With land at a premium the 
majority of them have now been elevated and in some cases they are “triple 
decker’, running both ways for many kilometres.

The fantastic vehicle densities and potent mix of trucks, buses, cars and 
motorcycles mean that unremitting attention is required when driving in Taiwan, 
especially if you are a foreigner. However the biggest problem in Taiwan cities is 
the omnipresence of scooters. They generally ignore traffic laws, safety, and the 
convenience of other drivers and pedestrians and believe that they are going to 
be the next world champion. Thank goodness they are not allowed on the  
highways/expressways. 

As a first time visitor I always go with an open  
mind with the hope that I will be surprised and  
impressed. Well I certainly was in this instance.

EdITOR’S   cOMMENT





VIEW   POINT

Putting global change into perspective

Imagine looking out over your shop floor and seeing a young 
boy steering his tricycle through your machines. How many 
OSHA laws would that be breaking? How many safety  

regulations?
Five decades ago, that boy was me. And I have witnesses. 

One of the original operators at Heinz Kaiser AG, the tooling 
company my father started in Rümlang, Switzerland in 1948, 
is still a member of staff, and he remembers my tricycle laps.

So I suppose I have a unique cradle-to-now (don’t say 
grave), Europe-to-US perspective on the metalworking industry. 
I’ve been in the US since 1981, so I have been fortunate to 
see changes from several perspectives.

In the mid 1970s, when my father introduced  
NC machining at Heinz Kaiser AG, the first two NC milling 
machines arrived in the heart of precision engineering  
territory by way of Cincinnati. The US was a NC machine tool 
power house. But over the decades that followed, the US  
relinquished its status as world "innovator" in machine tools, 
and as we all know, some of the renowned machine tool  
companies were sold to companies overseas or eventually 
went into bankruptcy. With them went know-how and  
innovation. We simply didn’t buy into technology as much here 
in the States as they did in Europe. Maybe we didn’t feel the 
same pressure to innovate to stay afloat. And until the past 
decade, Europeans largely looked to Japan and Germany for 

advanced machine tools.
Of course, there were exceptions. Great companies like 

Haas, Hardinge, Hurco, and more recently, MAG, kept the 
torches burning, but the sheer volume of machines were being 
built elsewhere.

So at least until the last decade, the US lagged behind 
Europe in shop technology. You’d be hard pressed to find an 
operator at a drill press in Europe at this point; they’re still 
common here. And as Europe, pushed by the invisible hand 
of comparatively expensive small floor space and increasing 
labour costs, followed the latest technology to maintain  
competitiveness, the US became enamoured of the offshoring 
trend. And I believe it was a trend—it was, to a degree, more 
"fashion and greed" than necessity. I’m sure there were some 
short-term savings, but when brands like Weber are building 
some of their grills in China, you have to feel American  
manufacturing had temporarily misplaced its soul.

Meanwhile, Europe’s limited space continued to get more 
limited. Multitask and five-axis machining solved the  
problem of two machines’ jobs on one machine, so they’ve 
been adapting as quickly as they could. But their cost of 
labour for the last decade has lapped that of the US. And now, 
a poor exchange rate is forcing jobs out of Switzerland and 
Western Europe, first into Eastern Europe, and now into China 
and the Pacific Rim, as well. What we did in the US out of  
fashion, they’re doing out of necessity or they will follow the 
path the US took over 10 years ago. This presents the US with 
a massive opportunity. And to me, to this day, the US of  
A is the land of opportunity like no other country in the  
world.

The exchange rate is particularly interesting because the 
lower dollar is bringing jobs back to the US. And we have 
advantages that Europe doesn’t have—unlimited space, lower 
labour costs, and a newly found abundance of energy and  
natural resources. And now that offshoring is going out of 
style, reshoring is again pushing the US to expand its  
technological repertoire and make the necessary  
investments that Europe had been making until it became 
unsustainable.

But the one thing we don’t have is a big enough qualified 
labour force. I think about the apprentice program they have 
at Kaiser in Switzerland. They have one full-time supervisor 
guiding 11 apprentices, who go to school a couple of days per 
week, work a few days, and in four years have a certification 
with the option to further their schooling or look for  
employment. The best ones, we try to hire back; it’s like  
having an internal farm system. Many US manufacturing  
companies, like Caterpillar, GE and others, used to have 
such programs in place 30 years ago. Even high schools and 
community colleges abandoned their programs. If they had 
remained, there wouldn’t be a skills gap today.

But for these types of programs to work, we have to 
address the public perception of manufacturing. The US has 
the opportunity and built-in advantages to reassert itself as 
the world’s technological innovator. Our success or failure in 
attracting and grooming talent is the lynchpin.

This article was first published in 
Manufacturing Engineering.
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INduSTRy   NEWS

Sandvik Coromant’s value chain offer provides  
market differentiation.

Underpinning 
the value of brand 
and reputation

cover story

At the heart of any ‘value chain’ strategy is an intense 
focus on customer prosperity. Instead of measuring its 
own success, a manufacturing technology supplier  

working within a customer’s value chain needs to focus on 
the success of its customers. Here, the cutting tool company 
Sandvik Coromant excels via the provision of a comprehensive 
portfolio of value-added services that set the company apart 
from the competition.  Sandvik Coromant has for a long time 
been focusing on customer success by providing services and 
solutions to maximize its customer’s productivity and  
profitability.

In order to tailor solutions, Sandvik Coromant goes the 
extra mile to uncover customer needs, attitudes and  
decision-making processes. To devise unique offerings, 
Sandvik Coromant uses its value chain offer to work through 
the supply chain to meet the needs of its immediate customer 
and by having dedicated specialists working with these  
offerings the results achieved are remarkable.

Although this may seem very different to conventional 
sales techniques, sometimes things need 
to be turned upside down to obtain a new 
perspective. Ultimately it helps Sandvik 
Coromant provide customers with a  
thorough costs savings analysis. While  
an offer of a 30 per cent reduction in the 
purchase price for tooling may appear 
tempting, it will probably only cut a  
customer’s cost-per-component by  
1 or 2 per cent at most. Instead it’s 
far more advantageous to let Sandvik 
Coromant help optimize cutting data  
and reduce the same component cost  
by up to 15 per cent. 

By working with Sandvik Coromant as a 
partner and not just a supplier thousands 
of customers worldwide are sharing in over 
€200 million delivered in savings every 
year, utilizing a wide range of strategies 
designed to add value and cut costs. The 
following are examples of such services 
within the company’s value chain offer.

E-commerce
E-commerce is a solution that allows customers to enjoy 

fast yet personalized online functions. For instance, part  
of the E-commerce offer is Sandvik Coromant B2B, an  
automated exchange service for key business transactions  
and documents such as orders, acknowledgements, invoices 
and dispatch notes. The time and cost savings per transaction 
are significant, plus errors are greatly minimized.

Also part of E-commerce is our website, where  
customers can place orders for standard products, and check 
prices, stock availability, delivery time, order status and  
order/invoice history. Our website also features technical  
product information such as reference CAD drawings (2D and 
3D) plus links to cutting data recommendations and tool and 
insert combination suggestions. 

Machine Investments services and support
Machine Investments services and support is a  

value-added offering which helps define every aspect of  
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a new investment right from the start both in 
technical and commercial terms following a  
proven, step-by-step approach that ensures the 
new machine is optimized, tooled correctly and 
running (making money) from day one. 

Sandvik Coromant’s ‘right from the  
start’ Machine  
Investment offer includes a unique combination of 
tools, tooling solutions, service, support and  
industry experience to help customers achieve 
higher productivity, faster throughput, more  
rational tool management and reduced downtime.

Productivity Improvement Program (PIP)
Productivity Improvement Program (PIP) proves that  

maintaining a clear focus will take customers all the way 
to their goals – even in the most challenging of situations. 
Sandvik Coromant’s productivity team concentrate on  
improving customer profits as quickly as possible  
through increased productivity and reduced cost per  
component.

Taking one step at a time, the company’s experts work 
closely with customer staff to identify bottlenecks, tooling 
requirements, logistical improvements and process  
adjustments. Help is provided to implement changes,  
document results and follow them up. The result is higher  
productivity and better profits without making a single new 
major investment. 

Sandvik Coromant Recycling Concept
Recycling is just as important a challenge as raising  

productivity: 
hence the 
Sandvik 
Coromant 
Recycling 
Concept. 
Customers 
simply 
gather 
together 
used  
carbide 
inserts  
and solid 
carbide 
round tools, 
and return 
them in  
the boxes 

provided for  
Sandvik Coromant 
to recycle in the 
most effective way. 
Getting rid of old 
tools will increase 
efficiency – and 
Sandvik Coromant 
pays for the  
carbide sent. 

Technical 
Training

Technical 
Training when  
looking for  
solutions to support 

productivity technical competence is of the essence.  
In theory the formula may look simple:  
Solution = Product x Knowledge. However, the  
technology as such is quite complex, especially when 
looking at component design, demand on quality and 
economy, for example.

Other aspects include the knowledge about  
material, applications/methods and tools relating to  
drilling, milling and turning. The solution that helps  
customers move up the value chain lies in the  
recommendation of the right methods and machining 
strategies to achieve trouble-free and productive  
machining.

By embracing competence within, manufacturers  
can avoid costly mistakes and trouble shooting when starting 
new processes. Increased knowledge by technical training 
helps safeguard rapid return of investment and will result in 
cost savings by doing the right thing from the beginning.

Other facets
There are many, many more facets to the Sandvik 

Coromant value chain offer. These include: Tool Logistics, 
which takes a structured look at customer stocks, storage  
cabinets, controls and costs to see where savings can be 
made; Manufacturing Economics, which shows how to  
better use existing or new production resources to lower fixed 
costs per produced component; Tailor Made tooling, which 
offers customized solutions for bespoke applications;  
Delivery Service, facilitated and underpinned by three global 
Logistics Service Centers; Application Centers to evaluate and  
implement the latest proven machining solutions; and 25 
Sandvik Coromant Productivity Centers worldwide that house 
all the machining skills, know-how and expertise to help  
customers work more profitably. 

Sandvik Coromant demonstrates documents and delivers 
savings for the entire value chain. This not only underpins the 
value of brand and reputation, but ensures better bottom-line 
profitability for Sandvik Coromant customers everywhere. 

Sandvik Coromant 
Sandvik Coromant is a leading supplier of cutting tools 

and tooling systems for the metalworking industry and is 
represented in 130 countries. 25 state-of-the art Productivity 
Centres located around the world provide customers and staff 
with continuous training in tooling solutions and methods to 
increase productivity. Sandvik Coromant is part of the Tooling 
business area of the Sandvik Group.

For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on  
TEL: 0860 101 006 or Mary-Ann Germishuys on  
TEL: 011 570 9615 or email: mary-ann.germishuys@sandvik.com
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The New Generation CASSPIR 2000 sets new standards  
in protection, power, manoeuvrability and comfort for 
crew and passengers. It even includes air-conditioning  

as a standard feature.
“The basic, reliable features of the Casspir remain the 

same,” says Ashley Williams, the General Manager of Denel 
Mechem the company which designs and manufactures the 
durable vehicle. 

“It has always been the world leader in its class – providing 
unequalled protection against landmines, roadside bombs and 
automatic rifle fire. Now we have upgraded the hull protection 
by using a higher quality of steel, increased its power, 
improved the accessibility for passengers and mounted it on a 
more versatile and reliable vehicle platform,” says Mr Williams.

The Casspir is the vehicle of choice for demining or 
military operations and has been used from Afghanistan to 
Mozambique, by the United Nations, the SA National Defence 
Force, private security companies and police services around 
the globe.

 Denel Mechem is a world leader in the mine-action  
services and the battle-clearance industry. More than three 
decades after the first Casspir came off the production line in 
1979 the New Generation 2000 will provide its end-users with 
new options and increased protection.

There are two versions of the Casspir NG 2000 – one 
mounted on a Mercedes Benz drive train and the 2000B  
using a Powerstar engine as platform. Both versions  
will feature an upgraded steel hull meeting the highest 

industry standards of protection.
Jack Geldenhuys, Mechem’s Manager for Vehicle Systems 

says the new vehicle will also feature side doors for the driver 
and crew and an improved back-door design for troops or  
passengers to enter and exit during operations.

Mr Geldenhuys says a key feature of the Casspir is its  
modular design which gives it an unrivalled level of versatility. 
At the Denel Mechem production facilities in Lyttelton the  
vehicle can be modified and adapted to meet the 
requirements of the client.

Thus the Casspir can feature in its conventional role 
as mine-resistant troop carrier but can also be adapted to 
become a field ambulance, a command-and-control vehicle,  
a recovery vehicle or a light transport vehicle. All variants  
are fitted with run-flat tyres and are available in 6 X 6 or 4 X 4 
format and with a choice of manual or automatic  
transmission. 

It has a cruising speed of 100 kph on roads and up to  
40 kph on most off-road conditions with a reach of up to 
800km on a standard fuel tank. It is designed to withstand the 
blast of 14kg of explosives under each wheel – which is more 
than can be delivered by two landmines. 

Mr Geldenhuys says the decision to standardise the  
engine and drive train makes the Casspir a more cost-effective 
solution for the international agencies and defence forces that 
depend on its outstanding reputation for reliability.  
This means substantial savings on maintenance costs,  
spare parts and logistics. 

New generation Casspir
raises the standards for mine-protected vehicles

The Casspir mine-protected vehicle, one of the iconic products of the 
South African defence industry has been significantly improved.





The National Tooling Initiative Programme (NTIP) with  
support from the Gauteng Tooling Initiative, in conjunction 
with the Toolmaking Association of South Africa (TASA) and 

the Gauteng Department of Economic Development (GDED), 
has launched an enterprise development programme to bring 
Gauteng tooling manufacturers in line with global best practice 
and boost their competitiveness and profitability.

 This follows the highly successful roll-out since 2010 of the 
Tool Die and Mould-making (TDM) Powered Programme - an 
initiative aimed at equipping aspiring toolmakers with the skills 
needed to pursue careers in South Africa’s tooling industry. 
The programme will see its first 200 Gauteng-based students 
graduate in mid-2014 with an internationally recognised  
qualification in toolmaking and machining. This qualification 
virtually guarantees jobs in the industry.

 Both initiatives form part of the broader drive by the 
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) and TASA to revitalise 

the South African Tool Die and Mould-making and Precision 
Machining sector industry to meet the tooling demands of the 
local manufacturers. This is driven at a national level through 
the National Tooling Initiative, otherwise known as Intsimbi, 
which was established in 2006.

 Gauteng Tooling Initiative CEO Henk Snyman says tooling 
opportunities in South Africa are worth about R12 billion. 

“About 80% of tools are imported into the country, simply 
because local toolmakers do not have the capacity to meet 
demand. If this business can stay on our shores, it would  
contribute to significant growth in the sector and create jobs,” 
he says.

 Snyman says the boosting of the TDM and precision  
machining sector supports Government’s National Development 
Plan. “In addition, the nurturing of highly skilled toolmakers is 
aligned with the aspirations of Minister of Higher Education and 
Training Dr Bonginkosi “Blade” Nzimande’s as expressed in the 
2012 green paper on Post-School Education and Training,” he 
says.

 In 2012 the NTI conducted a national benchmarking  
exercise on tooling companies. “The idea was to compare our 
local companies with international best practice and establish 
the gap between the two. In addition, in Gauteng there were 
two pilot interventions - one a business rescue intervention and 
the other an exercise to introduce word-class manufacturing 
practices at a willing TASA participant - to establish what is  
possible,”  says Snyman.

 These efforts were extremely encouraging, prompting  
the Gauteng Tooling Initiative to focus its efforts to assist in 
bringing TASA members in Gauteng up to global standards. 
Globally researched, but locally developed [management] tools 
are used. “Critical to our success in the sector will be tooling 
companies’ ability to deliver world-class product on time and 
within the agreed budget,” says Snyman.

 The aim of the Gauteng Tooling Initiative is to get TASA 
members to work in clusters to be able to meet the demands  
of large tooling projects. “Currently, our individual tooling  
companies are too small to be able to deliver on the larger  
contracts,” says Snyman.

 An important part of the process will be sourcing funding  
and grants for members, who wish to take part in the  
programme. Snyman says a help desk has been set up at the 
Gauteng Tooling Initiative’s office in Centurion to facilitate this. 
“The NTIP is currently developing an enterprise development 
program to support technology and capacity expansion,” he says.

 Going forward, the enterprise development initiative will 
run concurrently with the skills development programme. “This 
year will see the intake of another 338 students onto the skills 
development programme in Gauteng. This puts us under pres-
sure to get our local tooling enterprises up to speed so that our 
graduating students can gain the much-needed experience they 
require to become world-class toolmakers,” says Snyman.

Enterprise development initiative to bring 
global best practice to local tooling industry

“About 80% of tools are imported into the country, simply because local 
toolmakers do not have the capacity to meet demand. If this business can stay on our 

shores, it would contribute to significant growth in the sector and create jobs,” 
says Gauteng Tooling Initiative CEO Henk Snyman
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Paramount Group, Africa’s largest privately owned defence 
and aerospace company announced the acquisition of 
South African-based specialist design and engineering 

firm Industrial & Automotive Design South Africa (IADSA) in a 
move that will bolster the company’s world-leading land  
systems capability.

With over 160 years of experience in providing design 
solutions to industry, IADSA is one of the top three companies 
worldwide capable of delivering specialist in-house military 
vehicle design.

Paramount Group has established a global reputation for 
the development of the most advanced land systems and the 
acquisition will further enhance the company’s commanding 
position in the market, the company said in a statement.

Ivor Ichikowitz, founder and executive chairman of 
Paramount Group, said: "The acquisition of IADSA continues 
Paramount’s culture of innovation and our constant desire 
to offer the market and our customers the best and most 
advanced technologies available.”

"Bringing IADSA into our group means that we now have an 
in-house design capability that will strengthen our competitive 
edge and deliver cutting edge solutions."

Mr Ichikowitz said that through these synergies and the 

pooling of the best brains and skills in the market, he  
envisaged ground-breaking innovations in the land systems 
market.

"This is good news for our industry, our customers and for 
African innovation," he said.

Ben Jansen, CEO of IADSA, said: "We look forward to 
continuing to provide revolutionary technology to the market 
through the strength of the Paramount Group collaboration".

"IADSA will continue to serve its strong and diverse client 
base and we are excited about the opportunities which the 
partnership with Paramount Group presents to our existing 
customers and the wider market."

The IADSA CEO further explained that, despite the new 
relationship with Paramount it would continue to serve its 
diverse client base and also tap into the opportunities, which 
the partnership presents.

Mr Ichikowitz added that the partnership would enhance 
skills development: "Through this acquisition Paramount will 
also be expanding its mentoring programme to train young 
African engineers. Engineering is the basis for all advanced 
economies and we feel the defence industry offers the  
optimum training ground for graduates and young engineers  
to advance their skills."

Paramount Group 
acquires Industrial & Automotive Design 
South Africa

A front view of the Advanced High Performance Reconnaissance Light Aircraft (AHRLAC) an initiative of the South African defence  
and aerospace giant Paramount Group together with technical partner Aerosud, South Africa’s largest aeronautical engineering company
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ArcelorMittal SA has announced that its basic oxygen 
furnaces have been re-commissioned after a fire at its 
Vanderbijlpark works in early February knocked out flat 

steel production.
However, force majeure is still in place until ArcelorMittal 

SA makes up for a backlog in customer orders.
Flat steel is used in the automotive industry, heavy  

machinery, pipes and tubes, and in construction, packaging 
and the making of appliances.

Since the blaze, the South African unit of the world’s  
largest steel maker has largely been silent on the effects  
it had on production. However, it said the fire had caused  
"severe damage" to three basic oxygen furnaces. These  
had been repaired and re-commissioned and were fully  
operational.

The company said an assessment of the cause of the 
fire had been completed, revealing the steel-making facility 
had been affected by a malfunctioning sensor and computer 
software.

"The steel-making facility is now back in operation, which 
means the plant is now operating normally," ArcelorMittal SA 
spokesman Themba Hlengani said. "Apart from existing stocks 

at the time of the fire, all production from Vanderbijlpark has 
been offline."

ArcelorMittal SA said it would disclose the overall cost 
implications of the accident once all assessments had been 
finalised.

Mr Hlengani said that since the fire on February 9,  
it had worked "very closely" with all affected customers.  
"The discussions with affected customers was aimed at  
expediting orders where the situation had reached critical 
levels," he said.

"Certain of our customers received products as we  
diverted an additional 40,000 tons to our domestic market 
from the Saldanha facility and after importing (about  
50,000 tons of steel) slabs from Brazil and Mexico."

Market analysts, declining to be named, said ArcelorMittal 
SA had chosen its words "carefully" with regard to the fire.

The blaze added strain to a company already facing  
challenges. These included previous lengthy furnace outages 
at its Newcastle long steel works in KwaZulu-Natal; arbitration 
over cheap ore supplies from Kumba Iron Ore, and also  
significant government pressure over a "developmental"  
steel price.

ArcelorMittal SA furnaces 
operational after fire
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Cisco’s new Turkish owners to invest 
R250 million to bolster capacity and efficiency 

ahead of restart

The new Turkish owners of the Cape Town Iron and  
Steel Works (Cisco), in Kuilsrivier, in the Western Cape, 
will invest R250 million to expand and upgrade the 

facility and improve its energy efficiency ahead of its official 
restart, which is scheduled for either July or August.

The plant produces steel from scrap using electric arc  
furnaces, but was closed in 2010 and put on care and  
maintenance by its previous owner, Murray & Roberts, owing 
partly to surging electricity prices.

But in August last year, Cisco was sold to DHT Africa, a 
diversified investment group with steel, agriculture, marine, 
construction and trade interests in Turkey and Azerbaijan.  
All the group’s steelmaking outside of South Africa is also 
based on the processing of scrap and it currently produces 
around 50 000 tons of steel yearly.

Cisco MD Kafkas Faziloglu, who has relocated to  
South Africa together with his family, told Engineering News 
Online that the sale price remains confidential. However, 
together with the upgrade, it was probably the second-largest 
foreign direct investment by a Turkish firm into South Africa 
after Arçelik’s $327 million purchase of appliance  
manufacturer Defy Appliances in 2011.

The upgrade involves about six separate projects, which 
are being overseen by DHT Africa’s technology partner, which 
is CVS Technologies, also of Turkey.

The investment will raise the plant’s nameplate capacity 
from around 300 000 t/y to 400 000 t/y and will position  
it to produce reinforcing bar, or rebar, and, at a later stage,  
wire rod.

The product will be sold primarily into the South African 
market, but DHT Africa also plans to ship some product to 
other countries within the Southern Africa region.

To produce the new anticipated yearly rate, Cisco would 
need to source about 500 000 t/y of scrap metal, which is 
why Faziloglu is supportive of the Department of Trade and 
Industry’s (DTI’s) proposal to limit scrap exports and shore up 

supply for domestic consumers.
In a draft directive published in the Government Gazette 

in late January, the DTI outlines its proposed restrictions  
on the export of ferrous and nonferrous scrap metal  
through a mechanism stipulating that domestic consumers 
are given first right of refusal, as well as preferential  
prices.

Faziloglu argues that the local steel industry should be 
protected and nurtured, adding that restriction on scrap metal 
exports would be one way to support South African mini mills, 
as well as foundries and other processors.

But he is also satisfied with the support being shown by 
government more generally, with its upgrade benefiting from 
South Africa’s 12i tax incentive and both Transnet and  
Eskom showing a willingness to respond to Cisco’s power  
and logistics needs.

That said, rising power prices are a concern and  
about half of the planned capital expenditure will be  
directed towards the integration of energy efficient process 
solutions. Faziloglu is optimistic that the investment will help 
it shave about 12% off the plant’s previous electricity  
consumption.

Prior to start-up the company will begin a recruitment and 
training drive for about 360 people, having committed to  
re-employing a number of Cisco’s previous employees.

Faziloglu reports that more than 3 000 applications have 
been dropped through the factory gate since news broke that 
the plant would be restarted.

He acknowledges that the investment is being made  
during a difficult time in the steel cycle, but he remains  
optimistic that the brownfield investment will improve the  
efficiency of the facility and make it more resilient in the face 
of rising electricity costs and cyclical downturns.

Once the plant is restarted, the ramp-up to full capacity 
will take a few months, but by early 2014 the plant is  
expected to be producing at planned levels.

South Africa has reached a deal valued at several billion 
dollars to build and repair ships at its Richards Bay port 
with China’s Chery Holdings, according to documents 

obtained by news agency Reuters.
The final terms of the deal with Chery Holding, which is 

affiliated with the car maker, were being worked out at a 
meeting of the leaders of the Brics emerging-market powers 
in Durban, a senior South African government official said.

Other partners include South Africa’s Industrial 
Development Corporation (IDC), the China Development Bank, 
the China Africa Development Fund and Imbani Holdings.

The deal was aimed at "developing a completely new  

shipbuilding and repair facility", the documents said.
The government has been pushing to expand the port, a 

major export point for coal, to attract new industry and  
create jobs in an economy that has seen its unemployment 
rate stuck at around 25% for years.

A day earlier, the China Development Bank agreed to lend 
parastatal Transnet up to $5 billion to revamp ageing rail 
lines, used to carry commodities such as coal and iron ore, a 
source close to the deal said.

China is South Africa’s biggest bilateral trade partner  
and imports massive quantities of commodities from Africa’s 
largest economy.

South Africa in deal with China’s Chery to build, 
repair ships at Richards Bay
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State-aided car exports 
‘almost 40% of trade gap’

The structure and cost of incentive schemes assisting  
the local motor industry fell under a harsh spotlight,  
as it emerged that the industry alone was responsible  

for about 40% of last year’s national trade deficit of just  
less than R118 billion, according to a report in Business  
Day.

The scale of the sector’s contribution to the deficit will 
raise fresh questions about the government’s incentive 
schemes, and whether the surging deficit was an "unexpected 
consequence" of state intervention.

Department of Trade and Industry acting deputy  
director-general Garth Strachan said the department was 
"acutely aware of the problem. We are massively concerned 
with the deficit. We do have to review the APDP (Automotive 
Production and Development Programme), and we are open 
to suggestions."

Econometrix chief economist Azar Jammine said on the 
numbers were surprising and questioned "whether the  
department has done its homework".

"Are we checking whether this programme is destroying 
jobs?" he asked, adding that the numbers suggested the 
programme needed "to be looked at in great detail". He said 
"industrial policy interventions run the risk of experiencing 
unexpected consequences".

Last year the department announced it would bring  
forward a review of the programme, which came into  
effect this year. With it the state rewards exporters of  
vehicles and components with import credits. However,  
more talk of a review could rattle automotive and component 
investors, who have consistently complained of policy  
uncertainty.

According to figures from the National Association of 
Automotive Components and Allied Manufacturers, the motor 
industry’s trade deficit last year was more than R49 billion, 
or "more than 40% of the national trade deficit", said director 
Roger Pitot.

This was an industry record — "by far the highest we’ve 
ever had," Mr Pitot said.

KPMG Africa director for industrial, automotive and 
pharmaceutical industries Gavin Maile said the number was 
"in line with expectations" and that the rise could be partly 
blamed on vehicle import growth.

"Last year 72 out of 100 new cars sold were imported,"  
Mr Maile said. "In the past it was predominately components 
that made up the deficit," he said. However, local production 
of vehicles for export also contributed to the trade deficit. 
"Local production has an impact because of imported  
components," Mr Pitot said.

Despite the ramping up of exports of vehicles, "only  
38% of an exported vehicle is a net export," Mr Pitot said. 
"Local content is too low." On average only 36% of a  
South African-built vehicle was sourced from local content.  
"In other words, we’re importing 64% of the selling  
price."

This means that while "nominally" there was an  
approximate trade balance of R50 billion of vehicle exports 
last year and R50 billion of vehicle imports, "there was less 
than R20 billion of net exports".

"Export numbers are totally misleading in terms of their 
net export value," Mr Jammine said.

Mr Strachan defended the programme and the  
department’s position. "We can’t do anything about the  
number of imported cars," he said, describing the rise  
of "near-cutting-edge and affordable South Korean imports" 
as an example of the "hugely powerful global forces"  
SA faces.

"Where would we be without the APDP? The trade deficit 
would be much worse," he said.

"The broader economic benefits are immense in terms of 
skills and employment."

Mr Strachan said the industry’s contribution to the  
trade deficit should diminish as export numbers rise and 

economies of scale allow for more local manufacturers to  
get into the automotive supply chain.

"We do have to review the APDP. We are open to  
suggestions on how to increase the range and quantum of 
component manufacture to support export growth," he said. 
"We want to encourage strongly the evolution to local  
manufacturing of components, but it’s a difficult path.  
It’s not easy," he said.

However, as Mr Maile pointed out, "the export  
programme leaves us exposed to the global market. There  
are no guarantees," Mr Strachan said.

Meanwhile, at the launch of the fifth iteration of the 
Industrial Policy Action Plan, Trade and Industry Minister  
Rob Davies told journalists "the APDP has been a success 
since launching this year".

"We see car companies improving their sales. The whole 
motor industry looks all the better," Mr Davies said.

Mr Jammine added that the matter was "very complex" 
and that the South African vehicle consumer had otherwise 
benefited from imported vehicles.

"The market has been very competitive and vehicle  
price inflation has been very low. It’s been good for the  
consumer, and has contributed to a vibrant second-hand  
market."

Despite the ramping up of exports of vehicles, "only 38% of an exported 
vehicle is a net export," Mr Pitot said. "Local content is too low." 

On average only 36% of a South African-built vehicle was sourced 
from local content. "In other words, we’re importing 64% of the selling price."
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As part of the company’s 30th anniversary celebration, 
the local importers of Mitsubishi Materials cutting tools 
will be holding an exhibition at their premises - Kuschke 

Street, Route 24, Meadowdale, Gauteng.
Scheduled to take place from the July 1 through to  

12th July 2013, the exhibition will run from 10:00am until 
18:00pm, daily. Included are demonstrations of the latest 
range of tooling offered by the company.

The company provides machining / production tooling 
requirements for the metalworking industry and are agents 
for international manufacturers Mitsubishi Materials cutting 
tools, Arno Alu inserts for aluminium machining, Ssangyong 
Ceramics ceramic inserts, NT Tool Corp machining centre  
holders, Kintek shrink fit chucks, toolholders for CNC lathes, 
turning tools, HSK holders and toolholders and milling cutters 
with indexable inserts and D'Andrea accessories such as  
facing and boring heads, modular and mono-block toolholder 
and boring systems. Multitrade Distributors also distributes the 

Komet Group range of modular tooling systems and  
metal cutting tools.

On display will be cutting tools and systems manufactured 
by these companies. The exhibition will also offer the visitor 
the opportunity to purchase cutting tools that are on promotion 
and also see the tools performing on various CNC machines. 

Multitrade have partnered with Hurco South Africa to  
supply the CNC machines, Stillam who will give various  
demonstrations of their machining software EdgeCam, and 
Flexilube. These companies will be on hand to share their 
insight and show their products.

Attendance is free to all guests and snacks will be  
provided.

For further details call Multitrade on TEL: 011 453 8034  
or visit www.multicarb.com

Multitrade/Mitsubishi 
Materials 30th Anniversary 

open house exhibition

Exhibition to take place 1 to 12 July 2013 
(weekdays only) Multitrade have partnered with Hurco South Africa to supply the 

CNC machines, Stillam who will give various demonstrations of their 
machining software EdgeCam, and Flexilube. These companies will  
be on hand to share their insight and show their products at the 
Multitrade/Mitsubishi Materials 30th Anniversary open house exhibition





Motor and component manufacturers had given an 
"unequivocal vote of confidence" in South Africa by 
committing themselves to more than R15 billion in 

investments in the country, Trade and Industry Minister  
Rob Davies said recently.

His comments came in the wake of a strong call by 
the president and MD of General Motors in Africa, Mario 
Spangenberg, for government to tackle four areas — labour, 
administered prices, competitive suppliers and education  
— which he said were impediments to conducting business in 
South Africa.

According to Mr Spangenberg, the market for new vehicles 
in Africa would reach some 2 million units in 2016-17.

Mr Davies noted in a ministerial media briefing on 
infrastructure and job creation that next year component 
exports of R40 billion were projected to rise 13% and vehicle 
exports of an estimated 280,000 units were projected to 
increase to 361,000 units.

Also assisting the industry was the approval by the 
Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) of a funding 
mechanism to promote the localisation of component 
manufacture.

Mr Davies said that the roll-out of the automotive 
investment scheme would support about 63,000 jobs over a 
three-year period. He said the department would shortly be 
publishing a road map for the introduction of electric cars 
into the South African market. This would involve both the 
setting up of infrastructure and a support programme for 
manufacturers.

Economic Development Minister Ebrahim Patel believed 
the weaker rand, if maintained, would provide motor vehicle 
exporters with an important competitive edge in their battle 
to win a share of African markets against their Asian and 
European rivals. He said the rand had moved into "a much 
more competitive range".

Mr Davies said that state assistance for the clothing, 
textiles, leather and footwear sector had brought some 
stability to an industry which was shedding thousands of jobs 
a few years ago. About R148 million had been approved for 
123 companies under the clothing textile competitiveness 
programme, which would support 49,888 jobs out of a total 
of about 101,000 in the sector. The IDC had approved an 
additional R501 million, which was expected to create and 
save 2,400 jobs. Annual production in the footwear sector was 
expected to increase from 52 million shoes to 100 million over 
the next three years.

Mr Davies said that incentives valued at R736 million  
had been disbursed by his department over three years to 
agro-processors, while R3.7 billion had been facilitated in 
the food-processing sector. This supported the retention of 
14,000 jobs and created 7,000 jobs. There was an investment 
pipeline of R942 million in agro-processing.

Car makers 
have faith in 
South Africa — 
Davies
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The Department of Trade and Industry says international 
investors are ready to help establish a new joint venture 
steel mill in South Africa. Negotiations are likely to be 

finalised by the second quarter of this year.
But the department says any agreement will contain 

"strong conditions" to ensure the government controls the  
project, avoiding the shortcomings associated with the  
unbundling of state-run Iscor more than a decade a go.

Many in South Africa’s steel space do not see how new 
players can enter an already saturated market, despite the 
country’s proposed infrastructure plans. Producers have spare 
capacity, and imports are flooding in.

However, a recent fire crippled ArcelorMittal South Africa’s 
Vanderbijlpark facility, the largest supplier of flat steel  
products in sub-Saharan Africa.

The producer, part of the global ArcelorMittal Group, has 
provided little information on this, saying it hoped to restart 
full operations at the end of April.

Hennie de Clercq, CEO of industry body the Southern 
African Institute of Steel Construction, says the past year  
has not been a good one for South Africa’s steel  
industry. Nearly 1 million tons of steel was imported in  
the period, which is a record. This will likely be exacerbated  

by ArcelorMittal’s latest shutdown, following protracted  
outages at its Newcastle mill in past years.

"Since the imported steel was not cheaper than the local, 
this implies that slack demand does not explain the woes of 
the steel producers," Mr de Clercq says.

"A better explanation is that the production of steel has 
been erratic and far below the potential. To a large extent this 
can be attributed to technical problems that were experienced 
by the mills."

He also says South Africa’s mining and transport strikes 
had a "very negative effect". And along with a lack of state 
spending on capital projects, private companies are  
hoarding cash, he says, creating a "dearth of new mining  
and other industrial projects".

The Industrial Development Corporation is set to buy  
Anglo American’s 74% stake in Scaw Metals for R3.4 billion, 
among other steel assets. This is part of government efforts 
to promote competition in South Africa’s steel industry, and 
enforce a "developmental" pricing model to help its  
infrastructure plans.

Meanwhile, a small private steel plant is nearing  
completion in the Coega industrial development zone near 
Port Elizabeth. But construction group Murray and Roberts 

Volatile times for South African 
steel industry
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recently struggled to sell its mothballed Cape Town Iron  
and Steel Works mini-mill, eventually landing a Turkish  
buyer.

However, these events pale into insignificance compared 
with some of the hype surrounding the local steel industry. In 
early 2011, empowerment group Afripalm Resources struck 
a deal with the state-run Steel Authority of India to conduct 
a feasibility study for a new R21 billion steel plant in South 
Africa. Since then, nothing has been heard of this and other 
proposed projects.

Most pertinently, the government’s demands for a  
more competitive steel price have led to unresolved legal  
disputes involving the state and private sector. These stem 
from a failed empowerment deal involving politically  
connected Imperial Crown Trading and access to iron ore  
mining rights.

Edwin Basson, director-general of the World Steel 
Association in Brussels, who has a long association with  
South Africa’s steel markets, says there have been  
"tectonic" changes in the global steel market.

Primary among these are volatility and competitive  
pressures that have arisen as longer-term steel pricing  

contracts are replaced by spot-price markets driven by  
China’s rapid economic growth.

These events stand in stark contrast to South Africa’s 
developmental steel price approach.

"The steel industry is an intensely international industry. 
Most contracts are dictated in terms of delivery to Chinese 
ports," says Mr Basson.

"Ownership (of steel companies) was globalised and this 
drives globalised behaviour," he says.

"No country in the world has the ability to follow trends 

which are out of synch with the rest of the world. If you want to 
remain competitive you need to be competitive in international 
markets."

He says there is "very little" opportunity to "hide behind 
country factors", including domestic political and economic  
circumstances, and development needs.

"My impression ... is in South Africa they think they can 
treat the domestic market by a different set of rules to the 
export market," Mr Basson says.

"But very few countries in the world are successful in  
maintaining this," he says, especially in the face of  
widespread industry subsidies in China.

Many in South Africa’s steel space do not see how 
new players can enter an already saturated market, despite the country’s 

proposed infrastructure plans. Producers have spare capacity, and 
imports are flooding in



Voortman, a leading Dutch manufacturer of machinery 
for the steel construction and steel processing industry 
has appointed First Cut as its South African distributor.

Voortman has designed, developed and manufactured 
machinery for steel fabrication and plate processing related 
industries for more than 40 years. With international  
subsidiaries responsible for sales and service, they are  
a globally recognised supplier with thousands of Voortman 
systems installed. 

“Africa’s steel industry has long been a significant  
market for Voortman and becomes more and more important 
as steel fabricators, service centers and plate processing 
companies demand for CNC controlled structural steel  
fabrication equipment increases. It is therefore important  
that we have a competent distributor for the region, hence  
we chose First Cut.” said Pieter van Grol, Manager 
International Sales at Voortman.

Voortman’s range of equipment includes drilling, sawing, 
marking, coping and cambering of steel beams, punching  
and shearing, numbering and storage of flat and angle steel, 
drilling, plasma and oxy-fuel cutting of sheet and plate and 
surface treatment (shot blasting) and painting systems.

Each Voortman machine is equipped with its own  
VACAM control software. To create a completely automated 
and integrated production line, Voortman is able to  
interconnect the handling systems such as the roller  
conveyors and cross transports, and the VACAM software to 
multiple machines. In this way productivity increases and 

man-hours are saved by enabling just one operator to control 
the whole system.

After building its history and reputation on a solid base of 
manufacture and distribution of hack saws, band saws, bow 

saws, butcher saws and various hand tools, First Cut (Pty) Ltd 
has evolved into a company that now offers a total solution 
and focused range of products designed around providing 
cutting solutions for various industries - the most important 
being steel, timber, meat, foam, textiles and the DIY trade.

First Cut is now a well known distributor of international 
capital equipment and supports a 
range of machinery from entry level 
bandsaw and circular saw machines, 
to state-of-the-art CNC controlled  
drilling and cutting lines.

First Cut’s capital equipment  
division specialises in the sheet 
metal and plate processing,  
fabrication, tube manipulation and 
general engineering sectors. 

“With our appointment as the 
Voortman distributor we are now 
able to offer a fully comprehensive 
solution for structural steel and plate 
manipulation,” said First Cut’s  
MD Andrew Poole.

For more information  
contact First Cut (Pty) Ltd on  
TEL: 011 614 1112,  
email: info@firstcut.co.za, or  
visit the website on  
www.firstcut.co.za  
or www.voortman.net
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Voortman 
names First Cut as distributor

Voortman’s combined drilling and cutting line

“With our appointment as the Voortman distributor we are now 
able to offer a fully comprehensive solution for structural steel and plate 

manipulation,” said First Cut’s MD Andrew Poole
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General Profiling has moved into a brand new headquarters 
and manufacturing facility (one of the largest privately 
owned service centre buildings in South Africa) that the 

company has had purpose built for its requirements.
Four years in the planning, General Profiling moved into the 

8 500m² greenfield production and administration facility over 
the end-of-year holiday period. The significant development in 
the company’s history is in alignment with the General Profiling’s 
strategy to grow the company and offer clients more and  
improved services in the field of sheet and plate profiling,  
cutting, bending and rolling.

“One of the main reasons we have moved is to streamline 
our production processes which ultimately results in us providing 
a better service for our clients with reduced delivery times,” said 
General Profiling’s MD Gavin Poplak.

“The old facility, which covered an area of 4 000m²,  
consisted of a number of different buildings that we had  
purchased over the years. We linked these buildings through 
alterations and additions but it was like negotiating an obstacle 
course to get past the machines and materials and from one 
building to another. It served our needs but it hampered our 
progress. This factory is still operational and we continue to use 
it for various operations,” he continued.

The new building consists of one long bay of 250 metres in 
length and thirty four metres wide, which has given the  
company the opportunity to define work flows and through  
paths carefully so as to maximise efficiency and speed in the 
production process without compromising on quality.

Construction of the building took 10 months once planning, 
earthworks such as the removal of 5000 cubic metres of  
corrosive mining soil had been replaced with workable soil, and 
the electrical requirements had been secured. 

The new building is equipped with seven 10 ton overhead 
cranes and further three in the old building, the movement of 
materials from racking to machine is seamless. Extra space has 
also allowed for more stock holding of both plate and sheet.  

“This new facility puts all of the company's manufacturing 
operations under one roof and is designed to streamline the 
production. It has also given us the opportunity to invest in new 
equipment and new service offerings which will all be  
operational by the end of May,” said Poplak.

After the company’s establishment in 1971 as a family  
business specialising in flame-cutting of steel sheets and plates, 
General Profiling has expanded into one of the biggest profiling 
companies in Johannesburg, providing laser cutting, plasma  
cutting, high-definition plasma cutting, waterjet cutting,  
flame-cutting, guillotine cutting, rolling, CNC bending and  
CNC machining for a range of ferrous and non-ferrous metals. 

For full details on General Profiling’s comprehensive  
range of services TEL: 011 839 2917 or visit the website  
www.generalprofiling.co.za

General Profiling moves into 
new manufacturing facility

With state-owned electricity provider Eskom scrambling 
to resolve the problems besetting its Medupi Power 
Station and running a multi-million rand campaign 

urging South Africans to save energy, the question being asked 
is whether energy surplus may not be a reality in 2030.

This is the view of Dr Jörg Lalk, Coordinator: Institutional 
Research Theme on Energy, at the University of Pretoria (UP).

According to Dr Lalk, the biggest problem facing the energy 
sector is that the government's Integrated Resource Plan 
(known as the IRP2010) is not without shortcomings. 

For example, in developing the plan government made the 
assumption that GDP growth would be between 4 and 5% until 
2030, says Dr Lalk. 

‘We have not gotten close to that figure in any year since 
2010 and according to the International Monetary Fund, the 
current predictions for South Africa’s GDP in 2013 is about 
2,5%, although Minister Pravin Gordhan predicted about  
2,7% during his February 2013 budget speech.’

As a result, government’s large-scale capacity expansion 
programme to double capacity to about 85 GW could be  
ill-considered and could lead to surplus energy in the future.

According to StatsSA, about 234 174 GWh was generated 
during 2012. This is in contrast to the 241 170 GWh  
generated nationally during 2007, just before the dark days 
of load shedding in early 2008. However, while there is still a 
need for new energy solutions, the current plans far outstrip 
the expected needs as a result of lower GDP growth than  

originally predicted.
‘This surely begs the question whether we really need the 

85 GW capacity planned for by the IRP2010 or are we again 
heading for the situation of the 1980s when Eskom was so 
awash with capacity that it had to mothball older power  
stations. Again, without trustworthy data government is bound 
to make costly mistakes.

‘When I make these statements one also has to be  
careful in that the new capacity listed by the IRP2010  
includes 17 800 MW renewables, mostly solar and wind.  
When it comes to these technologies one will do well to 
remember that the figures shown in the IRP2010 are  
"nameplate" figures, i.e. the capacity available under  
near-ideal conditions, such as when the wind blows all the 
time. That clearly is unrealistic and at best one can hope for 
about 20 to 25% availability from wind power and as low as 
17% from solar power (quoting experiences from overseas 
wind and solar utilities),’ says Dr Lalk. 

The only way that this can change overnight would be 
a breakthrough in energy storage technologies which UP is 
researching as part of the larger Institutional Research Theme 
on Energy.

However, until that happens, the irony remains that while 
there is an urgent need for more electricity today we may be 
moving towards excess capacity by 2030. Addressing the  
current shortages can only be achieved by saving energy – 
both by the government and Average Joe. 

Eskom’s big conundrum

The new General Profiling custom built building that is  
located less than a kilometre away from its old facility
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A recent multibillion-rand investment by Mercedes-Benz 
South Africa (MBSA) in its East London plant is  
testament that South African business can and does 

excel on the international stage. The unit of German car 
maker Daimler was chosen as a preferred manufacturer — 
along with three other facilities, in Germany, China and the  
US — of the group’s premium C-Class vehicles.

The plant, which saw record production last year, will be 
adapted to make about 60,000 units of the next-generation 
model each year. It will localise more than 40% of the  
components for the new vehicles, and is training 800 new 
employees.

"We really have a strong commitment to South Africa 
with the highest export ratio (of plants) in the world," Martin 
Zimmermann, president and CEO of MBSA, says.

JD Power and Associates, a household name in  
consumer ratings and awards, said in 2010 the East London 
manufacturing facility was the best in the world that supplied 
cars to the US.

The plant has won consecutive top annual quality  
awards from 2006 to date, both from JD Power and also  
from Synovate, a unit of Paris-based global market research 
group Ipsos.

In 2011, it received the JD Power gold award as the  
highest-ranked manufacturing plant supplying the US from 
Europe and Africa.

Last year it got the JD Power silver award for the  
same category. The plant also produces about 5,000  
"completely knocked-down" Mercedes-Benz, Freightliner  
and Fuso trucks each year, and Mercedes-Benz bus  
chassis.

A few years ago, Wolfgang Bernhard, a Daimler board  
of management member, said the C-Class was the most  
popular model in the Mercedes-Benz passenger car  
range.

The cost of enlarging and upgrading the facility, which  
has been building Mercedes-Benz cars for the past 60 years, 
as well as the equipment required for building the  
new generation C-Class, has required an investment of 
R2.7bn.

R1.2 billion was spent last year and a further  
R1.2 billion will be expended in the current year. What  
is also interesting is that this is the only Daimler plant in  
the world that is financed locally.

More labour will be required, and 800 applicants were 
selected to undergo training, which has started already.  
The take-up by MBSA may not reach this number, so any 
excess of trained workers will be offered to the automotive 
suppliers or general industry in East London.

The investment will introduce new technologies into the 

country, providing for extensive training and skills  
development. The National Union of Metalworkers in  
East London has said the city depends on Mercedes-Benz  
for about 80% of manufacturing.

South Africa has updated its Industrial Policy Action Plan 
to include the Automotive Investment Scheme (AIS) and 
revamped Automotive Production Development Programme. 

The government wants about 1.2 million vehicles produced  
in South Africa each year by 2020.

The AIS is an incentive designed to grow and develop the 
motor sector through investment in new and replacement 
models and components. It is intended to increase plant  
production volumes, while strengthening the automotive  
value chain.

Vehicle exports from South Africa to the rest of Africa  
grew almost 20% last year. This is making up for a decline  
in sales to the European Union and US markets.

As a free download on the Apple App store, the  
new "myMBFS App" from Mercedes-Benz Financial  
Services allows iPhone and iPad users in Africa to view  
promotions, dealer locations, and request vehicle quotes, 
financial products, and monthly payment amounts at  
any time.

MBSA saw revenue of R33.8 billion last year, marginally 
down from 2011. It says this "reflects the positive outlook  
of South Africa’s vehicle market, contrary to the indications  
of slower growth in the economy and rising inflationary  
pressures."

The East London plant gave a "sneak preview" of the 
premium segment, "all-new stylish compact and sporty" 
Mercedes-Benz A-Class, launched in South Africa in April. 
Prices range from R275,000 to R395,000.

"The A-Class falls in a very competitive segment,"  
Mr Zimmermann says.

East London Mercedes-Benz plant 
earns praise for performance

The plant has won consecutive top annual quality awards 
from 2006 to date, both from JD Power and also from Synovate, a unit 

of Paris-based global market research group Ipsos
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Every two years those involved in automotive aftermarket 
businesses in Africa get the opportunity of exhibiting at 
or visiting the premier trade fair for this sector of the 

retail motor industry. This flagship event, Automechanika 
Johannesburg, which will be hosted in South Africa for the third 
time in 2013, will take place from May 8-11.

More than 500 international 
and South African companies 
have already confirmed their 
attendance at the show as  
exhibitors. 

Trade visitor registration is 
now open and it is easy to  
register using the online system 
at www.automechanikasa.co.za. 
Pre-registered visitors not only do not have to pay R50  
registration fee at the entrance gate but also qualify to go into 
the draw for some big prizes, including a R50 000 Snap On 
tool kit. Pre-registration also provides access to a computerised 
matchmaking system, which matches buyers to exhibitors and 
enables the scheduling of business appointments.

The organisers of Automechanika Johannesburg have 

designed a programme of professional conferences and  
workshops under the banner of the Automechanika Academy 
to run alongside the four day exhibition. These events will focus 
on the retail motor industry, Truck Competence, the collision 
repair industry, automotive workshops, engine remanufacturing 
and fuel.

There will also be a special 
focus on all aspects of training 
related to the automotive  
aftermarket, including a spray 
painting competition. The  
organisers are working with 
MerSETA to expand on this 
important aspect of the industry 
in terms of career planning and 

upskilling.
Automechanika Johannesburg is one of 12 similar events 

staged globally under the auspices of Messe Frankfurt, of 
Germany, which established the Automechanika brand in 1971 
and has organised a host of trade fairs and exhibitions in 
Germany and many other countries for the past 25 years.

For more information go to: www.automechanikasa.co.za

Automechanika Johannesburg 2013 
Africa’s premier trade fair 

for the automotive aftermarket
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BEE snarl-up delays 
Transnet’s locomotives project

A programme by Transnet Freight Rail (TFR) to buy  
1,064 new locomotives as part of an ambitious  
seven-year strategy to ramp up capacity is running 

four months late as Transnet, the Department of Public 
Enterprises and the Treasury fight over evaluation criteria  
for the multibillion-rand bids.

Transnet and its shareholder, the Department of  
Public Enterprises, are pushing the Treasury for a  
relaxation of the 90:10 evaluation formula — as stipulated  
in the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act (PPPFA) 
— to 70:30, in order to reach more industrial and social  
development goals.

The Treasury is concerned Transnet will pay a higher  
premium than is allowed under state programmes to leverage 
procurement into industrial outcomes.

Under the PPPFA, in evaluating bids on tenders worth 
more than R1 million, price enjoys a 90% weighting while 
broad-based black economic empowerment code  
outcomes — which include enterprise development,  
job creation and skills transfer — are given a 10%  
weighting.

Transnet group chief operating officer Anoj Singh said  
the R35 billion tender process had "slipped" and was  
behind schedule. The board of directors would have to  
make a decision "quite soon" on whether to continue to  
pursue a relaxation of regulations or abandon it, as  
further delays could affect the delivery of locomotives for 
Transnet’s market demand strategy.

Mr Singh said Transnet was in a strong position to  
argue for an exemption from the rules as it was not  
receiving money from the Treasury for its capital  
expenditure (capex) programme. In addition, no extra 
demands would be placed on the stretched fiscus if the 
exemption is managed within Transnet’s vast R300 billion 
capex programme.

The closure of the tender for the contracts to supply  
599 dual-voltage electric locomotives and 465 diesel  
ones has been delayed for a third time, because of  
the disagreement between the Treasury and public  
enterprises.

The Treasury is tightlipped about the tense discussions. 
Treasury spokeswoman Phumza Macanda said: "We will not 
be commenting on this matter."

The Department of Trade and Industry has set minimum 
local content thresholds for the locomotives. These have  
been set at 65% for electric and 55% for diesel ones.

Commitment to local content was a large part of the  
New Growth Path, which the departments of economic  
development and trade and industry championed.  
Further, government policy as encapsulated in the National 
Development Plan aims to make good on promises to  
deliver economic growth and job opportunities through  
infrastructure development.

Transnet has previously enjoyed exemptions from the  
limits of the PPPFA and it was then that it expanded the use 
of its competitive supplier development programme (CSDP).  
It has plans to expand the supplier requirements this  
year to include procurement from women-owned businesses 
and programmes that benefit black youth.

Through the disconnect between the PPPFA and  
the Department of Public Enterprises’ CSDP, the  
government may constrain its ability to achieve its own  
industrial and employment objectives through fiscal  
conservatism.

Mr Singh said the Treasury had calculated that the  
90:10 formula implied a 10% premium on the cost of the 
acquisition of goods. By inference, should a 30% weighting 
be given to social and developmental objectives this could 
extract an almost equal premium.

The Treasury is concerned about setting a precedent for 
other state bodies to seek exemptions.

The Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa, which  
operates Metrorail and is embarking on a R123 billion  
fleet renewal, fought the Treasury for an exemption  
seeking a 65:35 split. It was granted an 85:15  
exemption.

Mr Singh said allowing greater scope for the  
adjudication of local content and economic development 
would allow for more "dynamic tension" between rival  
bidders and deliver greater quality.

Under the schedule for the introduction of additional  
locomotives announced last year, TFR plans to take delivery  
of at least 100 diesel locomotives starting in 2014.

Public enterprises spokesman Mayihlome Tshwete  
said the departments were working together to make sure 
South Africa "reaps the maximum benefits from our  
infrastructure development programme".

The Gauteng Growth and Development Agency intends to 
restructure the business and operations of its Supplier 
Park Development Company (SPDC) and the Automotive 

Industry Development Centre (AIDC) subsidiaries by way of a 
merger.

The integration would be in effect from April 1.
The AIDC would be merged into the SPDC, transforming 

the SPDC into the successor in title to the business of AIDC 
through the formation of a single business entity.

The SPDC would use the AIDC as a trading name and would 
assume the trademarks of the AIDC.

The mandate of the SPDC was to concentrate automotive 
component manufacturers, suppliers and service providers 
in one location – known as the Automotive Supplier Park – to 
achieve synergies and cost benefits and to develop factories to 
tenant requirements on a long-term lease basis.

The AIDC was established to assist in increasing the global 
competitiveness of the South African automotive industry to 
world-class levels by increasing the number of qualified South 
Africans working in the field, improving the quality of locally 
manufactured automotive components, and minimising  
logistical costs in the industry.

AIDC, SPDC to merge
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Specialist blade and knife manufacturer Messerfabrik 
Neuenkamp GmbH, a member of the Dienes Group, 
has appointed Ideal Trading 253cc to represent them in 

South Africa as of the end of May.
Neuenkamp have been manufacturing high precision  

longitudinal, slitting and side trimming tools for over 90 years 
on the same site in Remscheid, Germany. Today, Neuenkamp 
is a leading manufacturer in the field worldwide. The company 
is represented by agencies in over thirty countries including 
France, Belgium, Sweden, Greece, Turkey, Brazil and the USA. 

Rob Barclay, who has over 30 years’ experience in the steel 
industry in South Africa and neighbouring states, will represent 

Ideal Trading 253cc, the company that will be importing the 
Neuenkamp products into South Africa. 

“It is an opportunity that I have been given and I am 
extremely excited about the prospect of visiting and assisting 
all the clients I know in the steel industry, especially those that 
are involved in slitting operations. I am passionate about the 
industry and confident that because of my technical experience 
in the slitting industry I will be able to give my clients the best 
advice possible,” said Rob.

“Neuenkamp are regarded as worldwide leaders in this 

field. They have achieved this position by constantly investing 
in modern processing plant, continuous quality improvement 
along with a programme of innovation.” 

“There are new steels being developed that are over  
1200 Mpa that need to be slit and guillotined and Neuenkamp 
already has the raw materials and technology to manufacture 
the blades to successfully cut this type of steel.”

“In fact any steel to be slit or guillotined, be it mild steel, 
stainless steel, non ferrous such as aluminium and special 
alloys or transformer steel, Neuenkamp will have a quality 
blade for the task.”

“The main industrial sectors targeted by the company are 
steel and non-ferrous metals processors. 
Special expertise is involved in the design 
and manufacturing of product with  
thickness tolerances accuracies down to 
± 0.0005mm (half a micron) and the best 
possible surface finishes, which increase 
knife performance and life. As a standard 
feature, slitter knives and spacers up to 
420mm diameter have a thickness  
tolerance of ± 0,001mm and parallelism 
and flatness are within 0,002mm.” 

“In cooperation with leading steel  
producers, Neuenkamp are developing 
special knife alloys to obtain highest wear 
resistance and prolonged service life.”

The Neuenkamp range includes: 
 • Rotary shear knives
 • Stripper rings – bonded and loose
 •  Separator discs and spacers
 •  Knife collar systems
 •  Knife quill sets

•  Straight knives
•  Knife polishing
•  Software - CamB tooling assembly software
•  Tool Storage Systems

“We will also be supplying shear and cropper blades,  
edge trimmers, shimless tooling, scrap chopper blades and 
plastic shims.” 

For further details contact Rob Barclay on  
082 605 9418.

Blade and knife manufacturer 
Neuenkamp appoints 
Ideal Trading 253cc as 
their South African agent





Anglo American Platinum’s 
Rustenburg Platinum 
Mines has placed an 

order with DCD Rolling Stock 
for 20 off new side discharge 
hopper wagons that will be 
used to transport platinum 
ore from the mine’s various 
shafts to the processing plant. 
Manufacture is underway at 
DCD Rolling Stock’s facility in 
Boksburg and delivery will take 
place from April to June 2013.

DCD Rolling Stock has a 
longstanding relationship with 
Anglo American Platinum’s 
Rustenburg Mines spanning 
about 20 years that has seen 
the company supply a  
number of hopper wagons 
to the mine. Daryl Leggitt, 
Technical Manager at DCD 
Rolling Stock, says the  
company has also worked 
alongside the mine’s engineers 
over the past decade to adjust 
the design of certain hoppers to suit changing  
mechanical and safety requirements and to refurbish existing 
hopper wagons.

The design of the units in the latest order features a 
unique safety mechanism on the bottom discharge doors that 
prevents the doors opening accidentally in transit and  
creating spillage, which presents a major safety risk.

“We call this a ‘central shaft over top dead centre locking 
device’ and it has been designed specifically for Rustenburg 
Platinum Mines,” says Leggitt, who adds that this is a  

significant order from the mining industry. 
“The device comprises three offset levers connected to 

the doors with three links per door. The levers have two end 
stops to ensure that they rotate over the centre position, 
ensuring that the doors cannot open accidentally. As an  
additional safety feature, a pneumatically operated interlock 
is included, featuring a cam and hook that lock into place 
once the doors are fully closed.”

The discharge hopper wagons, having a gross mass off  
85 tons, have payload volumes of 26 cubic metres with  
5 cubic metre volume reducers. The hoppers’ body and 
underframe comprise an all-welded construction utilising 
S355JR steel, delivering an increase in strength of about  
18% compared to the previous hopper wagons supplied.  
The body ends, centre gable and volume reducer are angled 
to avoid any hang-up of ore during unloading operations.

The wagons will be fitted with high impact and wear  
resistant body liners manufactured from Tivar GR12 material, 
20 mm thick on the body ends and volume reducer and  
12 mm thick on the lower half of the centre gable.  
The braking system combines vacuum and air brakes, with 
each system capable of operating independently.

The wagons will also be equipped with two self-steer  
HS Mk VII bogies manufactured from new components to 
comply with the latest Transnet specifications.

International systems house
DCD Rolling Stock, part of the DCD conglomerate  

(previously DCD-DORBYL), operates as an international systems  

Rustenburg Platinum Mines 
orders 20 discharge hopper wagons 

from DCD Rolling Stock 

DCD Rolling Stock is manufacturing 20 side discharge hopper wagons for Rustenburg Platinum Mines
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DCD Rolling Stock cuts plate on a MicroStep gantry 
construction CNC plasma cutting machine, supplied by Knuth SA. 

The machine is currently been upgraded with Hypertherm's  
True Hole cutting technology



house with an in-house capability that allows it to offer a total 
rolling stock package, from design and manufacture, to  
refurbishing and modernising bogies and supporting the after-
sales market for bogies, including supply of renewal parts.

DCD Rolling Stock has its own accredited quality,  
environmental and health & safety systems in place — SABS 
ISO 9001:2008, Moody International BS EN ISO 14001:2004 
and Moody International BSI OHSAS 18001 — which ensure 
that manufacturing processes are carried out under controlled 
conditions to mitigate their impact on the environment and to 
international quality standards.

DCD Rolling Stock has been in business for more than a 
100 years, having designed and manufactured more than 130 

000 wagons on Cape Gauge lines, 1 000 Electric and  
GE Diesel Electric Locomotives, and 4 000 underground 
 locomotives. The Boksburg-based DCD Rolling Stock site, 
of which 40 000 square metres is under cover, incorporates 
state-of-the-art technology and equipment. The company  
holds the intellectual property rights on most of its  
manufactured products and has been granted licences 
for affiliated products from American companies such as 
McConway & Torley/NACO, Keystone Railway Equipment 
Company, Columbus Steel Castings/Buckeye and, locally, 
Railway Dynamic Systems for HS self-steering bogies.

For further details contact Janetta Nel of DCD Rolling 
Stock on TEL: 011 914 1400

Further down the production lineThe base frames being welded
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In the US it’s common to see a truck taken from 
a simple cargo-hauling big rig to a rolling work 
of art but it costs really big bucks—the kinds of 

bucks that often are hard to come by in the freight 
world these days.

However, more truckers are choosing to take 
that “leap of chrome” —and not just to feed a  
hungry ego. A lot of small fleets, for example, the 
kind operating 15 to 50 trucks, can be found  
turning one or two of their tractors into glitzy  
“show models” as a way to reward veteran drivers 
and recruit new ones.

Others are finding that even a little bit of glam 
goes a long way in terms of getting the attention of 
customers. Turning their trucks into rolling  
calling cards of 
sorts appeals 
to a shipper’s 
pride in getting 
their freight 
pulled by such 
unique pieces 
of decorated  
aluminium and 
steel.

Not so in  
South Africa.  
Little or nothing  
is spent on the  
aesthetic look 
except if the  
company is a 
‘known’ brand or retailer.

However whether you have one truck, five or more, you 
know that it is crucial to keep your vehicles on the road to 
make money. Maintenance should be the number one  
priority but judging by news reports on the amount of trucks 
and busses involved in accidents on our South African roads 
with vehicles not being roadworthy, this is not so.

One area that is on the rise though is the fitting of  
bullbars and windscreen stone guards to these vehicles.

Some say that steel and aluminium bullbars fitted to  
vehicles (car, 4WD, truck or bus) are a design feature  
identified as significantly exacerbating the injury risk to  
pedestrians, cyclists and vehicle occupants alike. Their  
addition to the front of vehicles is seen as increasing a  
vehicle’s frontal stiffness and aggressiveness. A common 
feature is the use of bullbars on four-wheel drive vehicles and 
also typically on the front of heavy vehicles. These designs, 
because of their high stiffness, unyielding characteristics 
(not energy absorbing) and small contact areas, are the total 
antitheses of designs aimed at reducing injury risk particularly 
to vulnerable road users such as pedestrians. 

The argument will rage on depending what view you have. 
The main argument for fitting a bullbar to a vehicle presented 

Raising the bar
Dress up any truck with a slick paint job, banks of bright lights, and gobs of chrome accessories 

and you’ll grab the attention of just about anyone anywhere you go. 

A bullbar that has been powder coated Bullbar components in the fettling area

Taurus Bullbars have recently installed a Lind P3500  
Maestro plasma machine, which was manufactured locally  
by Lind SA Automation. This is the company’s first major  

capital equipment purchase

The Lind P3500 Maestro plasma machine  
cutting plate. The machine can cut mild steel  

up to 25mm, stainless steel 12mm and  
aluminium 20mm

ShOPfRONT   fOcuS
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by vehicle owners and bullbar manufacturers is to protect the 
vehicle against costly damage and in particular immobilisation 
via radiator damage in isolated remote areas in collisions with 
stray animals such as sheep or cattle or any other object such 
as a small shrub or small tree. 

This argument is very valid in South Africa considering  
the areas that the cargo-hauling trucks have to travel to,  
both locally and across our borders. More and more you  
are seeing these vehicles fitted with bullbars and  
windscreen/stone guards. As result it is a manufacturing  
area that is growing.

Taurus Bullbars has been operating in this space for the 
last five years but as owner Mike Maree explained,  
“Effectively we have only been in operation for three years.”

Mike became involved in the business almost by default 
when he purchased what remained of a company that had 
been attempting to manufacture bullbars from a family  
member. 

“My main vocation in life was in the printing industry.  
After deciding to leave the industry in my early fifties I then 
worked with my sister in Cape Town helping her set up a  
plastic injection moulding business. Then this opportunity 
arose and I decided to give it a go.”

Right: “When times get tough, there’s a lot more demand for  
used and salvage parts,” owner Mike Maree explained.  

“And when times get better, sales of new parts, begin to rise.  
We wanted to be in a position to serve both ends of the parts market 

but to keep business coming in during the early rough patch, 
so we concentrated on dealing directly with the panel beaters 

by offering them a quick turnaround.”

Owner Mike Maree and his son David with the company’s  
sales representative Melany Lindeque in the middle
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“The minor bullbar  
manufacturing business originally 
operated from rented premises, 
with a small turn-over and a 
handful of staff in the Alberton, 
Gauteng area.”

“It was a struggle in the 
beginning because of our lack 
of experience, knowledge and 
industry recognition. The bullbar 
industry is very competitive, and 
there is a lot of cheap, poor  
quality product available with  
little customer service.”

“When times get tough, 
there’s a lot more demand for 
used and salvage parts,” he 
adds. “And when times get better, 
sales of new parts, begin to rise. 
We wanted to be in a position to 
serve both ends of the parts mar-
ket but to keep business coming 
in during the early rough patch, 
so we concentrated on dealing 
directly with the panel beaters  
by offering them a quick  
turnaround.”

“After two years of growth  
and building up a reputation the 
company had a major setback 
in that after coming back from a 
holiday I found that most of my 
staff had left to set up their own 
business.”

“It was like starting from 
scratch again but David, my son 
who had joined the business after 
it had been operating for one 
year, and myself were determined that we were going to  
succeed.”

“We continued to service the panel beaters but we knew 
that if we were to grow the business we would have to start 
manufacturing our own product. This led us to dealing directly 
with the transport companies and only in the segment of  
commercial vehicles such as long haul and freight trucks.  
It is thanks to these clients that the company has grown  
rapidly and gone from strength to strength.”

“The aim now is to get a foothold in the OEM and  

dealer business.”
“Engineering a  

bullbar requires careful  
consideration of a number  
of factors to ensure it  
properly serves its purpose. 
Factors such as vehicle 
design, crush rate, air bag 
deployment, approach 
angles, accessory fitment, 
strength, weight and  
aesthetics. These factors are 
all incorporated into every 
bullbar that we manufacture 
before it enters production.”

“Fitting of bullbars  
can affect a vehicle’s  
aerodynamics and adds 
mass to the vehicle thus 
increasing fuel consumption 
and consequently pollution.”

“Each bullbar is  
specifically designed to  
complement the unique  
contours of individual vehicle 
models. This means that we 
can ensure the best possible 
fit, look and functionality for  
a particular vehicle. The 
majority are finished in a 
durable powder coat to 
further enhance the bar's 
appeal.”

“However in recent  
times we have seen a surge 
in requests for polished  
stainless steel bullbars, 
which we also offer.  

The bling of chrome coating is optional.”
“There are standard designs and features but more often 

than not a transporter has his own idea of how he wants his 
bullbar to look. There are also new features such as  
advertising that we have to take into account. So the majority 
of the bullbars that we manufacture are custom designed.”

“An added service that we offer is that we are prepared 
to fit the bullbars insitu or on site. This helps the transporter 
to get his vehicle back on the road in a short space of time, 
again saving money.”

A Freightliner Cab fitted with a Taurus low profile bullbar

An example of a chrome plated  
windscreen stone guard

Another example of a  
Taurus bullbar

Another example of a  
windscreen stone guard

Taurus Bullbars has a significant amount of bar, tube and plate  
in stock. The company is reviewing its tube bending requirements. 

This and the laser work is still shopped out but it could soon  
be feasible that they bring these processes in-house



New high definition plasma machine
“As our reputation has grown, so the quantity of bullbars 

manufactured has increased. Production reached a point 
where it became necessary for us to assess the amount of  
processes that we were relying on being done outside. 
Essentially a bullbar is made up of plate and tube and we 
had reached the point where it became more cost effective to 
invest in a high definition plasma and process our own plate.”

“This we have done and last month we installed a Lind 
P3500 Maestro, which was manufactured locally by Lind SA 
Automation.”

“The robustly designed gantry type machine comes with 
Hypertherm Edge Pro CNC 
controls and software, 
Hypertherm Arc Glide 
torch height control (single 
torch or multiple torches), 
Hypertherm HPR XD power 
source and is compatible 
with oxy-fuel torches.”

“Even if we had to  
treble the volume of  
bullbars that we currently 
manufacture the  
machine would more  
than accommodate our  
requirements.  We are  
looking at filling this excess 
capacity by offering a plate 
cutting service. We are  
also reviewing our tube  
bending requirements.  
This and the laser work 
is still shopped out but it 
could soon be feasible  
that we bring these  
processes in-house as 
well.” 

Other truck accessories 
In its short history 

Taurus has additionally 
built up a reputation of 
supplying a range of other 
truck accessories. These 
include windscreen stone 
guards, which are avail-
able in both powder coated 
and chrome finish. “Not 
only do they add a bit of 
style to your truck, but they 
also add great protection 
to your windscreen,” says 
Mike.

Other accessories 
include the wheelnut and 
coded socket. The nut has 
a rotating washer that  
prevents aluminium rims 
from getting damaged 
when the nut is tightened. 
The socket slides over the 
wheelnut and is tightened 
by using a normal wheel 
spanner. The nuts and 
sockets are coded so  
that other sockets will not 

work on the anti-theft wheel nuts supplied.
Taurus manufactures fuel tank side skirts that are made 

of stainless steel and an anti-fuel siphon device that fits into 
the filler neck of the tank as well. The device has a "sieve" that 
prevents theft of diesel from the tank by siphoning. Units come 
supplied with a cap or in most cases the existing cap of the 
truck can be used.

Currently the company has a staff compliment of  
25 and manufacture over 150 bullbars and 100 windscreen 
stone guards a month.

For further details contact Taurus Bullbars on  
TEL: 011 824 2714
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One of South Africa’s leading suppliers of tooling,  
engineered components and advanced materials  
consumed in production processes, Kennametal  

South Africa, has recently completed a move to Boksburg East 
Industrial Sites, Gauteng that sees the company increase its 
area under roof by 300%.

The custom built 5 000m² greenfield production and  
administration facility is in alignment with the company’s 
strategy to grow in emerging markets and enlarge Kennametal’s 
footprint in Sub Saharan Africa.

“The new facility combines numerous functions including 
state-of-the-art conical and surface mining manufacturing, sales, 
finance and administration under one roof in one location,” said 
Kennametal South Africa’s Managing Director Mike Hankin, a 
company that is a subsidiary of NYSE listed Kennametal Inc., 
based in Latrobe, Pennsylvania in the United States.

“Kennametal has invested a large sum in the building  
and infrastructure as well as in new modern equipment for 
production. This has enabled us to dramatically improve our 
production processes, quality and integrated material flow, 
which has ultimately led to improved lead times for the supply 
of product to our customers,” continued Hankin.

“The new equipment we have purchased includes a Ficep 
Gemini H 36 plate processing system, a 1250 ton press brake 
and a 25mm NC 4-roll plate roller. A strategic decision was 
made to increase our local presence in what is a relatively new 

area of business for Kennametal. Five years ago Kennametal 
Inc. acquired the assets of Tricon Metals & Services.”

“Kennametal Tricon is a leading provider of custom wear 
solutions specialising in consumable proprietary steels for the 
surface and underground mining markets, including hard rock 
and coal. Solutions include cladded products, wear pins,  
shafting and custom fabricated replacement components.”

Wear Solutions
“In surface mining, wear is everywhere. So is Kennametal. 

From the liners of shovel buckets and truck beds, to grader 
blade end protectors, to crusher grizzlies and screens, to VSI 
center feed discs, you name it.  We're there with a wear solution 
that will save you time, money, and lost production due to  
equipment wear damage.”

“Up until now we have been either importing the plate and 
then outsourcing the processing or having the plate processed 
in the US. Both options have been very time consuming and not 
very attractive to the local market. Now that we have the  
equipment that can process the plate locally our delivery times 
will be shortened considerably.”

One of the plates used in the process is known as Super-
CTM, which is a chromium carbide overlay, wear resistant plate 
with a mild steel base that can be easily welded, bolted, or  
studded to existing structures. It can also be applied to  
nickel-based, stainless, and other steel substrates. Tri-Braze™ 

Kennametal 
South Africa 
expands 
its  footprint 

Kennametal South Africa’s 
Managing Director Mike Hankin

Kennametal South Africa moved into the manufacturing field in 2002 to promote local content 
and began production of its range of underground mining tools for the local industry

RoadRazor ECO™ Pro picks, are also part of the Kennametal range  
of tooling and are used in road milling applications
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and Tri-Braze Dura-Plus™ are also products used in the impact 
and abrasion resistant applications.

“We are now able to stock and then process on order. We 
have also purchased Autodesk CAD/CAM software to assist in 
design solutions.”

“This is an extra service that we are now offering the local 
market but more importantly we have added 14 more staff to 
our compliment because of this development.”

KenCast™ Wear Solutions
“KenCast is our patented, unique tungsten carbide wear 

product that prevents premature wear damage to your  
equipment, so your equipment investment lasts longer.”

“We take tungsten carbide particles and metallurgically 
bond them to air-hardened steel. The result is a composite 
that's extremely resistant to abrasion and impact.”

“Prior to first use, the outer surface of the KenCast part 
looks smooth because the carbide particles are encased.  
During use, the outer layer of steel gradually wears to expose 
the tungsten carbide particles. It’s these particles that take the 
punishment of your abrasive applications so your equipment 
doesn't.”

“It’s common for customers to see significantly longer  
tool life on parts protected by KenCast, which is available in 
standard sizes or custom-fit to your equipment. KenCast is  
easy to weld and highly durable in challenging conditions.”

“KenCast can be used on bucket lips, drill stabilisers, 
grouser bars, shovel protection and dozer blade wear areas for 
example.”

“This new development provides us with an opportunity to 
leverage our presence in the emerging markets in Sub Saharan 
Africa. Kennametal Tricon's leadership position in surface  
mining, coupled with Kennametal's strength in underground 

mining, provides a strong basis for capitalising on world-class 
technologies and capabilities to deliver continued value, service 
and solutions to our customers."

History
Kennametal Inc. has had a presence in South Africa since 

1983 when it set up an office to market mining picks (conicals) 
locally. The parent company was founded in 1938 by Philip 
McKenna, who invented a range of tungsten-titanium carbide 
alloys. Philip started the McKenna Metals Company in Latrobe, 
Pennsylvania. Later renamed Kennametal, the corporation 
has become a world leader in the metalworking industry and 
remains headquartered in Latrobe. This year the company  
celebrates its 75th anniversary.

The following year, 1984, the company started marketing 
its range of metalworking tools, which includes milling, turning, 
threading and hole-making tools and tooling systems. 

In 1987 the three directors of the South African operation 
affected a MBO, which was fully supported by Kennametal Inc. 
The company continued to sell the Kennametal products but 
changed the name to Kennasystems and moved to a bigger 
facility in Jet Park, Gauteng until the recent move to its current 
site in April 2013.

Kennasystems traded until 1996 when it was purchased 
back and became a fully owned subsidiary of Kennametal Inc.

Pick Manufacturing
Kennametal South Africa moved into the manufacturing 

field in 2002 to promote local content and began production of 
its range of underground mining tools for the local industry.

Forgings are sourced locally and the tungsten carbide is 
sourced from the US. All other manufacturing is done in-house. 

This whole line was seamlessly transferred to the new site 
and technological and productivity improvements were made to 
enhance production.

Kennametal’s ProPoint™ tools are slim, narrow-bottom 
carbide-tipped, and designed to cut coal with better  
penetration, lower cutting forces, and additional productivity 
enhancers. Sizes range from 19mm to 35mm shank diameters. 

 The RoadRazor ECO™ Pro picks, are also part of the  
Kennametal range of tooling and are used in road milling  
applications.

Kennametal Inc. – Global Growth
Kennametal developed an international presence from  

the start. Founder Philip McKenna sold early patent rights to 
British industrialists who later also began Kennametal  
of Canada.  

The new 25mm NC 4-roll plate roller that has been purchased to 
process custom wear solutions of consumable proprietary steels for 

the surface and underground mining markets. The machine has been 
supplied by Standard/Coastal Machine Tools

A Ficep Gemini H 36 plate processing system  
has also been purchased, supplied by  

Retecon Machine Tools

Kennametal South Africa also beneficiates drill steel rods  
used for underground roof drilling operations



 
 

 
Exports through the company's first five years 
totalled more than $2.5 million, and by 1955 Kennametal  

had representation in 19 countries. The company's overseas  
manufacturing started in 1957 with a joint venture in Italy.  
A joint venture in the United Kingdom and a German sales  
subsidiary soon followed. Between 1972 and 1981, foreign 
sales grew from 17 to 34 percent of the total.

In 1993, Kennametal acquired Hertel AG, a tooling systems 
manufacturer headquartered in Fürth, Germany, with operations 
throughout Europe and worldwide. This enabled the corporation 
to compete more effectively in Western Europe, gain better  
access to emerging markets in Eastern Europe, and offer  

additional product lines in Asia Pacific. The Asia Pacific  
effort was further expanded to include manufacturing 

joint ventures for mining tools in China and a  
metalworking tool manufacturing plant in  

Shanghai. 
In 2002, Kennametal acquired WIDIA, a leading 

manufacturer and marketer of metalworking tools 
in Europe and India. Other acquisitions include 
Kennametal Conforma Clad, a leading provider of 
engineered components that deliver premium  

wear solutions, and Kennametal Extrude Hone, 
 supplying market leading engineered component 

process technology.

Today customers buy over $3 billion annually of  
Kennametal Inc. products and services, delivered by  

approximately nearly 13 000 employees in over 60 countries 
with almost 50 percent of these revenues coming from outside 
the United States.

For further details contact Kennametal South Africa on  
TEL: 011 748 9300

Kennametal South Africa has  
been marketing its range of  

metalworking tools in South Africa 
since 1984. The range includes  

milling, turning, threading  
and hole-making tools and  

tooling systems
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Ulrich Engineering 

True to its Swiss heritage, Ulrich Engineering makes money 
the old fashioned way: By earning it. This shop does so by 
manufacturing many different, some being complex parts, 

on its various CNC machines smarter and efficiently. The  
company also does not specialise in manufacturing components 
for any particular industry or machining a specific material. 

On arrival I was met by Jason White who introduced me to 
his father Gareth, one of the original founders of the company. 
There were no fancy offices or boardroom to sit in nor the frills 
that are normally associated with a successful business. As 
Jason said: “We put our resources into design and making sure 
there are no costly errors that occur for ourselves or our clients.”

Ulrich Engineering was founded in 1981 by Jason’s  
grandfather Francis Ulrich and his father, who is also qualified 
as a fitter and turner.  Born in Switzerland, Francis Ulrich  
qualified as a fitter and turner before emigrating to South Africa 
in 1949. Engineering and design was his life and along with his 
son-in-law Gareth they developed and manufactured the Natex 
fire extinguisher, a well-known dry chemical product. They  
subsequently sold the company and started Ulrich Engineering.

Like so many successful shop owners I’ve had the pleasure 
to learn from, this father and son team possesses similar traits: 
a passion for the work they do and a pragmatic willingness to  
revise their comfort zone as customer needs change. Jason 
says, “Basically, what drives us is having fun, exploring new stuff 
and giving our employees the opportunity to work on interesting 
projects. We stay competitive that way. It’s what drives all of us.”

In the early days of Ulrich Engineering the company teamed 
up with a fledgling company that manufactured lawnmowers. 
This company is still very much in business today and Ulrich 
Engineering remains one of their main suppliers of machined 
components. 

“We supply in the region of 250 different components of 
differing volumes to this South African company. As they have 
grown over the years so have we. It is a relationship that has 
been cemented with time and the willingness of both  
companies to explore new designs and opportunities.”

“Initially the company’s machine inventory comprised a 
number of CAM automatics that churned out the smaller  
components. However these have now been replaced with  
several different CNC turning and milling machines. The one 
lathe is fitted with a bar feeder and that now accounts for most 
of the bar work that used to be done on the CAM automatics. 
However we still have one left for a specific component.”

“Our goal here is to make our client comfortable with the 
shop’s ability to not only make one component for them, but 
realise our capability to make many other parts for them that 
they may otherwise source elsewhere,” Jason explains. 

“While some shops push their core competency — describing  
themselves as a Swiss shop or a milling shop — we were founded  
as a precision machine shop and have grown the business 
with extensive additional metalworking capability. My dad and I 

A precision machine shop with extensive additional metalworking capability.

The latest capital equipment purchase made by  
Ulrich Engineering was a Hartford LG 1000 vertical  
machining centre supplied by Cutts Machine Tools,  

the Gauteng agent for Redman Engineering

Jason White with his father Gareth

Initially the company’s machine inventory comprised a number of 
CAM automatics that churned out the smaller components.  

However these have now been replaced with several different  
CNC turning and milling machines. The one lathe is fitted with a  
bar feeder and that now accounts for most of the bar work that  

used to be done on the CAM automatics
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believe you have to do a lot of different things and service many 
different industries to survive in this business.”

“Our manufacturing costing is quantity based. Therefore the  
larger the volume, the better the cost effectiveness of the item.  
However, a large proportion of our business is made up of smaller 
volumes where we remain competitive regardless of quantity.”

Industries that the company does serve and components 
that it manufactures include pump shafts, impellors, bearing 
housings and pedestals, chrome iron flingers for pump  
manufacturers, patient circuit arms (ventilation equipment), 
flow meters, regulators, photo lamps humidifier and slide  
brackets for the medical equipment manufacturers, bumper 
spray nozzles, primer pumps, norvent nozzles and venturi  
assemblies for the fire and forestry equipment industry,  
alternator pins, wheel nuts and studs pulleys for the automotive 
component manufacturers, slack adjusters, tube adjusters, 
sand valves and assemblies for the railway industry, drilling rig 
components, shafting, pulleys, wheels, bearing housings, light 
housing assemblies and electrical signaling components for 
mining, fan and adaptor hubs, tow ball hitches, engine mountings 
and swivel cups for the transport industry, fire hydrant securing 
devices, electrical box and water meter anti-tampering  
components and guard monitoring batons for the security  
industry, precast sockets and concrete inserts, ferrule jacks,  
lifting equipment components, pipe fittings, joining equipment 
and aesthetic bathroom and housing fittings for the  
construction industry.

Other components include water flow control devices, valve 
adaptations, restriction devices and cut off 
and reconnection tooling and assemblies. 

“Our strongest attribute is our 
diversity. Through years of experience 
we are able to tackle most opportunities, 
and indeed it is this challenge and the 
challenge of new work that maintains our 
enthusiasm. Our product development 
"faculty" combines all staff members and 
we would like to think that through this 

collaboration we can provide our customers with a service that 
is distinguishable.”

Concept to production
“Often a client approaches us with a vague idea or concept 

that would require long term development and research. Ulrich 
Engineering's largest clients have resulted from this long-term 
co-operation between the client and ourselves. We have the 
ability to take an idea and make it tangible for our clients. Often 
this is the first step required to begin real time development on 
their product or idea.”

Sketch and sample
“Once a concept or general idea has been realised, we  

begin with sample initiation. The greatest amount of progress 
on a product design is made during this phase as we build on 
the concept idea and adapt the idea to suit cost and  
manufacturing situations.”

“We then do a costing, final drawings and once approved 
production starts.”

Although Jason holds a B.Com Business Management 
degree he has been on numerous design, production, project 
management and engineering related courses since he joined 
his father in 1999. Autocad is his choice of design software. 

Jason was directly involved in the design and development 
of an instant hot water unit. The unit was designed for low cost 
users who required water at point of use. The concept was to 
allow the user to have hot water at very minimal input costs and 

with maximising water savings. The units were designed in  
conjunction with a company called Ezee Hot Water who  
marketed the product throughout Gauteng and parts of the  
Free State using plumbing distribution stores. A total of  
approximately 4000 units were sold during the product life 
cycle and the experience gained through this project led Jason 
to begin designing solar hot water units that Ulrich Engineering 
manufactured at one stage.

In early 2000 a utility management company approached 
Ulrich Engineering with a rudimentary design for managing  

Pedestal drills still have their place on the shopfloorUlrich Engineering utilises two production band saws

A product designed and manufactured  
for a utility management company

Another product 
designed and 
manufactured  

for a utility 
management 

company allowing 
the installers to 

cut and  
reconnect water 
meters faster and 
more efficiently

Components for the transport 
and railway industry



water control in the municipalities. After a period of  
understanding the industry and understanding the scope of 
work, Jason and Ulrich Engineering designed a number of 
alternative, more effective methods for controlling, cutting, and 
reconnecting water to households. 

The results achieved a dramatic decrease in water consump-
tion and wastage, and payments to the municipalities increased 
dramatically. The largest end users of the products are UMS who 
supply the City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality,  
Randfontein Local Municipality and Richards Bay Municipality. 

A Water Flow Control Device (WFCD) has seen over 350 000 
units installed in the field (refurbishable device). The biggest 
concern with the end users and installer of water management 
systems was that there was a large variation in the number of 
devices to be controlled in the field. Jason developed a generic 
unit that was able to cover the vast majority of the devices in 
the field allowing the installers to cut and reconnect faster, and 
more efficiently.

Jason also designed and began patent procedures on a 
unique magnetic locking device that was used in multiple  
security conscious industries.

Equipment
Currently the company has six CNC lathes, four CNC milling 

machines (2 vertical and 2 horizontal), two turret lathes, two 
production band saws and various bending and rolling  
capabilities, two eccentric presses, one hydraulic press,  
polishing and grinding machines, welding machinery  
(ARC, C02, spot, MIG and TIG) and various tool room machinery.

Hartford LG 1000 vertical machining centre
The latest capital equipment purchase made by Ulrich 

Engineering was a Hartford LG 1000 vertical machining centre 
supplied by Cutts Machine Tools, the Gauteng agent for  
Redman Engineering.

“This was a bit of a hard luck, good luck, bad luck story. We 
quoted on machining a component for a client that is supplying 
the railway industry. He was not happy with the amount we could 
deliver daily so we decided to invest in a new machine  
specifically to accommodate his requirements. We needed a 
machine quickly and Redman’s had the machine that we were 
looking for and no sooner had we installed the machine when 

our client told us that 
his order had been put 
on hold. Fortunately we 
have other work that 
will keep the machine 
busy,” said Jason.

The Hartford has 
XYZ travels of  
1000 x 500 x 630mm 
and comes with a  
24 Tool ATC.

Down the road
Ulrich Engineering’s 

owners believe that  
the company’s growth is predicated on anticipating change 
through communication with its customers, thereby identifying 
opportunity, and then developing a partnership around a new 
process that satisfies the opportunity. They are not afraid to 
invest in new machines or processes to keep the business  
moving forward

Currently they employ 12 staff and operate from a 1200m² 
unit in Roodepoort Gauteng.

For further details contact Ulrich Engineering on  
TEL: 011 763 1944

Machined brass 
components
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bETTER   PROducTION

Sixty years of EDM
EDM (electrical discharge machining)  
got its start in 1952 when the Russian  
scientists, Boris and Natalya Lazarenko,  
first used electrical energy emitted by an 
energized electrode to remove metal in  
a controllable fashion. 

EDM was being used at that time to remove broken taps 
and drills. The early “Tap-Busters” disintegrated taps 
with hand fed electrodes, burning a hole in the centre of 

the tap or drill, leaving the remaining fragments that could be 
picked out. This saved workpieces and very expensive parts 
from being scrapped and having to be made over again.

This process opened the birth of Vertical EDM, also called 
sinker, conventional, ram, plunge or diesinker EDM’s. These 
machines were, and still are primarily used to make precision 
cavities in metal primarily for the mould industry.

Two years later, a Swiss company introduced the earliest 
commercial machine tool using this metal removal process. 
Six decades later, GF AgieCharmilles (today’s corporate entity 
rooted in the original Swiss company) is still building die  
sinking, wire and hole-drilling EDM machines in Switzerland.

Wire EDM (Vertical EDM's kid brother), is not the new kid 
on the block. It was introduced in the late 1960s', and has 
revolutionized the tool and die, mold, and metalworking  
industries. It is probably the most exciting and diversified 
machine tool developed for this industry in the last fifty years, 
and has numerous advantages to offer.

It can machine anything that is electrically conductive 
regardless of the hardness, from relatively common materials 
such as tool steel, aluminium, copper, and graphite, to exotic 
space-age alloys including hastaloy,  
waspaloy, inconel, titanium, carbide,  
polycrystalline diamond compacts and 
conductive ceramics. The wire does not 
touch the workpiece, so there is no 
physical pressure imparted on the 
workpiece compared to grinding 
wheels and milling cutters. The 
amount of clamping pressure 
required to hold small, thin and 
fragile parts is minimal,  
preventing damage or  
distortion to the workpiece. 

The accuracy, surface  
finish and time required to 
complete a job is extremely predictable
making it much easier to quote, EDM leaves a totally random 
pattern on the surface as compared to tooling marks left by 
milling cutters and grinding wheels. The EDM process leaves 
no residual burrs on the workpiece, which reduces or  
eliminates the need for subsequent finishing operations.

Wire EDM also gives designers more latitude in designing 
dies, and management more control of manufacturing, since 
the machining is completed automatically. Parts that have  
complex geometry and tolerances don't require you to rely on  
different skill levels or multiple equipment. Substantial 
increases in productivity are achieved since the machining is 
untended, allowing operators to do work in other areas. Most 
machines run overnight in a "lights-out" environment. Long 
jobs are cut overnight, or over the weekend, while shorter jobs 
are scheduled during the day. Most workpieces come off the 
machine as a finished part, without the need for secondary 
operations. It's a one-step process.

Machine
Wire EDM’s are manufactured in various sizes and styles  

of flush or submerged type machines to fit the needs of the 
consumer. Large scale EDM’s can handle workpieces  
weighing over ten thousand pounds and can cut over twenty 
inches thick. Automatic Wire Threaders (AWT) is usually  
standard equipment on most models. In addition to the X-Y 
table travels, wire EDM’s have U / V travels for providing the 
movement to cut tapers. Most machines can cut tapers of 
20-30 degrees depending on workpiece thickness.

Principle of wire electrical discharge machining
The Spark Theory on a wire EDM is basically the same as 

that of the vertical EDM process. In wire EDM, the conductive 
materials are machined with a series of electrical discharges 

(sparks) that are produced between an accurately 
positioned moving wire (the electrode) and the  
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workpiece. High frequency pulses of alternating or direct  
current is discharged from the wire to the workpiece with  
a very small spark gap through an insulated dielectric fluid 
(water).

Many sparks can be observed at one time. This is because 
actual discharges can occur more than one hundred thousand 
times per second, with discharge sparks lasting in the range 
of 1/1,000,000 of a second or less. The volume of metal 
removed during this short period of spark discharge depends 
on the desired cutting speed and the surface finish required.

The heat of each electrical spark, estimated at around 
15,000° to 21,000° 
Fahrenheit, erodes away 
a tiny bit of material that 
is vaporized and melted 
from the workpiece. 
(Some of the wire  
material is also eroded 
away) These particles 
(chips) are flushed 
away from the cut with 
a stream of de-ionized 
water through the top 
and bottom flushing  
nozzles. The water also 
prevents heat build-up in 
the workpiece. Without 
this cooling, thermal 
expansion of the part 
would affect size and 
positional accuracy. Keep 
in mind that it is the 
ON and OFF time of the 
spark that is repeated 
over and over that 
removes material, not 
just the flow of electric 
current.

Today’s wire  
electrical discharge 
machines have many  
features and  
improvements  
from machines  
manufactured in the 
past. Most notably is 
the Computer Numerical 
Control (CNC) machine. 
Numerical control is 
produced with the needs 
of the operator in mind. 
Programs, machine  
coordinates, cutting 
speeds, graphics and 
relevant information is 
displayed on a colour 
monitor, with easy to  
use menus.

The numerical control 
offers the capabilities of 
scaling, mirror imaging, 
rotation, axis exchange 
and assist programs.  
This enables an operator 
to produce an entire  
family of parts from  
a single program without 

the need to edit the program. Mirror imaging is great for left 
and right handed parts. Scaling is useful when working with 
"shrink factors" for plastic cavities or extrusion dies. Assist 
programs find the edge of parts, vertically align the wire, and 
perform centering routines that are very useful to the operator 
when setting up jobs.

GF AgieCharmilles’ recent International Technology Show in 
Losone, Switzerland, commemorated the 60-year history and 
evolution of EDM, from its inception to its culmination as the 
critical process in advanced mould, die, toolmaking and high 
precision production. 
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INTERNATIONAL   NEWS

In central Taiwan there is an area where over a thousand  
precision machine companies and tens of thousands of 
downstream suppliers reside. Called the Golden Valley, it  

covers approximately 60 square kilometers, and supplies many 
of the world’s hi-tech businesses, as reported by the Taiwan-
based Business Weekly. It has the world’s highest density of 
precision machine companies, employing 300,000 people with 
an annual production value of NT$900 billion (US$30 billion).

Without the businesses found in the Golden Valley, the 
global consumption of one billion iPhones this year would be 
cut in half and the solar plant owned by Google in the  
desert would be offline. Without this dynamic region, the semi-
conductor and display panel industries would face a broken 
supply chain since the top four equipment suppliers of  
semiconductors and flat panel displays depend on companies 
in this area for their components.

Plus, German and Italian auto-parts companies rely on 
the mechanical equipment produced here. In the automotive 
industry, General Motors (US), Porsche (Germany) and Hyundai 
Motor Company (South Korea), all buy their gear wheels from 
the Golden Valley. Even China, the largest auto market in the 
world, is dependent on this area to provide tooling and  
processing equipment. 

For one, Taiwan’s machine tool industry is advancing. The 
machine tool builders I saw at the show this past March say 
they are focused on improving the performance, capabilities 

Taiwan is among the world leaders in machine tool production, 
despite its size. It is also a very industrious nation. Taiwan is up there 

with all the developed nations in terms of technology. The  
manufacturing plants might not be on the grand scale like the bigger 

facilities in Japan or the USA but with their ambition to increase 
equipment capabilities and quality while keeping unit prices down, 

it won’t be long before they are challenging these more illustrious 
nations. The Taipei 101 building, which was until recently the tallest 

building in the world, has the world’s two fastest elevators moving 
24 passengers at 60 km/h going up 382 metres inside this 508 metre 

building to the observatory on the 89th floor in 37 seconds

The impressive entrance to the Victor Taichung, 
Chung Kan Road factory in Taichung

Victor Taichung,
founded in 1954, has grown 
into a multinational corporation
I recently returned from a visit to the Taiwan machine tool show,  
TIMTOS. Besides the usual stand visits to find out about the latest  
trends and new equipment, I was taken to see several Victor Taichung  
manufacturing facilities, including the foundry of Victor Taichung,  
one of Taiwan’s leading machine tool builders based in the country’s  
manufacturing region in Taichung, about two hours south of Taipei.

At present the company is manufacturing 
130 lathes a month and 50 machining centres, consisting of  

60 different models. The majority of the machines are assembled  
at the Chung Kan Road factory in Taichung 
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and quality of their offerings while maintaining their  
traditionally low unit costs. This was evident in the selection of 
machines featured at the show, which, I must admit, included 
more five-axis and turn-mill offerings than I thought I’d  
encounter. There was also a noticeable selection of large 
machines, such as horizontal boring mills and vertical  
turning centers geared toward big oil and aerospace  
applications. And in addition to integrating more advanced 
machining capabilities into their designs, many builders 
explained that they are focused on developing more energy-
efficient models. Increasingly aggressive R&D programs have 
helped in these efforts, supported by shared research parks 
that have been formed for some of the machine tool builders.

Taiwan’s machine tool industry is growing, too 
Approximately 75 percent of machine tools produced in Taiwan 
are exported. Not surprisingly, China is Taiwan’s main focus for 
machine exports. With the signing of the Economic Cooperation 
Framework Agreement (ECFA), which aims to reduce tariffs 
and commercial barriers between the Chinese and Taiwanese 
governments, machinery exports to the Mainland are likely to 
increase. However, Taiwanese machine tool builders are also 

looking to emerging markets such as Turkey, Brazil and Russia.
The United States remains one of Taiwan’s top export  

markets. Many of the models installed are private-labeled by 
more familiar German, Japanese or American machine tool 
companies. That said, some Taiwanese brands are very  
familiar names. These include Feeler (Fair Friend Group), Victor 
Taichung, Goodway, Leadwell, Tongtai, You Ji and others.

Taiwanese machine tool builders tend to be relatively small, 
family-owned businesses, but they are well-supported by the 
national government. This is because the government  
recognises that manufacturing and machine tool building is 
vital to the island’s economic growth and development. 

Machine tool builders in Taiwan are striving to increase 
equipment capabilities while keeping unit prices down. Almost 
140 of these machine tool builders will participate at EMO 
2013, which takes place in September in Hannover, Germany.

 
Here are a few interesting points
Taiwan is the world’s sixth largest machine tool producer 

and fourth largest exporter.
Approximately 75 percent of the island’s machine tool 

production goes to the export market. Taiwan’s export sales of 
machine tools are estimated to hit a record high of U.S. $4.2 
billion in 2012. Data from the Timtos 2013 show organisers 
indicates that machine tool production increased by 5.2 percent  
from 2011 to 2012 to a total of $5.43 billion, while total 
exports increased 5.9 percent to $4.23 billion. And according  
to the latest World Machine Tool Output and Consumption 
survey (compiled by Modern Machine Shop publisher Gardner 
Business Media), Taiwan remained the world's sixth largest 
machine tool producer and fourth largest exporter in 2012.

The machine tool industry is the country’s most important 
industry by value. There are more than 500 machine tool  
manufacturers in Taiwan, with most situated in the Taichung area.

Taiwan is among the world leaders in machine tool  
production despite its size. Taiwan has 23 million people living 
on an island with an area of 36,188 km², just under half the 
size of Mpumalanga Province.

Victor Taichung Machinery Works Company
Victor Taichung Machinery Works Company, based in 

Taichung is an unusual company because it is one of only two 
companies in Taiwan to have its own foundry. Unlike many 
Taiwanese companies that just assemble machines, Victor 
Taichung builds its CNC and injection-moulding machines from 
the ground up, using its own castings and spindles. The  
company also uses the Japanese concept of multi-tasking 
machines, which do both milling and turning at the same time, 
to manufacture its own products.

Victor Taichung Machinery Works Company was established 

Daily production meetings take place on the shopfloor

All headstocks and spindles used on the  
Victor Taichung machines are manufactured  
by the company themselves

Engine components that have been machined on a 
Victor Vcenter-H400 horizontal machining centre.  

The test components were due to be inspected  
by Nissan engineers shortly after our visit and, if  

passed, Victor was expecting an order for 24  
of these machines from Nissan

To ensure maximum rigidity and  
accuracy hand scraping of critical  

slideways and mounting surfaces ensures  
top quality components

More machines being assembled







in 1954 to build shaping machines, by CH Huang, father of 
the current President Bert Huang. Growth in the company led 
to the purchase of land and the building of a factory in 1964. 
However, further growth necessitated a move to a bigger facility 
in 1973. This facility, the Chung Kan Road factory in Taichung, 
was one of the three Victor manufacturing plants that we  
visited. Initially the foundry was also located at this site but in 
1992 it was moved to its own site.

Although Victor sold its first engine lathe into the USA in 
1970 it was only in 1976 that the company started marketing 
its machines internationally. All products are now marketed 
globally under the brand names Victor or Fortune (in North 
America), which highlights their strong position as one of the 
leading machine tool manufacturers in Taiwan.

Victor Taichung now has four manufacturing plants in 
Taiwan and two factories in China. Victor Taichung set up the 
first of the manufacturing plants in China in 1992. The Zung Tai 
Precision Machinery Company is based in Tianjin's Economic 
and Technical Development Park and manufacture machines 
solely for the Chinese market.

The company is represented in most industrialised  
countries worldwide and has nine international subsidiaries. 
Currently the company employs 900 staff around the world, 
with the majority of these employed in Taichung.

Manufacturing of conventional lathes for the local market 
only began in 1975 and the company produced its first CNC 
lathe in 1979, which was exhibited at the EMO exhibition that 
year, followed by its first machining centre in 1981. 

Victor Taichung has two CNC lathe ranges, the HTL  
(horizontal turning lathes) and the VTL (vertical turning lathes) 
range. Both ranges are recognisable by the Vturn prefix before 
the model number or the series. The machines are offered with 
direct drive technology, linear motion guideways and heavy-duty 
box slideways. 

Whether a customer needs a highly productive machine 
or one for heavy duty machining, these CNC lathes are tailor 
made to suit the needs of any machine shop. Like all of Victor 
Taichung CNC machine tools, they have been certified with  

ISO 9001 and accredited with the CE mark.
Victor Taichung also has a wide range of machining centers. 

The Vcenter range includes both vertical machining centers 
and horizontal machining centers and the range spans from 
the rapid Vcenter-A85, ideal for mould makers, to the highly 
rigid Vcenter-205 (moving column). New concepts have also 
been introduced like the new optional Heidenhain controller for 
both the Vcenter-A85 and Vcenter-130. 

The horizontal machining centers, with their standard 
automatic pallet changers, are ideal for incorporating into any 
flexible manufacturing system. The range is also prefaced with 
Vcenter and XYZ travels are from 500 x 600 x 500 mm up to 
1350 x 1050 x 1050 mm. Spindle speeds range from 6000 to 
15000 rpm.

The wheel machining and turnkey series are offered in 2, 
3 or 4-axis configurations on horizontal and vertical lathes and 
machining centres. Machining of aluminium wheels for the 
automotive industry has been an important industry for Victor 
in many countries worldwide

Victor Taichung released its first multi-tasking machine in 
2009 and the lathes come with twin built-in spindles, multiple 
turrets and the machining centres in 4 or 5-axis options.

Headstock machining and boring
To ensure the quality control on the accurate parts such 

as the headstock and spindle, Victor Taichung has developed 
their own spindle boring machines to ensure long service life 
for bearing installation. All the headstocks and spindles, used 
on the machines mentioned above, are manufactured by Victor 
Taichung themselves.

Spindle assembly
All spindles are assembled in-house in a temperature  

controlled environment and undergo a series of run-in tests of 
up to 24 hours. 

Modern machining, manufacturing, assembly facilities and 
numbers 65% of components used on the Victor Taichung 
machines are manufactured in house.



Kevin Fisher of Second to None and Ian Simpson, Sales Manager of 
Victor Fortune South Africa with Victor director DC Lio

Alan and Dudley Meredith of Victor Fortune SA with Wayne Hsueh, 
International Marketing Director of Victor Taichung, in the middle

A lathe being assembled Final assembly and inspection
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To ensure greater control over the quality of machined 
parts, the company has invested in two 5-face machining 
centres that complete all operations on machine beds for the 
company’s own CNC machines, other machine tool builders in 
Taiwan and also for export to Japan. 

Two FMS lines are used to rigidly control and monitor the 
machining of various platens and other cast components at its 
Industrial Park factory, which we also visited. 

To further improve production efficiency a computer  
integrated manufacturing system for sheet metal, the first in 
Taiwan, has been installed at its recently opened Lu-Kang factory.  
This factory, which is situated further south of Taichung, is 
dedicated to sheet metal production using the latest Japanese 
manufactured laser and press brake production machines.

3D simulation, process management, raw material storage, 
punching, shearing, laser cutting, folding, nibbling and robot 
welding are processes that are computer controlled for the pro-
duction of machine guarding and associated sheet metal parts. 

Sheet metal storage automation brings material  
management into fully automatic operation. 

Besides punching functions, the multi-function laser 
machines accurately cut all kinds of figures enriching the 
process efficiency of automation. Welding robots used also 
improve product accuracy and stability. 

At present the company is manufacturing 130 lathes a 
month and 50 machining centres, consisting of 60 different 
models. The majority of the machines are assembled at the 

Chung Kan Road factory in Taichung.
The Industrial Park factory, which is only 15 minutes away 

from the Chung Kan Road factory, is also home to the manufac-
turing and assembly of the plastic injection moulding machine 
division and gear production and machine accessories division.

Plastic injection moulding machines
The plastic injection moulding machines (PIM) were  

developed in 1988 with the support of imported R&D knowledge,  
and are made up of the VE and VS range, the VR-hydraulic 
clamping series and the V-alpha fully electric series. The  
injection moulding machines cover a range from 50-1300 tons 
(including hydraulic, full electric and toggle machines). 

Gear production and machine accessories
This division has recently upgraded its operation with a 

higher level of quality machines purchased and the transforma-
tion of procedural steps. It is because of these commitments 
that have led the division to a technologically advanced shop 
floor that can machine and finish a wide range of gears to 
almost any desired specification and accuracy for the  
company’s own use as well as manufacturing a wide range of 
gears for motorcycle (very popular in Taiwan) manufacturers.

Victor Taichung has also made considerable investment to 
continually improve its R&D capabilities. The R&D center, which 
is also located at the Industrial Park factory, consists of a CNC 
laboratory and a PIM laboratory. Modern analysis techniques 

Completed castings ready for delivery to the Victor Taichung 
machine shop and assembly facility, also based in Taichung. Victor 

Taichung Machinery is an unusual company because it is one of only 
two firms in Taiwan to have its own foundry. Unlike many Taiwanese 

companies that just assemble machines, Victor Taichung builds its 
CNC and injection-moulding machines from the ground up, using its 
own castings and spindles. The company supplies other machine tool 

builders, both locally and internationally, with machined castings

Gear production and machine accessories. This division has recently 
upgraded its operation with a higher level of quality machines 

purchased and the transformation of procedural steps that have led 
the division to a technologically advanced shop floor that can  
machine and finish a wide range of gears to almost any desired 

specification and accuracy for the company’s own use as well as 
manufacturing a wide range of gears for motorcycle (very popular  

in Taiwan) manufacturers

Victor Taichung celebrated its 60th anniversary in March with a 
series of functions. Alan Meredith of Victor Fortune South Africa has 
been associated with the company for nearly 30 years and is one the 

longest serving international representatives



Dr. Eng. Yoshiharu Inaba (President & CEO) of Fanuc 
writing a message of good luck and wishes on the occasion 

of Victor’s 60th anniversary. Current Victor Taichung President 
and son of the founder, Bert Huang, look on
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such as CAE and FEA are extensively used to analyze the 
dynamic and performance capabilities of all machines.

With the rapid expansion that Victor Taichung has experi-
enced in recent years the internationally renowned BAAN sys-
tem has been introduced to cope with the production flow and 
administration data that is generated amongst all the various 
departments.

Victor Taichung's CNC lathes, machining centres and 
PIM machines have all been awarded with ISO 9001 by 
internationally acclaimed TÜV Rheinland, along with various 
national and international awards. The company was also the 
first Taiwanese machine tool builder to pass the JMI (Japan 

Mechatronic Institute) inspection and to receive Taiwan's 
National Quality Award.

According to a report published by Common Wealth  
magazine last year Victor Taichung is ranked number three in 
sales turnover for machine tool builders located in Taiwan. The 
company has held this position since 2010 and is remarkable 
since it is a single source company whereas those above it are 
made up of a number of companies.

Victor’s foundry in Hou-Li in Taichung city
Recognising the importance of castings quality, Victor 

Taichung established a foundry in early 1973 to support its 
own utilisation and assure the products consistency. By  
cooperation with Meehanite Metal Co. and importing the  
process management system in 1986, the Victor foundry took 
a giant leap forward whereby it could offer other machine tool 
builders, both locally and internationally, machined castings.

Meehanite® cast iron
The foundation of any machine tool is the base and this 

must offer rigidity, strength and above all else high damping 
properties. These characteristics are best found in quality  
nodular grey cast iron, produced in Victor's own ISO-9001  
certified foundry. All castings are made following the Meehanite 
process, recognised worldwide as the quality mark for good 
castings.

  Castings manufactured are mainly for industrial 
machine tools including the beds, saddles and frames but 
they also cast cylinders, gears and bearings for the 
automotive industry, as well as general machine 
castings.

Ductile cast iron
The foundry also manufactures castings 

in ductile cast iron for industrial machine use, 

automotive castings such as cylinders, crank shafts, gears, 
bearings, castings for the plastic injection moulding machine 
division and castings for the valve and pump industries.

Equipment
The foundry has for some time operated under the furan 

no-bake moulding system, has one four ton water cooled type 
cupola furnace and three 1 500kW three ton high frequency 
induction furnaces capable of producing an output capability of 
1 200 tons per month.

The melting composition and specifications are subjected 
to C, Si, CE value, wedge inspection and physical testing, in 
addition to penetrating casting texture vacuum emission  
spectrometer and metallurgical microscope.

Castings are generally done in the 10 ton region although 
the foundry is capable of manufacturing 20 ton castings. 

Investment castings 
Victor Taichung's Hou-Li Meehanite licensed foundry can 

also produce up to 50 tons of investment casting components 
per month. 

This type of production is ideal for smaller intricate  
components like Victor Taichung's valves as it produces a fine 
matt finish and most importantly can allow tight tolerances.  
Not only does Victor Taichung make use of the investment 
capabilities of the Hou-Li plant but also such industries as 
sports and leisure equipment, catering equipment, sanitation 
and military hardware.

New models launched at Timtos 2013
Victor have recently introduced several new models of 

machine tools into their range, one of which is the all new 
Vcenter-H630HS horizontal machining centre. 

 Within the range of HMC’s that Victor offers is the  
popular H400, the H500, an existing H630 and the H1000. 
The new model offers superior performance in terms of speed 
to that of the current H630. The new model has faster rapid 
traverse movements, a faster 10,000rpm spindle and a  
rotary pallet changing system, which differs from that on the 
H630 machine.

 A rotary pallet system means that the pallet on the 
machine can be changed  
automatically, within cycle, much 
faster. Historically the H630 had 
a shuttle system, which is  
effective but slower and if an 
engineer is looking to save time 
between parts, then the rotary is 
a more favourable solution.

 The new Victor Vcenter-
H630HS is built on a solid cast 
base, offering the utmost in  
stability and rigidity. The machine 
is also equipped with a Big Plus 
BBT50 taper spindle, traverse 
feeds of 48 metres per minute, 
hollow ball-screws, a high power 
built-in 30kw spindle, 10 000rpm 

spindle with BT-50 tooling and XYZ of 1 000 x 850 x 900 mm.

The new AX350 VMC 5-axis machining centre
With a reputation for supplying high precision 3-axis 

machining centres, Victor has just launched their new 5-axis 
machining centre. The AX350 VMC is driven by a Fanuc control 
system, is equipped with a fully integrated 2-axis tilt/turn table 
providing engineers the platform to machine both 3 + 2 and 
full 5-axis, it is constructed as a fixed column C-framed VMC 

The plastic injection moulding machines (PIM) were developed  
in 1988 with the support of imported R&D knowledge. The PIM  
machines are now an integral part of the Victor products

The Vturn-Q200 TurnMill centre features twin spindles  
with three servo turrets, each with Y-axis

The new AX350 VMC 5-axis 
machining centre
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with high rigidity for heavy cutting and comes with either a 
12 000 or 15 000rpm spindle. The machine also has a large 
Z-axis travel, which is preferable for the tilting table concept. 
The tilting table is a 350mm diameter trunnion type to lower 
the table surface for loading of bigger and heavier parts. The 
rotary table has a roller cam drive instead of normal worm and 
wheel to give no backlash and higher accuracies. Travels on the 
machine are 650 x 480 x 540 mm (XYZ).

Vturn-Q200 - TurnMill centre features twin spindles with 
three servo turrets, each with Y-axis

Among the machine tools launched at Timtos 2013 by 
Victor Taichung was a 
production turnmill centre 
that is designed to run bar, 
shaft and chucked parts in 
a production environment. 
The machine combines 
quite a number of  
innovative details and 
is designed to provide a 
unique overall performance 
in the field of medium 
sized production turning of 
workpieces up to 850-mm 
turning length and 330-mm 
diameter respectively.

The Vturn-Q200  
turning and milling centre is 
equipped with twin spindles 
and three servo turrets, 
each with Y-axis and hold 
48 tools, 16 of which are 
live tools, which virtually 
eliminates lost productivity 
from tool changes. It  
features one-pass complete 
turning, machining and  
finishing as well as  
reducing part cycle times.

The turning center 
offers multi-point  
machining with process 
integration, combining  
turning and milling  
capabilities in one machine. 
Its three 6 000-rpm milling 
motors can simultaneously 
machine two flat surfaces 
(top and bottom balanced 
cutting) on one spindle and 
one surface on the other. 
The spindles feature  
22/25 kW motors with  
5 000-rpm motors.

The Y-axis have travels 
of 45 mm, X-axis 180 mm, 
850mm between centres 
and up to 36 m/min feed 
rate on the Z–axis. 

 Examples were 
shown where up to 35 
and 56% savings on time 
can be achieved on the 
Vturn-Q200 as compared 
to a two spindle/one turret 
and a one spindle/one  

turret machine, respectively.

Vturn-P16 with Easyway robot
The new model of 6" and 8" chuck size CNC lathes from 

Victor Taichung - the Vturn-P16/P20 - was redesigned based 
on the VTplus-15 and VTplus-20. The machine is designed to 
provide high production component machining for a variety of 
materials in a small footprint. It features a one-piece slant bed 
casting for rigidity.

According to the company, the new lathes provide  
higher feeds of 30 m/m and wider LM guides of 35 mm.  
The Vturn-P16 features an 11 kW spindle and the  
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Vturn-P20 a 15kW. The swing over bed is 520 mm, the  
maximum turning diameter is 280 mm with around 430 mm 

center distance. It features Victor Taichung's hydraulic clamping 
servo turret with curvic coupling for accuracy and is encased in 
ribbed headstock and angular thrust bearings for rigidity and 
precision.

Standard features include a fully programmable tailstock, 
chip conveyor, all Fanuc control, spindle motor, servo motor and 
components.

The manual tool presetter is compatible with a parts  
catcher (hydraulic). An Easyway robot or gantry robot may  
be utilised with the lathe as a turning cell for unmanned  
operation.

I have visited manufacturing facilities in the USA, Europe, 
Turkey and Japan. My visit to Victor Taichung in Taiwan clearly 
showed me that the island’s manufacturing environment has 
evolved and is comparable to the more recognised builders in 
these countries. This was not the perception I had before  
visiting Taiwan.

Special thanks
To Victor Fortune South Africa for arranging that I attend 

Timtos 2013 and the factory visits. 

For more information contact Victor Fortune on  
TEL: 011 392 3800The Vturn-Q200 TurnMill centre

 Examples were shown where up to 35 and 56% savings on time 
can be achieved on the Vturn-Q200 as compared to a two spindle/one turret 

and a one spindle/one turret machine, respectively
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In 2009 the Golf VI took the overall award, with the Polo  
winning in 2010, the Up! in 2012 and now the new Golf VII 
was announced as the 2013 World Car of the Year at the 

New York International Auto Show.
Automotive journalists from 23 countries — 66 of them in 

all — decided that it is the best of the best from all the cars 
launched around the globe in 2012.

When it came down to it there were just four finalists, with 
the Golf beating the new Mercedes-Benz A-Class, the Porsche 
Boxster/Cayman and the Scion FR-S/Subaru BRZ/Toyota 86 
for the overall award.

"Honed over seven generations since its original launch in 
1974, the VW Golf is as close to the perfect hatchback design 
as any car company has come yet," said the official statement 
on behalf of the jury. "Right-sized, but spacious, practical 
and comfortable inside, the latest Golf has been brought up 
to date with a fresh if evolutionary design, a range of new 
engines, plus an impressive list of equipment and safety  
features. What’s more, it’s fun to drive. If ever there was a car 
for everyman, the Golf is it."

“The announcement came as no surprise to most of the 
industry and the media and if I were a betting man then I 
would be putting money down on the new Golf being a strong 
contender for the next South African Coty title. The result  
was "quite predictable", said Hannes Oosthuizen, editor  
of Car magazine and the only Wcoty jury member from  
South Africa.

"There were a lot of good cars, but some of them were a 
bit niche," he said. "It’s a car that doesn’t necessarily show 
the improvements. But it is under the skin. It feels better  
overall, much lighter, more enjoyable to drive."

One of the Golf’s rivals for the overall title was the Porsche 
Boxster/Cayman which, while it missed out on the top award, 
took home the 2013 World Performance Car trophy.  
Interestingly, the new Porsche 911 took this award last year 
and the last generation Cayman took the first ever award in 
2006. It managed to fend off the Ferrari F12 Berlinetta and 
the Subaru BRZ/Toyota 86 to take the title.

The jurors said: "The Boxster needed to be seen as less 
of a fancy secretary’s car and the Cayman needed to be set 
loose to be an even better Porsche sports car then the  
iconic 911.

Jaguar’s chief designer, Ian Callum, was understandably 
pleased that his new F-Type took the 2013 World Car Design 
title. "No design project has given me greater pleasure than 
the creation of the F-Type," he said. "It’s a project I have 
looked forward to from the moment I joined Jaguar, and it’s 
one that’s given my team and I great satisfaction. The F-Type 
is a sports car that is true to Jaguar’s design values — beauty 
of line and purity of form.

Then there is the 2013 World Green Car award, which was 
chosen from a list of 21 models, again selected by a panel 
of five green experts. In the final voting, there were three; 
the Tesla Model S, the Renault Zoe and the Volvo V60 plug-in 
hybrid. The Tesla Model S emerged as the winner and took 
home the silverware.

The Tesla may not be available in South Africa, but given 
the praise heaped on it by the panel, perhaps it should be.  
"It seats up to seven, is almost supercar swift, swoopily styled 
and recharge time apart and absurd width apart, as practical 
as a family sedan. It’s not cheap, but certainly isn’t expensive 
for what it does."

Volkswagen may need to build a trophy cabinet just for its World Car of the Year silverware.

World Car
of the Year

Head of Design of the Volkswagen Group Walter de'Silva poses for a photo with the Volkswagen Golf that was named 
the World Car of the Year at a press conference during the New York International Auto Show on 28 March 2013
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The Porsche crest

Japanese car manufacturer Honda Motor Company has 
announced that it has developed a technology that allows 
steel and aluminium to be joined.
Honda says the innovation will allow it to manufacture 

weight-saving vehicle doors that combine a steel structure with 
an aluminium outer skin.

Joining together dissimilar metals may sound simple, notes 
the company, but required a combination of no less than three 
separate new technologies to enable the production of doors 
with aluminium outer panels.

These include, firstly, a proprietary ‘3D Lock Seam  
structure’ (3DLS), which involves mechanically joining steel and 
aluminium panels through twice-over layering and hemming.

In addition, Honda had to use a highly anticorrosive steel for 
the inner panel, while developing a different panel shape that 
would ensure that the gap between the inner and outer panels 
could be filled with an adhesive agent.

Finally, thermal deformation was prevented by employing an 
adhesive agent with a low elastic modulus, while the position of 
the 3DLS system was also optimised to address deformation.

By developing and using these technologies, Honda was 
able to eliminate the spot-welding process required to join  
conventional steel door panels. At the same time, the new  
processes could be implemented on existing production lines.

Honda says the technologies form part of its “ongoing  
commitment to improving the fuel economy and the dynamic 
performance of its vehicles”.

The new steel-and-aluminium doors are around 17% lighter 
than a normal steel door panel.

Further, since the weight is trimmed from the lateral  
extremities of the vehicle, the centre of gravity becomes more 
centralised, which benefits stability and handling, adds the 
company.

It notes that the new weight-saving technology represents 
the latest in a series of efforts to reduce vehicle weight “in the 
interests of lower emissions and greater efficiency”.

Honda’s Acura luxury brand will be the first to adopt the 
new technology when the new Acura RLX goes on sale in the 
US, but its application will be expanded to include a growing 
number of Honda models worldwide.

New technology allows steel and aluminium 
to be joined, says Honda

The Porsche crest is an unmistakable trademark. It has 
now been relaunched for the Porsche 356 and the early 
911s from Porsche Classic. In order to faithfully reproduce 

the historic emblem true to the original colour and in the right  
material, experts have carefully researched the history of the 
crest: between 1952 and 1998, there were three slightly  
different versions. Here, you can get an insight into the  
complex production process.

Such an unmistakable and sought-after symbol has  
naturally had a very colourful and sometimes unusual 
history and been copied many times. To eliminate all 
doubt, the experts at Porsche Classic delved deep into 
the history of the crest, which was first suggested  
as a quality seal for the Type 356 at a meeting  
between Ferry Porsche and US importer 
Max Hoffman back in 1952. In the same 
year, advertising manager Herrmann  
Lapper and designer Franz Xaver Reimspieß 
produced a preliminary design that is still used to this day  
with just a few minor differences in detail.

Reimspieß, who is also said to have designed the 
Volkswagen logo in 1936, sketched a magnificent crest that 
symbolised the roots of the company as well as the dynamism 
and quality of its products. At the centre of the golden shield, the  
horse of the official coat of arms of Stuttgart is depicted along 

with the name of the city. The composition is surrounded by the  
red and black state colours and the stylised antlers from the crest  
of Württemberg-Hohenzollern. The all-encompassing Porsche 
logo acts as a protective “roof” over all the design elements.

In contrast to the current crest, the Porsche logo on the 
original crest was only embossed and was not black. In addition,  
the red elements of the crest were actually more orange in  
colour to reflect the Württemberg-Hohenzollern state colours. 

The Classic experts charged with reproducing the crest 
went a lot further than merely ensuring that the colours 
were true to the original. The crest is being produced 
using special tools based on original drawings. The 
silver and gold plating is being applied using the same 
technique as the original and the colour and enamelling 

are being meticulously applied by hand.
The new “old” crest has also had to 

undergo the same quality tests as the  
original. This involved the simulation of a 

stone impact test using a ballistic firing range at the Research 
and Development Centre in Weissach. The crest also spent  
240 hours in the salt spray chamber.

The Porsche crest passed these challenging tests with flying 
colours, thus proving its credentials as a genuine quality product, 
100 per cent made in Germany. This symbol, steeped in history, 
signals a continued long life for classic Porsche models.
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At this year's Hannover 
Industry Fair, which focuses 
on "Integrated Industry” as a 

lead theme, Ubisense presented the 
Smart Factory System, the world's 
first integrated location driven  
manufacturing system.

Combining high-precision UWB 
real-time location with a modular user 
software that provides flexible config-

uration options, it enables orders, components, equipment and 
assets to be identified and tracked automatically at any given 
time - both indoors and outdoors thanks to the integrated GPS 
feature. Inefficient and error-prone manual processes such as 
scanning or document stamping can thus be eliminated. What's 
special: the application of location to automate and control  
multiple processes throughout the manufacturing facility.

The system automatically recognises where tools are being 
used and ensures that the operations are carried out correctly. 
Production managers can follow the progress of work orders on 
the assembly line and monitor all production steps and their 
duration precisely and in real-time, even in multiple facilities  
at different locations. The shipping department is notified by 
email as soon as a product has completed all the steps of 
assembly and inspection. At the same time, the forklift operator 
is notified of the exact pick-up location of the goods in the  
warehouse. These examples show the enormous potential for 
Lean Production and quality management that can be tapped 
using the Smart Factory System.

Simple infrastructure
All users need is one simple infrastructure: active battery-

powered transponders (known as tags), sensors and application 
software. The tags have a unique ID, so they can be linked to 
production data, for example, and transmit radio location  
signals. These signals are picked up by sensors, which take  
several measurements per second, thus tracking the position  
of the tags. This allows for thousands of freely moving objects 
to be monitored simultaneously and events to be triggered  
according to their respective positions. The location data is 
logged, processed and visualized by the Ubisense software. 
Unlike traditional identification and location solutions, which 
deliver isolated “snap-shot” type events, the Smart Factory 
System monitors and controls critical production processes  
continuously, presenting a dynamic 3D real-time visualization  
of the manufacturing assets being managed by it. Planning  
and control systems are thus permanently informed of the  
current production flow, improving both quality and  
efficiency.

The system was developed by Ubisense and is already  
being used by customers like BMW, Airbus and Daimler.

One system for all processes
The Smart Factory System may be configured to handle 

any production process or task. It is designed such that new or 
modified application requirements can be easily satisfied.  
The system operates independently of stations – for example 
changes to the assembly line can be accommodated by  
software configuration instead of relocating hardware.

Integrated system for location-driven manufacturing
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The DMG/Mori Seiki annual Open House held at 
Gildemeister AG's Pfronten, Bavaria, Germany site 
in January is now the event where not only latest 

machine tool models are unveiled, but also where details 
about the progressing partnership between DMG (Gildemeister 
AG's sales and service organisation) and Japanese machine 
tool builder Mori Seiki are revealed. 

The pair have sales of more than £2.75 billion, according  
to their most recent annual reports. For comparison, the 
global machine tool market in 2011, according to Gardner 
Publications' annual survey, was £59 billion, which means, 
together, DMG and Mori Seiki account for approaching 5% of 
global consumption. (Some caution must be exercised, due 
to the changing nature of exchange rates used in calculating 
these figures.) DMG/Mori Seiki itself is claiming it will have  
a worldwide market share of 6% of 2013's estimated  
€70.1 billion – global growth of 7.6% is forecast for 2013;  
better than 2012's 5.2% . More impressively, a market share of 
39% for China and 55% for Canada and South America is  
foreseen by the pair for this year. 

And this year, Dr Rüdiger Kapitza, Gildemeister AG chairman 
said that the two companies would reveal 27 innovations – six 
at this Open House, with 16 more at EMO 2013, with yet more 
at other events during this year. 

Internationalisation and the joint production of machines 
across the two companies' global facilities will be an increasing  
theme, opened Dr Kapitza. This will reduce the additional costs 
incurred in transporting machinery long distances from produc-
tion plant to customer – put at an additional 15% and which 
approximately halves typical gross margin. The pair have 17 
machine tool plants globally, with a further two in construction  
– one a DMG-led investment in Russia; the other a Mori  
Seiki-led investment in China. In fact, Mori Seiki has also only 
recently opened a manufacturing plant in Davis, California. 

The Russian factory, in Ulyanovsk, on the Volga River over 
500 miles east of Moscow, which comes on stream this year 
and next, will produce DMG machines CTX 310 and 520 ecoline 
lathes, DMC 635 V and 1035 V ecoline VMCs and  
DMU 50 ecoline 5-axis VMCs. It will have a capacity of  
1,000 machines/year, when completed. 

China investment 
The new Mori Seiki factory in China, in Tianjin, will produce 

NHX 4000 and 5000 horizontal machining centres, beginning 

Q4 this year, and 
will have a  

capacity of 100 units/
month, in the first phase. 

Interestingly, due to restrictions,  
the accuracy of these machines will be 'downgraded', noted  
Dr Masahiko Mori, CEO Mori Seiki, but, he added, they would 
still be capable of making automotive components. This plant 
will also procure and machine cast iron to supply this to other 
DMG and Mori Seiki plants globally. 

Also in China, DMG is to expand its plant in Shanghai,  
adding DMU 50 production this year to the CTX 310 and  
510 Ecoline lathes, DMC 635 V and 1035 V Ecoline VMCs and 
MillTap 700 production already ongoing. With a current capacity 
of 2,000 machines/year (exporting 50%), after expansion the 
plant will be capable of making 4,000 units/year. 

In Japan, Mori Seiki will expand production at its Iga plant, 
adding DMG DMU 50 production this year. 

Other expansions will be in Switzerland, where the new 
DMG/Mori Seiki Europe HQ and technology centre is being 
established, with a similar set-up in Japan, in Tokyo, where 30 
machines will be on view (including 10-15 DMG models), plus 
a new Mori Seiki Magnescale factory being built in Germany, 
at Wernau, near Stuttgart. Magnescale position measurement 
technology, used in the semiconductor industry, as well as 
machine tools, is now certified for use with Siemens CNC  
technology, hence the decision to build this new factory. 

Partner production 
Regarding production of one company's product in the  

factory of another, Mori Seiki's NHX4000 is already assembled 
in Pfronten – with the NHX5000 joining it this year – while the 
unveiled NLX2500 SY/700 is also to be made in Europe, in 
Bergamo, Italy. 

Looking at growth sectors for the companies, Dr Mori 
believes that there is a "huge chance for us to expand our  
market share" in the medical sector. Not only is this a growing 
sector, expected to grow 8% annually over the next five years, 
but, because all of the parts are new, companies are looking  
to modern technology such as mill-turn as the production  
platform, he offers. Machines such as the NTX1000 mill-turn 
are particularly suitable, it was indicated. Mori Seiki's top man 
also sees a strong demand for the CTV 250 DF pick-up  
spindle VTL machine, in particular for constant velocity joints 

DMG/Mori Seiki 
global expansion
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in the auto industry. This DMG technology would be introduced 
to Japanese automotive manufacturers, he said, and, with it 
accepted there, it would then be an automatic step to see the 
technology employed in Chinese automotive factories. "I am 
quite excited about introducing this innovative CTV technology 
to Japanese and mainland customers," Dr Mori offered. 

Underlining this Japanese market access for DMG technology  
via Mori Seiki's connections, Dr Mori also highlights that, for  
this event, more than 20 top aerospace manufacturing  
specialists travelled from Japan, with DMG FD technology a  
particular target (5-axis machining, combined with vertical  
turning; 18 models now available) – Pfronten is the  
headquarters of the DMG 
aerospace excellence 
centre. In fact, Mori Seiki 
already sells five to six 
machines a month into the 
aerospace sector in Japan, 
as well as the USA, offers 
Dr Mori. 

Returning to the Dixi 
machine, DMG already 
takes component parts for 
machine tools from Mori 
Seiki factories, but, in a 
somewhat larger supply of 
one company to another, 
Mori Seiki's latest Dixi 
210 high precision 5-axis 
machine is based on a 
DMG DMU 210 machine 
from Pfronten, but with an 
accuracy that is three times 
better, claiming  
volumetric accuracy of  
within 35 microns in its 
1,850 by 2,100 by  
1,250 mm working volume. 

Ultrasonic machining
Moving to ultrasonic 

machining, this capability 
can be fitted to all of DMG's 
machining centres. An 
example of its application, 
shown at Pfronten, is the 
repair of a damaged  
composite helicopter  
blade. This takes in the  
on-machine scanning of the 
damaged area, followed by 
the machining of the  
surrounding area, using 
special ultrasonic tools, 
which can be toolchanged, 
like standard tools. These 
tools remove a complete 
layer of composite material 
– several closer to the  
damaged area and  
progressively fewer as 
distance from the damage 
increases – producing a 
series of elliptical areas.  
A problem in such repairs  
is the reluctance of the  
surface to bond. With the 

DMG process, a plasma is generated, via the ultrasonic head 
technology (patent applied for), which is used to activate the 
surface. In this particular application, hundreds of hours are 
saved. 

The machining of composites more generally is a target, 
with the process offering minimal delamination, higher tool life 
and faster processing. Trimming, milling and drilling of parts 
are possible, with several machines already installed. Portable 
machines are also a possibility, to support field repairs of  
aircraft and boats. 

For further details contact Retecon Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 976 8600
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Rotary table, transfer centre, CNC unit, 
tooling, software or metrology equipment – 

EMO Hannover 2013 offers 
decision-making assistance for choosing 

the right equipment and solutions

For metalworking engineering shop owners and production 
managers, it’s always a rather special challenge when 
they are seeking an optimum solution for their  

businesses going forward. Today the choices are numerous 
whether it is for rotary table systems, transfer centres,  
CNC units, tooling, software or metrology equipment. At the 
EMO Hannover 2013, there will be an abundance of  
equipment and solutions on show to help you make the  
correct decision.

When it comes to choosing the right production  
concept, however, the machine buyer will be spoilt for  
choice. In the context of production solutions, with the  
ongoing trend towards automation and maintaining a high 
degree of flexibility, what is emerging is a focus on systems 
for pallet storage and overhead transfer.

However the CNC unit will continue to dominate with 
trends leaning towards complete machining based on process 
integration and 5-axis machining, plus a reduced number of 
clamping positions.

Everything can be measured
The importance of metrology for obtaining information was 

formulated back in the 19th century. Today, rapid technical 
advances in industrial production technology provide, with 
every new surge of development, more information on  
products and manufacturing processes. 

Faster, more reliable, more accurate, more flexible are  
the requirements for production metrology of the future.  
The EMO Hannover 2013 will be addressing all the trends of 
relevance for production operations, responsively showcased 

for the target groups involved under the motto of “Intelligence 
in Production”. One of the major focuses here will be how to 
handle information from measuring instruments in the  
web-based environment.

The internet sees everything, knows everything and  
forgets nothing. Via web-based customer portals, users can 
already obtain a complete picture of all the data from the 
measuring instruments and systems being deployed. Most of 
these portals are based on a service-oriented architecture, 
thus optimising operational behaviours and significantly  
shortening repair and maintenance time. Web-based  
information platforms enable present-day users to work  
faster and more cost-efficiently, benefiting from simplified 
access to all instrument information. Thus design engineers, 
R&D staff or purchasers can get all the data they need  

on their screens by  
barcode-scanning of the  
instruments involved.

Chip by chip
At the EMO Hannover 2013, 

you will see plenty of interesting 
tool and technology solutions 
incorporating the new  
manufacturing concept with 
web-based networking, tool 
management, the incorporation 
of sensors and actuators and 
what they call “Fingerprinting” 
the process, whereby it will  
be possible to create a  
process fingerprint,  
holistically covering machine 

dynamics, spindle behaviours, metal-cutting forces and  
the clamping situation, and defined as a standard  
process.

Besides the innovative content of technical solutions, 
users are more than ever going to be asking about  
cost-efficiency, assistance systems in metal-cutting  
applications as well as the familiar systems for process 
monitoring, which detect tool wear and tear, for example, or 
improve the efficiency of the metal-cutting process with the 
aid of adaptive control systems. All these and more will be 
displayed and talked about.

13th Aerospace Conference connected with the 
Machining Innovation Conference

As in recent years, experts and scientists will report on 

On 16 September, EMO Hannover 2013 will once again be opening its doors  
to top-level specialist visitors from around the globe.
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current trends, research results, innovations and challenges 
within production engineering. The Machining Innovations 
Conference will be held in connection with the EMO, which 
provides with its motto “Intelligence in Production” an  
appropriate framework for the professional linking-up to 
future-oriented ideas. To meet your needs of the EMO the 
event will be held during the afternoon of September 18th 
and during the morning of September 19th.

The focus of this year’s Aerospace Conference are the 
energy-efficient tool and machine concepts as well as the 
handling of innovative materials. These concepts will be  
further emphasised by methods of sustainable process  
planning. For the first time declared scientific presentations 
complete the event by discussing latest development trends 
and results. That enables close networking of industry and 
research at an international level.

EMO Hannover 2013 – the world’s premier trade fair  
for the metalworking sector

From 16 to 21 September 2013, international  
manufacturers of production technology will be spotlighting 
“Intelligence in Production” at the EMO Hannover 2013. The 
world’s premier trade fair for the metalworking industry will  
be showcasing the entire bandwidth of today’s most  
sophisticated metalworking technology, which is the heart  
of every industrial production process. The fair will be  
presenting the latest machines, plus efficient technical  
solutions, product-supportive services, sustainability in the 
production process, and much, much more. 

The principal focus of the EMO Hannover is on  
metal-cutting and forming machine tools, production  

systems, high-precision tools, automated material flows, 
computer technology, industrial electronics and accessories. 
The trade visitors to the EMO come from all major sectors of 
industry, such as machinery and plant manufacturers, the 
automotive industry and its component suppliers, the  
aerospace sector, precision mechanics and optics,  
shipbuilding, medical technology, tool and die manufacture, 
steel and lightweight construction. 

The EMO Hannover is the world’s most important  
international meeting point for production technology  
specialists from all over the planet. In 2011, the fair attracted 
more than 2,000 exhibitors, and around 140,000 trade  
visitors from more than 100 different countries. EMO is a  
registered trademark of the European Committee for 
Cooperation of the Machine Tool Industry CECIMO.

Trade Fair Travel and Metalworking News tour to EMO
Trade Fair Travel, a specialist travel agency for trade fairs 

internationally and in particular Germany, have put together a 
very reasonable tour package to visit this exhibition.

The tour includes return airfare Johannesburg/Hannover, 
airport taxes, airport/hotel transfer, accommodation,  
full breakfast daily and medical and travel insurance.

For a booking form contact Trade Fair Travel on  
TEL: 031 916 1414, Fax: 031 916 5674, or  
email peter@tradefairtravel.co.za or visit  
www.tradefairtours.com.  

Trade Fair Travel is also able to offer you individual  
packages, tailored to your requirements. For more information 
contact Peter Stephenson on the numbers above. Booking 
forms can also be downloaded from the website.
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This was one of the observations that first prompted  
Haas Automation to start building machine tools in the 
late 1980s. Some 30 years later, reliability is as important 

as ever at Haas, and has a lot to do with why the company is 
currently selling over 10,000 machines a year – a number to 
challenge any machine tool builder in the world.

The company’s history of exceptional business growth and 
product development began in 1983, when it developed the 
industry’s first fully programmable rotary indexer. That  
product’s overwhelming success ultimately led to the  
production of a complete line of CNC machining centers and 
turning centers. 

After almost 10 years of growth at the original Sun Valley 
location, the company moved to a much larger facility in nearby 
Chatsworth, California. Then, following rapid penetration into 
the global market, Haas moved again in 1997, to a purpose-
built facility near the Pacific Ocean in Oxnard, California, US. 
The Oxnard facility has expanded several times since with the 
total plant size in excess of 100 000 m² now.

Haas introduced its first machine tool in 1988, and in the 
process created a new, lower price tier for vertical machining 
centers with its VF-1 model. Since then, Haas has continued 
to introduce new machine models at a remarkable pace, all of 
which follow the company's low cost, high reliability model.

When the company began building CNC vertical machining 
centers, most analysts in the United States said that making 
commodity machine tools in the United States was pointless 

in the face of surging low-
priced imports. Gene 

Haas, company 
founder,  

owner and 
president, 

did not 
believe 
this.  
His 
original 
meth-
ods for 
building 
machine 
tools 

focused 
on  

competitive 
pricing and 

quality, and the 

company has kept that focus ever since.
Haas has since risen to become America's largest unit  

volume producer of machine tools. The company’s facility is the 
largest, most modern machine tool manufacturing operation in 
the United States. With no figures on hand you could say that 
Haas are either the number one or close to being number one 
in the world in terms of unit volumes of CNC machines.

By February 2005, Haas Automation had sold more than 
50 000 CNC machines and 40 000 rotary tables throughout 
the world. Early in 2013 Haas reached a new milestone of  
140 000 CNC machines built, sold, and producing parts all 
over the world.

Worldwide penetration
Although their main market is in the United States,  

Haas realised that their future growth would come from the rest 
of the world. To this effect they opened up a 3 500 m² purpose-
built European showroom in Brussels, Belgium in 2001. 

This has been further developed by the setting up of a 
network of Haas Factory Outlets (HFOs) and distributors that 
provide sales, service and applications assistance. Now, there 
are more than 170 HFOs in 50 countries worldwide, with more 
planned for the future. Every HFO maintains an extensive  
inventory of service parts ready to be deployed at a  
moment’s notice.

Online since 1995
If you’re less than 30 years old, it’s probably hard to  

imagine a time when there was no internet. 18 years back, 
when the web was just beginning to be the place for  
businesses to be seen, Haas went live with its website. 

Today, Haas manufactures four major product lines:  
vertical machining centers (VMCs), horizontal machining  
centers (HMCs), CNC lathes and rotary tables, as well as a 
number of large five-axis and specialty machines including 
mould making machining centers, toolroom machines and  
gantry routers. Employing more than 1000 people, Haas  
continues to grow and expand its product line. There are now 
20 models of CNC turning centers and 65 models of vertical 
machining centers and a new UMC-750 universal machining 
center has just been launched.

For more information about Haas Automation and  
Haas products contact the local agent Haas Factory Outlet on  
TEL: 011 974 2301 or visit www.haassa.com.

Low cost is one thing, but when it 
comes to CNC machine tools, 
what’s the point of a low price if  
quality or reliability suffers? 

Haas Automation, Inc., was founded in 1983 to manufacture the 
industry’s first-ever, fully programmable 5C collet indexer.  

Gene Haas produced the first model by modifying a manual collet 
indexer to accept a stepper motor, and driving it with  

a control box designed by Kurt Zierhut, a high school friend.  
Mr. Zierhut also designed the Haas CNC, and currently is  

the company’s Director of Electrical Engineering

Haas 30 Year Anniversary 
(1983 – 2013)

Haas Automation introduced its first machining center  
at the IMTS show in Chicago in 1988, called the VF-1  

(literally, the very first one)
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Edgecam is celebrating its 30th anniversary, and is just 
as “leading edge” as when the original CAD/CAM system 
launched in collaboration with Surrey University in the 

early eighties; and when it changed its name to Edgecam on 
the same day that Windows 95 was released.

Pathtrace was founded in 1983, and until becoming 
Edgecam its former brands of PMS (Pathtrace Manufacturing 
System) and PAMS (Pathtrace Advanced Manufacturing 
System) had been DOS-based. 

Edgecam General Manager Raf Lobato says: “The first 
release of Edgecam in 1995 took a DOS-based textual  
menu-driven system into a Windows look and feel with  
graphical icons replacing textual menus.” 

At that time it was a traditional wireframe and surface-
based CAD/CAM system. However, with the development of 
Mechanical Desktop and Pro Engineer, followed by Solidworks, 
Solid Edge and Inventor, mid-range solid-based CAD systems 
took off. So rather than basing their new  
software on a solid-based kernel, Edgecam 
chose the unique route of supporting all major 
solid kernels in 1999. 

“This meant we didn’t need to translate 
the CAD data,” says Raf Lobato. “And to this 
day many other systems still have problems 
transferring data via independent format, 
such as IGES. But all formats are readily 

imported into Edgecam with no loss of integrity.
“Edgecam adopted the solids-based technology as we 

believed that was where CAD systems would go. We expected 
people to move from wireframe and surface-based CAD to 
solid-based systems which would ensure model integrity,  
allowing CAD models to be built quicker and more accurately, 
for many purposes including visualisations, assembly building 
and manufacturing.” 

Today’s Edgecam includes the revolutionary Strategy 
Manager and Waveform Roughing. And a new launch  
application called Workflow, which automatically loads a part 
in the correct manufacturing environment with datum set, is 
being unveiled in the next release, Edgecam 2013 R2. Strategy 
Manager was the first flexible knowledge base manufacturing 
solution allowing users to easily dictate and store their own 
manufacturing processes. And Waveform Roughing, which 
maximises material removal rates while prolonging both tool 
and machine tool life, has been described by manufacturers as 
“pushing the boundaries of traditional milling.”     

Raf Lobato explains that back in 1995 the philosophy 
behind the new name of Edgecam reflected the software’s 

“leading edge” as it moved from DOS to Windows-based. 
“In those days most CAM software was designed for 

mainframe systems, but when the first generation of PCs 
came along Pathtrace embraced these small machines, 
believing, quite rightly, that they were the future, and  
created PMS for the popular Commodore Pet.” 

In 1988 Pathtrace developed PAMS for the  
emerging IBM PC market. The old PMS was a  
command line-driven system, where users had to know 

the commands and execute them, but PAMS allowed users to 
select from onscreen menus.   

Edgecam is currently used in 26 countries, with over  
100 direct employees and 52 resellers around the world.  
The brand became part of the Planit Group in 2006, which, in 
turn, was acquired by Vero Software in 2011.  

For further details contact Stillam on TEL: 011 663 260, 
www.stillam.com

Edgecam celebrating its 30th anniversary

Fives, a Paris-based industrial engineering group has a 
definitive agreement to acquire MAG Americas from the 
MAG IAS LLC. The value of the sale is unknown, and the 

buyer noted the transaction awaits completion of “customary 
closing conditions and regulatory approvals.”

The buyer has multiple product divisions, designing and 
manufacturing process equipment, production lines and  
turnkey plants for a range of industries, including aluminium, 
steel, glass, automotive, logistics, cement, and energy  
production. In 2012, Fives had sales of €1.5 billion  
($1.95 billion) and over 6,500 employees worldwide.

A sale of all or part of MAG had been expected since last 
summer. Investment bank Goldman Sachs had been enlisted to 
locate a buyer and screen bids for the organization, as a whole 
or as separate units. Reportedly, initial bids were delivered in 
September 2012. Last summer and fall, various reports placed 
MAG in a sale to Sinomach, the China National Machinery 
Industry Corp. Other reports suggested a split of MAG’s North 
American and European operations for separate sales.

MAG IAS LLC was formed in 2005 and consolidated numerous  

machine tool brands, bringing together expertise in turning, 
milling, hobbing, grinding, and honing, with additional capabilities  
in system integration, composites processing, cryogenic 
machining, automation and software, and tooling, among others.

The MAG Americas unit includes the Giddings & Lewis, 
Cincinnati and Forest-Liné product lines, and about 100  
patents. It has about 1,000 employees in the U.S., Canada, 
China, France, and South Korea.

MAG Americas reported 2012 sales of about $400 million, 
about two-thirds of which were earned in the U.S.

“This acquisition marks another step forward in the  
development of our Group,” according to Frédéric Sanchez, 
Fives chairman. “As a global supplier of superior and innovative 
technologies and products, MAG Americas perfectly matches 
Fives’ strategy to focus on high value-adding industries, such as 
aerospace.

“Through this combination, we are also reinforcing our  
exposure to a well-positioned North American industry and 
opening to new opportunities for development in emerging 
countries,” Sanchez continued.

MAG Americas sold to engineering group
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A coalition of European machinery industry associations 
is petitioning the European Parliament to strengthen 
enforcement of the single-market trade regulations 

on consumer product safety. A group of trade associations 
representing EU machine builders met with members of the 
Parliament and EU trade authorities recently, to discuss proposed  
changes to the regulations. The industrial groups included 
CECIMO, the European Association of Machine Tool Builders.

But, their endorsement of the legislative proposal was  
qualified by petitions for the EU legislature to use new safety 
regulations and liabilities standards to monitor unfair trade 
practices that CECIMO and the other groups contend damages 
fair trade within the European market.

In addition to CECIMO, the industrial groups meeting in 
Brussels included the trade associations for construction  
equipment manufacturers (CECE), agriculture machinery  
producers (CEMA), plastics and rubber machinery  
manufacturers (EUROMAP), and producers of materials  
handling, lifting and storage equipment (FEM).

The European Parliament is considering a proposal to revise 
and update its product safety standards and enforcement  
regulations. The new program would be binding on all EU 
member states, and a series of general regulations would be 
invoked to cover industries with no industry-specific regulations.

The coalition of machine building group agreed that the 
proposed legislation presents an opportunity to achieve a level 
standard for safety and consumer protection across the single 
market, and described it as “a landmark initiative to support 
the EU’s re-industrialization objective.”

However, the coalition asked the European Parliament to 
make the proposal “more ambitious and relevant” to the unfair 

trade problems of their member companies. “By ensuring  
compliance with EU legislation and eliminating unfair  
competition, more effective market surveillance will help  
safeguard the long-term competitiveness of the European 
machinery industry and protect vital public interests in the 
areas of health and safety, energy efficiency, and  
environmental protection,” according to their joint statement.

Underscoring the importance of oversight and enforcement, 
CECIMO vice president Jarmo Hyvönen, stressed the  
importance of establishing a European Union framework for 
“proportionate and deterrent” sanctions: “A certain level of 
approximation between sanctions in member states should 
ensure that those who play unfairly are exposed to a similar 
level of risk on every spot of the Union’s territories,”  
he stated

The European Commission (the EU bureau that oversees 
trade practices and regulations) agreed with the industrial 
groups that market surveillance is a shared responsibility, and 
requires a high level of cooperation between member states, 
the European Commission, and industry.

All of the participants at the Brussels meeting affirmed that 
the Commission should assume a stronger role in coordinating 
individual member states’ market surveillance programs and 
the EU’s administrative framework. The proposal embeds such 
principles through a greater use of ICT tools and the creation of 
the European Market Surveillance Platform – EMSF.

“We strongly believe that unlawful traders placing  
non-compliant products on the markets should bear the cost 
of the damage they cause,” stated Paul Burger of Hitachi 
Construction Machinery Europe, who is the Trade Policy 
Commission chairman for CECE Trade Policy Commission.

EU machine tool builders endorse stronger  
product-safety regulations

Spyker N.V. has revealed a new  
compact, 2-door, mid-engine sports 
car at a press conference in Geneva.

2013 marks the global resurgence of 
Spyker as a creator of meticulously built 
automobiles whose beauty is equaled by 
their unrivaled craftsmanship, the company 
said in a statement. 

The brand’s revival is heralded by the 
introduction of the Spyker B6 Venator 
Concept, a unique alternative in the High 
Luxury Sports sector, at the 83rd Geneva International Motor 
Show. 

The Spyker B6 Venator Concept is a compact, 2-door  
mid-engine sports car that will offer the discerning driver of the 

highest standards a new choice, delivering 
a rare combination of heritage, design, 
performance and exclusivity.

Designed by Victor R. Muller, Chief 
Executive Officer of Spyker N.V., the Spyker 
B6 Venator Concept makes a defiantly 
contemporary statement whilst paying 
homage to its past, making it instantly  
recognizable as a Spyker. 

With the announcement of the Spyker 
B6 Venator Concept, the company once 

again proves its Latin axiom: “Nulla tenaci invia est via” – “For 
the tenacious no road is impassable.” The name “Venator” is  
Latin as well, meaning “Hunter” – a nod back to Spyker’s “Hunter”  
fighter aircraft of the early 20th century, the company concluded.

Spyker unveils B6 Venator concept
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Airbus manufacturing in the United States advanced  
another step closer to reality in Mobile, Alabama, as  
construction of the company’s A320 Family Assembly 

Line officially began. The company is hoping the expanded  
U.S. presence will help it compete with Boeing for US  
defence-related business.

Hoping it will help carve a greater share in the US market 
for the European aircraft maker, Airbus broke ground in April on 
its first US assembly plant in Mobile, Alabama.

"It represents the real transformation of Airbus into a truly 
global company," chief executive Fabrice Bregier said at a  
ceremony to mark the launch of construction.

"We'll be manufacturing aircraft in Asia, in America, in 
Europe," he said. "Thanks to Mobile, the sun will never set on 
Airbus."

The company, the key rival of Boeing, expects to assemble 
its A319, A320 and A321 models in Mobile, with the first to be 
delivered in 2016.

Last year Airbus said production would hit between 40 and 
50 aircraft per year by 2018.

A subsidiary of the European Aeronautic Defence and 
Space Company, Airbus is also hoping the expanded U.S.  

presence will help it compete with Boeing for US defense- 
related business.

In 2011 Airbus won a $35 billion contract from the 
Pentagon for air-refueling tankers, only to see it taken away as 
Boeing weighed in with political pressure and a revised bid.

"We'll be seen, I think, as a very good U.S. citizen and 
it's always helpful when it deals with military contracts," said 
Bregier 

Delivers 100th A380
Malaysia Airlines (MAS) and Airbus together marked a  

major achievement, with the hand-over of the 100th A380 
to MAS at Airbus’ Henri Ziegler Delivery Centre in Toulouse, 
France. The aircraft is the sixth A380 for MAS.

Now in its sixth year of commercial service, the A380 is  
flying with nine world class airlines. To date, the worldwide fleet 
has carried some 36 million passengers in 100,000 flights. 

Previous generation Very Large Aircraft (VLA 400 seats and 
above) would have required 140,000 flights. This reduction 
in flights brings essential relief to airport-congestion and the 
environment. The corresponding saving of 5.7 million tons of 
CO2, demonstrates the A380 generates more revenue whilst 
minimising emissions and noise. 

The A380 fleet performs over 140 flights per day and carries 
over one and a half million people each month. Passengers can 
hop on board one of the A380s, which are either taking off or 
landing every six minutes at one of the 32 international airports 
where it operates to date. On top of these, more than 50 other 
airports are getting prepared to accommodate the A380 and 
answer the airlines’ need for more A380 destinations.

Over the next 20 years, more than 1,700 VLA such as the 
A380 will have been delivered. Asia Pacific leads demand  
(45 percent) for these high capacity aircraft, followed by the 
Middle East (23 percent) and Europe (19 percent).

Typically seating 525 passengers in three classes, the  
aircraft is capable of flying 8,500 nautical miles or 15,700  
kilometres non-stop, carrying more people at lower cost and 
with less impact on the environment. The spacious, quiet cabin 
and smooth ride have made the A380 a firm favourite with  
passengers, resulting in higher load factors wherever it flies. 

Since 2006 the A380 has registered repeat orders by  
satisfied customers every year, bringing the total order book  
to date to 262 from 20 customers.

Airbus 
breaks ground 

on US Plant

©AIRBUS S.A.S. 2011 - photo by exm company / H. GOUSSE

©AIRBUS S.A.S. 2013
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PROducT   REVIEW

Radimport automates a further 
part of the manufacturing  
process, saving time and adding 

to the user’s bottom line. One early 
Radimport user – a lift manufacturer 
– has cut its processing time by half; 
from five days to two-and-a-half days 
for each lift it makes.   

The software’s basic function is to 
make it easy to convert 2D geometry 
files such as DXF and DWG into tooled 
Radan parts, either from single files 
or in batches, and it comes with a raft 
of advanced features to optimise that. 
Importing files can also be done with a 
configurable parts list in a CSV format from an MRP system.  

Benefits include geometry healing, for example closing  
profile gaps, and removing double lines and arcs. Text  
information can be transferred to attribute values; for  
example, material, sheet thickness and customer name.  
Extra information can be added to the part attributes  
automatically, and information such article or order number, 
can be engraved on to the converted part. 

After the geometry conversion, the parts can be saved as 
Radan parts or as an optimised clean DXF file. Information 
such as run time, weight and surface area can be saved as 
attributes in the part.

Dave Caughley Product Manager for Radan’s new Logistics 
Group, says for many sheet metal fabricators the work to  
prepare parts for nesting is extremely time consuming. Also, 
once Radimport has created the Radan parts, the geometry 
files can be converted to a nest project. “The user has the 
option to edit the quantities and other properties of the  
parts before creating the Nest Project. Radimport can  
automatically launch the Radan Nester to start nesting  
straight away.”  

And to increase automation and 
time saving even further, Radimport 
can be set to “watch” specific  
directories and automatically  
process any files which appear in 
them.

He says: “When the MRP  
system writes a CSV of the next 
day’s production, the watcher picks 
those parts out from the DXF files, 
turning them into tooled Radan 
parts so they are ready for  
manufacture the following morning.”

And there are plans to introduce 
a 3D version later this year, where 

Radimport will take 3D assemblies and files from packages 
such as Autodesk Inventor and SolidWorks, and flatten out the 
sheet metal parts that need to be cut, before carrying out the 
same conversion and nesting processes.   

Radimport is the first of five logistics products being 
launched in 2013 and 2014. Radan General Manager Chris 
Aston says: “It’s all about the evolution of CAD/CAM. We’ve 
been a leading CAM supplier to the sheet metal industry for  
35 years, but our logistics suite takes us outside our core  
CAD/CAM. Interfacing with other software like MRP, along with 
automating the method in which customers can bring data into 
their system, is vital for Radan to integrate more fully into a 
company’s complete I.T. structure.”

The next three products to be launched later this year will 
make it easier for manufacturers to provide accurate price 
quotes, manage the operation on the shop floor, and provide 
the link to other systems, such as MRP, to simplify writing and 
reading CSV and other files. And a machine management  
module is scheduled for 2014. 

For further details contact Stillam on TEL: 011 663 2600, 
www.stillam.com 

Radan creates importing module 
Radan has launched the first of a series of logistics products to complement  

its sheet metal CAD/CAM software.

Input is a 2D drawing

Drawing loaded and split into parts in RadimportCleaned parts made into a nest in Radan
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Hypertherm, a manufacturer of advanced cutting systems, 
has announced the release of the MAXPRO200®,  
a 200 amp LongLife® air and oxygen plasma system.

The system — engineered for heavy duty, high capacity  
cutting and gouging—boasts the fastest cut speeds, best cut 
quality and lowest operating costs in its class. Additionally,  
the combination of LongLife technology and excellent Air/Air 
and O2/Air cut quality enables operators to cut more parts  
per hour and minimizes the need for sec-
ondary operations. 

Other features of the MAXPRO200 
include:

• Intuitive one step interface and  
 automatic gas control for  
 consistent results without operator  
 intervention

• Optional quick disconnect torches  
 for fast consumable changes

• Two handheld and two  
 mechanized torch options

• Advanced diagnostics to simplify troubleshooting  
 and service

• Patented consumable designs for best in class cut 
 speeds and robust production piercing LongLife®,

 CoolFlowTM, and TrueFlowTM technology for long  
 consumable life and a lower cost per part

“The MAXPRO200 is a true workhorse for companies  
demanding great cut quality along with high productivity and 

low operating costs,” said Aaron Brandt, 
leader of Hypertherm’s Mechanized 
Systems team. “It is engineered to deliver 
superior reliability in the most demanding 
production environments.”

For further details contact  
Lind SA Automation on  
TEL: 011 552 8265, visit www.lindsa.com 
or contact Yvette Leeflang on  
TEL: +31(0)16 559 6932, email  
yvette.leeflang@hypertherm.com  
or visit www.hypertherm.com

New 200 amp plasma cutting and 
gouging system from Hypertherm

Developers of the Mastercam machining program  
are due to preview their forthcoming release, 
Mastercam X7, calling it “the most powerful Mastercam 

machining software yet,” and promising significant new  
capabilities will be introduced when the release is made  
available during Q2 2013.

A highlight of the X7 release will be Mastercam’s new 
Mill-Turn programming module, which it promises will simplify 
machining on high-powered turning centers and full-function 
machining centers. Mastercam Mill-Turn streamlines  
programming procedures with “intelligent” job setups 
that are linked to specific machines.

“Intelligent work-plane selection makes it easy to select 
the proper spindle and turret, and program your part with 
Mastercam’s proven milling and lathe toolpaths,” according  
to CNC Software.

Also in the new release, Mastercam X7 integrates with  
the Renishaw Productivity+ measuring probe for in-process 
gauging. This system verifies setups on a machine tool by 
determining fixture offsets, orientation, and critical  
dimensions. “Probing eliminates the need for tool pre-setters, 
expensive fixtures, and manual settings with dial indicators,” 
the developer noted. The result is that machine offsets can  
be adjusted automatically, even during machining.

Creating, organising tooling
Another new function to be introduced in Mastercam X7 

include a new Tool Manager that CNC Software stated will  
provide “a whole new way to create and organise” tooling.

The developer also listed a series of improvements to 

existing capabilities in Mastercam X7, including the Backplot 
and Verify utilities, which will establish more efficient workflow 
processes, better analysis tools, and more comprehensive 
toolpath support.  It said the Dynamic and OptiRough  
toolpaths will be improved with more efficient tool motion, 
including enhanced cut orders and faster calculation times. 
And, “Multi-threading support” will be extended to most  
2D high-speed toolpaths, which will accelerate toolpath  
processing.

The last improvement CNC Software promised will be an 
“Oscillate” motion for Curve and Swarf 5-axis toolpaths, which 
it predicted would prolong tool life because it will mean that 
different areas of the tool are used in the course of machining 
with the same area of the tool.

At PMSTS 2013, CNC Software will be demonstrating 
its Mastercam Swiss Expert program for Swiss-style NC 
machines, which it said has been well received by shops  
supporting watchmakers, medical and dental instrument  
and device manufacturers, and automotive and electronics 
suppliers— all industries that demand extremely small,  
high-precision parts. It noted that Mastercam Swiss Expert 
was developed in Switzerland and is recognised by  
programmers for its ability to support an unlimited number of 
axis and channels, and for realistic simulation of the entire 
machine and its tools.

It added that Mastercam Swiss Expert reduces project 
startup times, so operators may expect it to optimise cycle 
times. It’s flexible, too, as it supports all types of tooling.

For further details contact Mecad on TEL: 086 111 2236, 
www.mecad.co.za

Developer previews Mastercam 
program update
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As a manufacturer of machines for the sheet metal  
working industry, Amada is setting the pace with its  
innovative fiber laser technology. At the same time it is 

constantly improving machines equipped with conventional 
CO2 laser technology to deliver new benefits in productivity. 
The most recent stage in development can be seen in the 
punch-laser combination machine Acies-2515 T.

In many cases, the mass production of identical sheet 
metal parts has been relocated to “low-wage” countries. At  
the same time, many fabricators in the Western industrialized  
nations are focusing increasingly on production tasks that 
require in-depth technological expertise and the use of 
highly innovative machine technologies. This is the segment 
addressed by Amada’s punch-laser combination systems. The 
top end of this product range consists of the Acies systems, 
which are equipped with a CO2 laser. This conventional laser 
technology has proved its value over many years thanks to its 
outstanding cutting quality. Together with the innovative fiber 
laser machines, the conventional laser systems help form a 
harmonious, wide-ranging portfolio which ensures that Amada 
always gives users the solution that is best suited to the  
challenges they face – with no compromises!

Tool changing system to suit every need
Sheet metal working companies have for some time been 

confronted with a further imperative: A very high level of 
automation is often necessary in order to ensure economic  
production. One outstanding feature of the new punch-laser 
combination is the interfacing with an external tool changer 

which will meet every need. This permits the almost totally 
unattended manufacture of even complex components with  
frequently changing job specifications and small run sizes.  
The TSU tool changing system can be loaded with up to several 
hundred punching tools.

Intelligent tool system avoids errors
Thanks to the highly flexible tool changing system in  

combination with the extremely versatile laser machining 
capabilities, it is now extremely rare to be confronted with any 
production tasks that demand time-consuming machine tooling 
operations. To permit the efficient management of extensive 
tool configurations, Amada has developed its Tool ID System. 
The intelligent thing about this system is that it always “knows” 
the status of all the tools in terms of size, shape, angle and 
stroke rate. This eliminates errors during setup.

For further details contact Amada (UK) JHB Branch on  
TEL: 011 453 5459

Amada Acies-2515 T punch-laser 
combination machine
Uncompromising, tried and tested CO2 laser technology

Walter has introduced the new F4031 Xtra-tec® Toric 
copy mill. The new cutter features a Torx Plus screw 
that permits improved handling along with  

higher clamping and unclamping torque. It also offers  
precise positioning of the insert via an innovative prism  
design, and insert clamping with fitting bolt to secure  
optimal clamping and centering. In addition, the tool boasts  
a PVD coated body for enhanced wear resistance and  
longer life.

The F4031 features a Toric, positive insert for  
superior accuracy. These inserts are  
completely ground — that is,  
circumference, prism and thickness 
— and hold a corner radius 
accuracy of ± 0.0004-in.,  
and a 90 degree  
secondary cutting 
edge. 

Field tests of the new 

F4031 copy mill have yielded superior results in the mold  
and die industry as well as in semi-finishing and finishing 
operations. Excellent results have also been achieved  
particularly in terms of tool life and cutting costs, with steel, 
stainless steel, cast iron, difficult to cut materials and in  
hard machining. Diameters for the copy mill range from  
12 to 32 mm. 

Additional benefits of the F4031 include: secondary  
operations are virtually eliminated because of the high  
surface quality on flat areas or on shoulders due to the  
precise ground geometry; high process reliability due to the 
aforementioned prism design and clamping of the insert; 
reduced storage costs stemming from the fact that this single 
tool can be adapted to a variety of applications; and no need 
for the regrinding costs and delays often associated with  
solid carbide tools.

For further details contact Spectra Carbide  
Tooling Technology on TEL: 0860 23 23 23 or visit  
www.spectra-sa.co.za

Walter introduces new Xtra•tec® 

copy mill to help boost process reliability 
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TaeguTec has introduced the 3PKT 06 series with new 
cutters to the MillRush family - the next generation  
triangular mini insert with three helical cutting edges for 

economical, true 90° milling.
The 3PKT 06 is designed to meet the challenges of the 

technical trends in forging and casting technology demanding 
higher productivity tools in lower depth of cut conditions - a 
true 90° milling solution with higher density cutters in the 
same diameter for high feed cutting conditions.

The 3PKT 06 series’ 3 helical cutting edges provide high 
productivity inserts characterised by thicker, stronger three 
cutting edges enabling cost savings and longer tool life  
compared with conventional two edge inserts.

Cutter diameters begin from 12 mm up to 40 mm and are 
available in end mill, modular and face mill types.

TaeguTec launched its MillRush series of toolholders and 
three cutting-edge positive inserts for highly productive 90º 
general milling applications in the aerospace and mould and 
die sectors in 2011. The range is suitable for shouldering, 
slotting, ramping and helical ramping.

The three helical cutting-edge MillRush design is thicker 
and stronger than conventional two edged inserts. Their 
robust geometry that provides high strength cutting is  
complemented by a wiper that delivers exceptional surface 
finishes, explains TaeguTec. Edge geometry enhances swarf 
evacuation while extremely high positive axial rake reduces 
cutting forces. 

There are three types of insert available, the 3PK(H)T10, 
3PK(H)T15 and 3PK(H)T19. These are available in four types 
to cater for general purpose machining, stainless steel,  
aluminium and precision cutting. 

Each of the insert types is available in TaeguTec grades, 
including TT7080, TT9080, TT8080, TT7800, TT6800, 
TT6080 and K10. This enables customers to machine from  
1 to 15 mm depths of cut on a variety of materials that 
include low and high carbon steel, alloy and tool steels,  
stainless steel, Inconel, titanium, grey and nodular cast iron, 
and aluminium. 

The cutters to accommodate the inserts have an internal 
coolant supply with a high relief for ramp-down applications. 
They do not require modifications for insert mounting when 
using corner radius inserts. Additionally, they have an angled 
screw clamping system that improves stability. 

The end mill cutters are available from 16 to 50 mm  
diameter from 90 to 250 mm in length, offering the option of 
anything from one to six insert pockets. 

To complement the end mills, TaeguTec has a modular 
system that is available from 20 to 40 mm diameter with the 
option of 2 to 6 insert pockets for increased economy. For 
heavier and more robust machining applications there is a 
series of face mills ranging from 40 to 160 mm diameter with 
anything from 5 to 12 insert pockets. Dependent upon size 
of the face mill, the weight of the cutter bodies can vary from 
0.3 to 4.33 kg.

Gold Rush range of tools unveiled
Goldrush is a premium range of carbide grades with 

special coating and post treatment technology designed to 
enhance tool life and productivity, while promoting  
manufacturing quality and consistency. 

Turnrush is a double-sided strong insert with additional 
cutting edges capable of very smooth machining at high  

feedrates in semi-heavy and 
heavy turning applications. 

Quadrush, a four-edge 
cost saving grooving  
solution aimed at micro 
applications, is designed 
for a superior grooving and 
parting performance and 
chip control. 

Drillrush is a head 
changeable drill boasting a 
premium gold coated body 
that is easy set up. It is  
offered as an alternative 
hole making solution in 
a market that currently 
depends largely on solid 
drills to make precise holes. 

Finally, Millrush is a 
novel high helical three-
edge insert for 90° milling 
applications aimed at a 
market currently dominated 
by two edge helical inserts.

For further details  
contact TaeguTec SA on  
TEL: 011 362 1500

TaeguTec MillRush - 
next generation triangular mini inserts 
with three helical cutting edges

IMC Group CEO Jacob Harpaz was in South Africa in April to unveil the Gold Rush range of tools.  
He is seen with Chris Potgieter, MD of TaeguTec SA and the TaeguTec sales team
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The updated Renishaw XR20-W rotary axis calibrator 
launched at the end of 2011, which provided easier  
set-up and operation in a smaller unit, has now had its  

application flexibility further extended by the addition of 
RotaryXL off-axis rotary 
software. This allows the 
XR20-W to be used even 
when it cannot be  
positioned directly on the 
rotary axis under test. Users 
can now test more machines 
and more different machine 
tools than was previously 
possible, explains the  
company.

Renishaw quotes one 
user as saying: "Before the 
XR20-W, our technicians  
relied on a combination  
of two devices: the old 
Renishaw RX10 and our  
in-house designed 
"Morleyometer" for  
applications where the  
calibrator could not be 
mounted on the centre of 
rotation. While these devices 
got the job done, they were 
heavy, cumbersome and 
slow. Set-up could be  
challenging, and the  
associated cables and  
fixturing meant that great 
care had to be taken to 
ensure that the test  
proceeded smoothly. With 
the wireless XR20-W set-up 
is now quick and easy. 

The XR20-W can be used 
in 'off centre' applications  
such as trunnions and 
head type 5-axis machines. 
Thanks to the optional 
off axis rotary software, 
mechanical set-ups can be 
done quickly with just a  
simple generic mounting  
fixture, allowing the fully 
automatic test routine to 
proceed without delay. 

The XR20-W is a totally 
wireless accessory for use 
with Renishaw's XL-80 and  
ML10 laser measurement  
systems. Together, they enable 
the automatic measurement 
of rotary axis positioning 
performance, with traceable 
±1 arc sec accuracy.

For further details  

contact  
Toolquip & Allied  
on  
TEL: 011 370 2727

Renishaw equips updated 
XR20-W rotary axis calibrator with 
RotaryXL off-axis rotary software
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The Hardinge Quest Super-Precision GT27 gang-tool  
turning center is designed for machining small diameters 
and tight-tolerance parts, such as those required for  

medical devices.
The turning center provides a continuous machining 

accuracy of 0.0002" on diameter, part-roundness variation 
of 0.000015" and part surface finish of 0.000008". It can 
machine bar ranging to 1 1/16 " (27 mm) and chucked  
parts as large as 4" in diameter using a step chuck. The turning 
center can be used as a stand-alone unit, a high-capacity  
system with a bar feed, or a fully automated system with a 
robot.

The machine’s top plate fastens to the dovetailed  
cross-slide and is interchangeable for quick and accurate 
tooling changes that can be performed in less than a minute, 
Hardinge says. Pre-tooled top plates can be interchanged  
within 0.0002" repeatability to produce a new part or family of 
parts. A quick-change collet-ready spindle provides increased 
rigidity and gripping power because the collet seats directly in 
the spindle with minimum overhang from the spindle bearings. 
The Harcrete machine base is said to improve dynamic stability 
and decrease vibration at the spindle for longer tool life.

For further details contact F&H Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 397 4050

Gang-tool turning center for 
medical applications

The system features five Motoman robots for handling,  
cutting and welding of lighting masts with a length from 
3 up to 13 m, delivering an output of 20 to 30 masts per 

hour depending on size and weight.
This flexible and completely automatic system can  

accommodate many different variants of masts, either circular, 
hexagonal or with 12 faces and is designed to reduce manual 
handling operations as well as dramatically improve weld quality.

Operating sequence
Masts are fed into a conveyor system and collected by two 

ES280D Motoman robots with a handling capacity of 280 kg. 
These robots are equipped with Synchromotion, which means 
that the handling operation is carried out smoothly without  
putting stress onto the robots or the mast. The mast is then fed 
from above into one of two work stations; each comprising two 
servo controlled “through type” positioners that hold the mast 
at each end. When the positioners close they firmly clamp the 
mast into position and allow the mast to rotate for the  
subsequent cutting and welding processes.

A third Motoman HP20D robot is equipped with a  
3D laser sensor that references the mast prior to cutting  
using Hypertherm high definition plasma cutting  
equipment. This robot is suspended from a gantry with a linear 
axes. 

A fourth Motoman ES165D handling robot automatically 
places a base plate to the end of the mast and a final, fifth 
Motoman MA1400 arc welding robot welds the base plate to 
the mast. Excellent welding quality is achieved using the  
SKS LSQ 5 welding package. Since the overall tolerance of the 
mast cannot not be accurately controlled in the steel mill, the 
arc welding robot is equipped with a “ComArc” through the arc 
tracking sensor that ensures that the weld is always in the  
correct position.

The final sequence in the operation is for the plasma  
cutting robot that is suspended from the gantry, to cut the 
apertures in the doors. The finished masts are then handled 
by the two ES280D robots to an out feed conveyor for further 
processing.

For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on  
TEL: 011 608 3182

Yaskawa has developed a standard 
robotic solution for cutting and welding 
of lighting masts
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The Force One EVL series 
of vertical lathes

The Force One EVL series of vertical lathes are  
used for turning lager workpieces. All the major  
components (base, column and beams) are constructed 

from Meehanite castings, which are tempered and stress 
relieved to ensure a lifetime of accuracy. All Force One 
machine tools are equipped with high performance servo 
drives coupled to high precision double anchored ball screws. 

The slideways of the column beam and saddle are all 
hardened by high frequency induction before they are  
precision ground. The column has twin vertical slideways on 
either side 
for further 
enhanced 
rigidity  
during  
heavy duty 
machining. 
The two 
cross rail 
saddles and 
the ram 

saddle are  
lined with  
Turcite B  
for smooth  
movement and wear resistance.

Both axes are positioned by means of AC digital servo 
motors mounted directly to the end of large diameter  
pre-tensioned ballscrews. Standard feedback comes from 
pulse coders mounted inside the servo motors, but the 
machine can be supplied with linear scales for even greater 
accuracy.

The table diameters range from 800 to 1450mm with  
a maximum machining diameter of between 1100 and 
1650mm and maximum turning heights of between  
1 200 and 600mm, loading capacities range from six tons 
to 11 tons and main motors 40 to 60 kW. The table rotation 
is transmitted through a gearbox, providing high/low speed 
ranges. High torque or high speed is achieved by means of 
the built-in two stage gear box.

For further details contact Talmac Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 827 6539

Talmac Machine Tools appointed as agents.
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Okuma’s customised cell 
for wheel making

CNC machine builder Okuma America Corporation is 
launching a new “all Okuma” work cell customized to 
the production demands of aluminium wheel  

manufacturing. The cells are specifically designed to allow 
wheel manufacturers to increase productivity and efficiency 
while minimizing downtime.

The core of the arrangement is its MB-56VA-AW  
aluminium wheel-drilling machine, a new design that  
emphasizes reliability in lathing operations, as well as two 
more Okuma CNC lathes in a selection of sizes.

The “all Okuma” cell is a customisable concept that 
addresses the high-throughput considerations of aluminium 
wheel manufacturing, with precision machining and reliable 
automation.

All three Okuma machines feature the THINC®-OSP  
open architecture CNC control, for easy integration, greater 
functionality, and accessibility to third-party applications.

The MB-56VA-AW aluminium wheel-drilling machine 
extends the reliability of its lathes to a machining center/drill. 
It’s a design based on Okuma’s vertical machining center,  
and incorporates the latest available technology, tailoring 
specifications to the high-speed requirements of aluminium 
wheel drilling and milling.

The integrated high-speed trunnion table supplies full  
four-axis machining capabilities.

Okuma offers five models of CNC lathes to support the 
drilling process, meaning operators can customise their cell 
configurations with sizes ranging from 405 to 610mm,  
featuring quick-changeover workholding providing flexible 
top tooling for the chuck, reducing the need for changeovers 
between setups.

Because all three machines are Okuma designs, all three 

feature the 
THINC-OSP 
control — 
which  
supports fuller 
integration 
with the most 
up-to-date 
engineering 
simulation 
tools, and 
throughout 
operations. 
Real-time 
monitoring 
and alarm 
notifications 
can now be 
enabled, Okuma indicated, and cell monitoring and  
performance reporting functions are more robust. Adding 
third-party applications is possible too as a consequence of 
this open architecture CNC control.

MB-56VA-AW
The MB-56VA-AW aluminium wheel drilling machine is 

Okuma’s premier vertical machining center. This CNC machine 
takes the very best of the latest technology and tailors the 
specifications around the requirements of aluminium wheel 
drilling. It adopts a powerful double column structure to  
offer the most machining in the least floor space, and the  
latest innovations in thermal countermeasures have  
been incorporated to offer the best performance  

available today.
The Okuma MB-56VA-AW 

is equipped with a high speed; 
high power 40 Taper  
15,000 rpm spindle with a 
22/18 kW VAC liquid  
cooled integral motor.  
This model incorporates a  
high-speed 20 position  
automatic tool changer and 
40 mpm (X/Y) rapid traverse, 
resulting in powerful  
production capability.  
Okuma's patented  
THINC®-OSP CNC control,  
with its open architecture  
and Ethernet connectivity,  
simplifies integration with 
other machines, automation 
and peripheral equipment to 
further enhance productivity.

For further details  
contact Forest Engineering  
on TEL: 011 397 4050,  
www.fandhmachinetools.co.za

Next-generation cell emphasizes productivity and efficiency, minimizes downtime.
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Recently launched the TruLaser Robot 5020 welding cell 
unit features numerous innovations that will not only 
make getting into laser welding considerably easier, they 

will also increase productivity significantly for customers who 
manufacture in large quantities.

Almost anyone making the conversion from conventional 
welding to laser welding will find the chucking and  
clamping unit to be a challenge. In the past it had to be  
made up separately for each part. This involves  
considerable effort when fabricating  
prototypes. Trumpf provides relief here. 
The modular chucking system is a  
flexible solution for clamping  
components of differing sizes and 
shapes – from simple sheet metal parts 
to bended profiles – with a single jig in 
preparation for laser welding. The clamp 
is quickly matched to the workpiece 
and the laser welding process can start 
right away. Here it makes no difference 
whether you’re doing conduction welding 
or deep penetration welding, long seams 
or corner connections.

Once the part has been selected and the clamping unit 
set up, a highly productive manufacturing process is needed. 
Even the standard model for the TruLaser Robot 5020, fitted 
with a hand-operated turntable, will enable high productivity. 
The new model, featuring an automatic rotation changer with 
turning axes, boosts productivity even further and permits 
high-speed, round-the-clock operation to turn out larger  
piece counts. The robot in the TruLaser Robot welds the  
part once it has been clamped. 

The  
motions for the  
turning axes are 
matched exactly 
to the robot’s 
moves. This  
guarantees 
maximum  
productivity  
during  
machining. 
While the joining 
process is taking 
place inside the 
cell the  
operator can set 
up the next part 
on the outward-

facing side of the highly accessible changer. This reduces 
downtimes to a minimum. Whenever the operator is setting 
up new parts, he is protected by an extensive system of  
photoelectric beams. Only when the footstep sensor inside the 
rotator’s turning radius recognizes that the area is completely 
free will that rotator turn. Depending on the size of the part, 
several components can be welded simultaneously, in a single 
process step. The load-bearing capacity of the changer is  
750 kilograms per side. The predefined interfaces at the  
turning axes make possible custom solutions for part holders 
at the rotation changer.

For further details contact Retecon Machine tools on  
TEL: 011 976 8600

Trumpf TruLaser Robot 5020 
welding cell

The Hyundai-Kia SKT 180 TTSY multi-tasking twin-/sub-
spindle turning centre available in the UK exclusively from 
Ward CNC (www.wardcnc.com) offers users the ultimate in 

mill-turn technology but at a surprisingly affordable price.
With Y axis and a maximum turning diameter and length of 

230 mm and 700 mm, respectively, the 65 mm bar capacity 
machine has spindle speeds (on both spindles) of  
5,000 rev/min and boasts a 12-tool station on each turret. 

Travels in X, Z, ZB and Y axes are 165/190 mm, 700 mm, 

720 mm and 100 mm, respectively, and rapid traverse rates in 
X, Z, ZB and Y are 20 m/min, 40 m/min, 40 m/min and  
7.5 m/min, respectively. The machine has a maximum turning 
diameter of 230 mm and a maximum turning length of 700 mm.

Both main and sub-spindles are rated at 22 kW/11 kW, 
and Fanuc 18iTB with Manual Guide-I programming is fitted as 
standard.

For further details contact Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd on  
TEL: 011 970 1930

Hyundai-Kia SKT 180 TTSY 
The ultimate in affordable turning centre technology
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High-performance machining centre – 
TongTai Topper TMV-510G

The TruMark 6030 – Powerful laser 
marking, maximum high-performance

Available from PBS Machine tools, the TongTai Topper  
TMV-510G machining center is engineered for high 
speed, efficient production of precision graphite  

electrodes and similar items.
The fixed-column moving-table-type machine features a 

high-performance, 20 000 rpm, direct-drive spindle that is  
oil-cooled for thermal stability. A 20-station, high-speed,  
arm-type automatic tool changer (ATC) is said to produce tool 

changes in 0.8 seconds and chip-to-chip times of 1.9 seconds. 
XYZ-axis travels measure 500 × 355 × 295 mm. 

The worktable area measures 590 × 340 mm and the 
footprint is 2 375 × 1 375 × 2 250 mm. The standard spindle 
features a Fanuc Alpha 2/20000i 5-hp, high-torque motor and 
a Big Plus 30 (BBT-30) dual-contact spindle taper for added 
rigidity. The machine’s Meehanite cast iron frame and linear 
slideways provide further rigidity and precision.

 The double-nut preloaded design of the machine’s Class-3 
25 mm diameter ballscrews enables a standard rapid traverse 
rate of 47 m/min. in all axis. An absolute pulse coder (APS) 
servo system minimises non-productive time by enabling the 
machine to start any time, from any position.

 The arm-type ATC keeps tools away from contamination 
and out of the work zone and a standard full cover on top of 
the machine contains dust. A Donaldson Torit DFO 2-2 1200 
CFM dust collector evacuates dust from the machine and 
automatic shakers clean the filters and deposit the dust into a 
hopper. The machine’s Fanuc 31iM-B control offers a standard 
conversational Manual Guide i Fanuc shopfloor programming 
system. The control also facilitates high-speed 3D machining 
with a package that includes 600-block look-ahead capability 
and a data server with Ethernet connection for mass program 
storage.  

For further details contact PBS Machine Tool on  
TEL: 011 914 3360

The TruMark Series 6000 lasers are designed to enable 
users to perform any marking process quickly and with a 
high level of quality, including annealing, engraving,  

ablation, color change and foaming on a variety of materials, 
the company said.

The TruMark 6030 can mark metals, ceramics and plastics 
directly on the part (direct part marking), but works equally well 
for labels.

The TruMark 6030 features 
considerably shorter mark-
ing times, when compared to 
other products in the TruMark 
Series 6000. Output of these 
marking lasers has increased 
by about 35 percent, and cycle 
times have been shortened 
accordingly. A comparison of 
the TruMark 6030 with the 
TruMark 6020 illustrates this 
increased productivity. Using 
the same laser parameters, 
the same frequency and the 
same speed, the TruMark 
6030 can achieve up to twice 

the engraving depth.
The TruMark 6030 works in the infrared range of 1,064 

nm. With its Nd:YAG laser crystal, it is designed for marking in 
the lower frequencies up to 60 kHz.

The TruMark 6030, Nd:YAG laser with a 1,064 nm  
wavelength achieves extremely high marking speed. With a 
rigid industrial resonator and Trumpf laser diode technology, 
it achieves a peak power up to 150 kW. A digital, high-speed 
scanner further expands the processing capabilities of the 
TruMark 6030. A quick connect cable unites the laser  
head and control unit to simplify integration and field  
maintenance.

The TruMark 6030 is the perfect tool for highly demanding 
applications including annealing, ablation and deep engraving 
of metal components. In addition to excellence in metal  
processing, the TruMark laser also proves steadfast in  
non-metal applications including plastics and ceramics. 
Available lenses supply marking fields from 60 x 60 mm to  
290 x 290 mm depending on the application demands.  
In addition, an optional laser beam expander provides the  
flexibility to decrease spot size or increase the marking field  
to 275 x 275 with a spot size below 60μm.

For further details contact Marking Engineering on  
TEL: 011 791 4945

Paul Savides of PBS Machine Tools with Chairman Jui-Hsiung Yen of 
the Tongtai Group and Sales Manager James Huang at Timtos 2013
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The Leadwell V-40L and V-50L VMCs have been  
redesigned to add 910 kilograms to the base casting to 
improve stability and machining accuracy compared to 

original designs. Along with the heavier base size, the new 
design includes a larger column featuring a heavier bottom 
section.    

The design also uses linear guideways on all axes and  
features zero clearance and fully loaded carrying capacity in 
all directions, the company says. The machines use a  
cartridge-type, 10,000-rpm or 12,000-rpm spindle with a  
22 kW Fanuc motor or 20.5 kW Siemens motor. A 15,000-rpm 
DDS spindle is also offered.

On the same frame, Leadwell now offer an integrated  
5 axis simultaneous trunion table known as the V-40iT.  
This 5-axis machine was on show at Timtos with a  
Heidenhein control. The V-40iT is available in both 3+2 or 
5-axis simultaneous configurations depending on the control 
selected by the end user.

Coolant through the spindle is standard on each  
machine. Spindles have either a 40-taper BT or CAT  
interface. Internal chip augers on both sides of the  
machine provide chip disposal with the standard front  
type chip conveyor. High-volume coolant delivery washes  

chips from the work area.
For more information contact WD Hearn on  

TEL: 021 534 5351, www.wdhearn.co.za

Redesigned 
Leadwell VMCs 

feature 
heavier base

Graeme Cooper, Myles Crosthwaite and Marius Conradie visited the 
Timtos 2013 exhibition in Taiwan 

Dave Brown of Cambro, Freddie Visser of SPP  
and Ray Cooper were also at Timtos 2013

... On the same frame, 
Leadwell now offer 
an integrated 5 axis  

simultaneous trunion table 
known as the V-40iT.  
This 5-axis machine 

was on show at Timtos 
with a Heidenhein control. 

The V-40iT is available  
in both 3+2 or 5-axis 

simultaneous  
configurations  
depending on  

the control selected  
by the end user
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Mate’s Trumpf style tooling made of M4PM high-speed 
steel lasts longer, according to wear resistance index 
comparisons. The outcome is reliable, consistent and 

long lasting tooling. M4PM steel is standard on the following 
Mate Trumpf style products:

•	 All conventional Trumpf-style Size 0 and Size 1 punches
•	 All QuickLock™ Size 1 punches
•	 All NEXT™ Size 40 and 76 punches
•	 All Trumpf-style Size 5 and Size 10 Multi Tool   

 punches and dies
•	 All LongLife™ slitting punch and die inserts

M4PM is a proprietary metallurgical steel composition that 
utilises a special particle metallurgical manufacturing process 
and triple temper heat treatment, resulting in the world’s finest 
tool steel for use in punching tools.

M4PM high speed steel is a very homogeneous, high  
quality, high carbide-content tool steel which has these  
advantages: (1) superior resistance to adhesive and abrasive 
wear, maximizing intervals between regrinds, (2) superior 
toughness over conventional steels in impact strength tests, 
minimising micro-chipping of the punching edge. Customer  
trials reveal that punches manufactured from M4PM  
high-speed steel punch up to twice as many holes before  
needing replacement.

“M4PM tool steel provides the highest tool performance 

with superior wear 
resistance and 
increased 
toughness, 
resulting in 
higher quality 
punched parts 
and longer tool 
life,” reports 
John Galich, Mate 
marketing manager. 
“Mate’s impartial 
wear resistance index comparisons indicate a 50-100 percent 
better wear resistance over competitive products. Simply  
stated, Mate’s Trumpf style tooling lasts longer.”

Benefits to customers include: Lower overall tooling costs, 
improved machine uptime, improved piece-part quality, and 
much longer tooling service intervals.  All of this adds up to 
much lower operating costs. 

Mate’s Trumpf style tooling includes a full range of options 
for every application. These include Next™ high performance 
tooling, QuickLock™ convenience tooling, standard style  
economy tooling, and LongLife™ slitting tools.

For more information on Mate tooling for Trumpf  
presses contact MS Tools on TEL: 011 618 4275 or  
visit www.mate.com

Mate’s Trumpf style tooling



For parts up to 750 mm diameter x 3250 mm long,  
turned quickly, with mirror finishes and micron precision,  
nothing surpasses the powerhouse performance of 

Doosan’s Puma 700 turning center. And now, the new  
Puma 700LY adds Y-axis motion, enabling it to machine a 
greater range of products in 
a single chucking.

Start with its generous 
A1-15 spindle with a  
165 mm draw tube I.D. 
Perfect alignment and center 
height are achieved by 
mounting the headstock on 
the same way surface as the 
tailstock. Driving the spindle 
is a 44kW motor that  
transmits power through 
three gear ranges,  
ensuring optimal power at 
speeds from 65 rpm to its 
maximum 1500 rpm.  
This maintenance-free,  
digital A.C. motor  
accelerates rapidly, and is virtually maintenance free.  
Tools cut deep into hard-to-machine materials, doing in a  
single pass what many others do in three or more.

Withstanding the stresses of heavy and interrupted cuts  
is a massive, one-piece bed.  Its torque tube design and  
fine-grain Meehanite composition withstand the shocks and 
vibrations caused by heavy and interrupted cuts. The slant 
bed maintains a minimal and constant distance from tool tip 
to guideway, and further 
ensures a rigid base for 
maximum precision.

The slant bed also helps 
direct chips and coolants 
away from the part and into 
the chip pan.

Widely spaced,  
wrap-around, rectangular 
guideways offer unsur-

passed, long-term stability and accuracy. Each is  
induction hardened and precision ground. The mating  
surface is bonded with Turcite B fluroplastic resin for its  
excellent resistance to deformation, wear and friction,  
then hand scraped for perfect fit and center height. 

The Puma’s 12-station  
turret features a large 400 mm 
diameter Curvic coupling and  
18 000 kilograms of  
clamping force. This provides  
the rigidity needed for heavy 
stock removal, fine finishes,  
and longer tool life. A reliable, 
high torque, hydraulic index 
motor controls the turret  
rotation, deceleration and  
clamp. A 11kW rotating tool 
motor generates 103.5 of low 
end torque, and a maximum of 
3,000 rpm tool rotation.  
Tools are all Preci-Flex® ready  
for greater rigidity, and faster  
setups and tool replacements.  

A tool monitoring system tracks the load on all axes  
and spindle motors, and alerts the operator to tool wear  
and breakage. Used with Doosan’s Tool Life Management  
system, machines can be set to switch automatically to a 
redundant tool when wear reaches a predetermined amount.

Additional features found on the Puma 700LY include  
a programmable tailstock with a quill diameter of 160 mm 
and stroke of 200 mm; automatic lubrication to all  

guideways, ball screws and  
tailstock quill; a high capacity, 
multistage centrifugal  
coolant pump with a 560 litre 
reservoir; a waylube separation 
system; and an automatic tool 
setter.

For further details  
contact Puma Machine Tools  
on TEL: 011 976 8600

Paul Lin and Jack Cheng, both of Chin Fong with Mike Lee of  
Puma Machine tools at Timtos 2013
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Hartford’s PBM-135 CNC horizontal boring and milling 
machine with rotary table and oversized boxway design is 
said to provide stable, precision positioning accuracy and 

effective cutting capability for various applications. In addition, 
a wide base and column structure increases rigidity and  
damping capability, the company says.

The machine’s 130mm diameter spindle has a W axis that 
provides 710mm of horizontal travel using two linear ways for 
accurate quill movement, while combined W- and 
Y-axis movement is engineered to automatically  
compensate for mechanical quill sagging, the  
company says. Its gear-driven spindle with four-step 
speed change provides up to 4,680 foot-pounds of 
torque. The 37 kW, 2,500-rpm spindle motor can be 
equipped with a variety of spindle heads, including  
a universal head, a 90-degree head, a 90-degree  

extension head and a quill support.
The rotary table offers positioning accuracy of ±10 arc  

seconds. The standard table can  
accommodate a load of 7 260 Kgs, while  
an optional table offers a capacity of  
11 975. A large-capacity cooling system  

is available for all spindle, cartridge,  
gearbox and hydraulic systems.  

ATC capacity ranges from 60 to  
160 tools.

For further details contact 
Redman Engineering on  
TEL: 031 701 4732 or the 
Gauteng agent: Cutts Machine 
Tools - Tel: 011 425 4741 and/or 
082 449 2892

Puma 700LY turning centre now with Y-axis versatility

Hartford heavy duty horizontal boring and milling machine
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In times when each customer is looking at reducing  
operating costs and increasing their output in order to  
survive the difficult times, each one is looking at increasing 

efficiency and efficient machining methods. High feed milling 
has been a solution to this for quite some time now. 

Tungaloy is known to be the pioneer in the high feed milling 
with its EXP/TXP cutters in the late 1990’s and in the last  
13 years there has been a great amount of advancement and 
technology development in Tungaloy with the design of high 
feed milling solutions. 

The DoFeed series of Tungaloy offers a solution to  
increasingly demanding customer needs for machining not  
only of steel, cast iron, hardened tool steels for mould and die, 
but also in the high heat resistant materials and superalloys 
catering to the stringent aerospace domain. 

Tungaloy’s DoFeed series of tools comprises of three 
prominent families; the four cutting edged DoDeedMini with a 
LNMU03 insert with depths of 1 mm and available in mainly 
endmill design with close pitch pockets to enhance productivity; 
the four cutting edged DoFeed with LNMU06 is for depths up to 
1.5 mm and is focused on shell cutters with close pitch pockets 
and for long overhang applications with its coarse pitch pocket 
offering; the DoFeedQuad is an eight cutting edged design with 
dovetail rigid clamping and available for depth up to 2 mm. 

Like any other high feed product the DoFeed also has a 
small approach angle, which minimises the radial forces during 
cutting and results in cutting forces being directed in the axial 
direction. But what makes the DoFeed a winner is the insert’s 

uniquely designed high  
positive cutting edge shape 
and positive rake face which 
further reduces the cutting 
forces. Reduction of forces not 
only improves machine tool 
life and cutting tool life but 
also assists use of close pitch 
pockets enhancing productivity by 50%, says the company. The 
“back edge protection” chip gullet design protects the unused 
edge from getting damaged. The dovetail rigid clamping in 
DoFeedQuad allows reliable machining with higher feeds. 

Tungaloy has also enhanced grade developments and the 
PremiumTec AH725 grade in the DoFeed series is a universal 
grade suitable for all grades with microfine grain structure. The 
PremiumTec coating reduces edge chipping and improves chip 
flow. Recently Tungaloy has also added a new grade AH3035 for 
hardened steel and high temperature alloys with thermal  
stability and higher chipping resistance.

Tungaloy Tool bodies are made from tool steels to increase 
stability and the hard nickel coating improves the endurance.

These developments and uniqueness of the product  
permits much higher feed rates ranging from three times to 
even 10 times faster machining than general facemills,  
resulting in higher MRR, and providing a higher return on  
investment the company says.

For further details contact Star Tooling on  
TEL: 011 818 2259

Tungaloy’s high feed milling series
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Known as Workflow, operators will be able to apply  
toolpaths within seconds. Workflow understands the 
component topology and therefore understands the 

required manufacturing environment. 
Workflow tools aid in loading and positioning the  

component, choosing the manufacturing method and suitable 
machine tools, adding user defined stock or stock from a  
database, importing fixtures, selecting a machine and toolkit, 
and managing strategies to automate manufacture. At each 
stage Workflow takes decisions or makes suggestions as to 
how the goal is best achieved. However, the user can easily 
over-ride the decisions if required making the whole process 
flexible. 

Two Workflow webinars were attended by Edgecam users, 
which highlighted exactly what each stage does:

• File: Adopting the common Microsoft Office 2010 
 theme, this area allows users to efficiently manage

 files and folders
• Set-Up: Dynamically sets up datum position, and  

 adds stock and fixtures through the interactive stock, 
 fixture and machine manager functions

• Features: Using Edgecam’s powerful automatic  
 feature recognition, many types of manufacturing  
 features can be found in seconds

• Machining: Planning board applies a suggested  
 order to manufacture, manipulated easily by drag  
 and drop 

• NC Code: The toolpath is verified in the full machine 
 simulator, checking for collisions, gauges and limit  
 over travel. The toolkit can be reviewed and edited 
 before NC code is then generated to complete the  
 five-stage Workflow process 

Many questions about how the new tools aid the  
manufacturing process were addressed during the webinars:

• Loading and positioning the component?  
 Fully automatic. Previously the user had to manually  
 set the environment and use traditional commands to  
 create a datum

• Choosing the manufacturing method and suitable 
 machine tools?  
 The user is presented with a list of suitable machine  
 tools based on the component’s geometry, ensuring  
 machine limits are respected

• Adding user-defined stock, or stock from a database?   
 Based on dimensions, a selection of user defined  
 materials are listed with three categories: Valid,   
 Normal and Invalid, which allows suitable stock to be  
 easily selected 

• Importing fixtures?   
 The user can define fixtures, including vices, chuck  
 and clamps which can then be applied through the  
 fixture manager

• Managing strategies to aid manufacture?  
 Edgecam engineers have derived suggested methods  
 of manufacture to machine the part on a  
 feature-by-feature basis, with automatic ordering to  
 rough all features before finishing. These methods are  
 used as ‘toolpath accelerators’ where users can have  
 additional input to produce the exact toolpath required  
 for their processes. However, it is also possible for  
 the user to update the Strategies to match his best  
 practice manufacturing processes, so that all manual  
 intervention is removed.

Once each section is complete, the user moves  
seamlessly to the next stage, completing each process in  

turn, resulting in a fully 
programmed, fully  
collision-checked part with 
swift and accurate CNC 
code generated.

Workflow will have a  
significant impact on  
shortening programming 
time, and because it is 
so simple to operate, the 
learning curve for new  
users is considerably  
reduced. The traditional 
CAM commands remain 
available at all times, and 
the user can alternate 
between the two. 

For further details  
contact Stillam on  
TEL: 011 663 2600,  
www.stillam.com 

A new application in the Edgecam software has been specifically designed for manufacturers 
to reduce costs, improve quality and hit shorter lead times.

Workflow - 
Edgecam’s game-changer 
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Feeler, which is part of the Fair Friend Group and  
marketed locally by Craft Machine Tools focused on six 
main products at the recent Timtos 2013 exhibition. This 

full range of machine tool series fully demonstrates Fair Friend 
Enterprise’s great strength in the field of machines. 

The first one is the U-600 five-axis vertical machining  
centre. Intelligent machining function is the main focus of this 
model. It’s designed with CAD/CAM technologies for optimal 
structure while ergonomic and aesthetic features are also  
considered and realised in the design. The U-600 5-axis VMC is 
ideal for industries such as mold making, medical, aerospace 
and aviation. The machine has XYZ of 520 x 460 x 400 mm 
and a table area of 600 mm.

Secondly, the TC-20α 
drilling and tapping center: 
This whole new model has 
been developed with electro- mechanic integration and  
featuring high structural response. Maximum acceleration 
reaches 1.2 g, and up to 1 μm accuracy at Jerk 170 m/s3. 
With such outstanding performance, the TC-20α provides the 
industry of 3C electronic products with an effective and  
affordable manufacturing solution. 

The EH-320 horizontal machining center from Feeler 
features a double-wall, rib-reinforced frame on a box-in-box 
structural design for increased stability and efficiency. A BT-40 
direct-drive spindle is designed for rigid tapping and increased 
chip removal rates. The compact HMC is well-suited for  
applications including automotive motorcycle parts,  
moldmaking, 3C products and semiconductors. The compact 
design takes up a minimum footprint. However the EH-320 
employs twin ball screws on the Y-axis for powerful and stable 
drive that enables high speed movement.

The fourth one is the VMP-23APC vertical machining  
centre. Powerful HMI human-machine interface, fast  
point-to-point positioning and auto pallet change. 

The FMH-500 horizontal machining center works with  
eight changeable working pallets, auto storage system and 
transporting cart, designed for FMS (Flexible Manufacturing 
System). The last one is the FT-250SY boxway T/ C: Its slant-
bed type, boxway structure is mounted with BMT65 turret, 
virtual Y axis and double spindles, providing turning-and-milling 
multi-tasking function.

For further details contact Craft Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 845 2030

Craft Machine Tools visited Timtos 2013 with some clients.  
They are seen on the Feeler stand. Back row: Petrus Swart,  

Theunis Synman, Patrick Zackey, Thomas Zackey.  
Front row: Eddie Harris, Jacobus Bothma, Philip Thompson,  

Anita (from Feeler), Gary Freeman and Cristo Snyman

Efficiency, power, speed – the BySprint Pro 3015

High-speed laser cutting and high machine dynamics  
provide unparalleled productivity - offers 4,400 and 
6,000 W laser options.

The Bystronic high speed laser cutting system 
BySprint Pro 3015 is now available with ByLaser 
4400 or ByLaser 6000 CO2 laser source. 

The economic efficiency of the BySprint Pro  
starts with the ByLaser 4400 laser source, thanks  
to the wear-free solid state power supplies and 
the magnetic-  
bearing  
turbine. The 
electrical 
power  
consumption 
is noticeably 
lower not only 
due to the  
high efficiency 
of the laser 
source  
but also 
because the 
excitation is 
automatically 

switched off when the protective door is opened as well as 
when the machine is at standby.  

The BySprint Pro is equipped 
for compressed air cutting 

and in combination  
with the newly optimized 
3.75-inch cutting head, 
cut times on thin sheet 
metal can be reduced by 

between 15 to 40 percent 
as compared with its 5-inch  

counterpart. Although the BySprint Pro has been  
optimized for thin sheet metal processing, thick plates can also 
be processed due to the high laser power of the Bylaser 4400.

The BySprint Pro 3015 offers accelerated pierce times 
across full material range. Automatic nozzle changer provides 
up to 40 nozzles and CNC controlled automatic nozzle  
centering. For economic efficiency, the system features  
wear-free solid state power supplies and magnetic-bearing  
turbine. Electrical power consumption is minimized because 
excitation is automatically switched off when protective door  
is opened and when machine is at standby.

For more information contact First Cut (Pty) Ltd on  
TEL: 011 614 1112, email: info@firstcut.co.za, or visit  
the website on www.firstcut.co.za or www.bystronic.com

Feeler focus on various machines
at Timtos 2013

First Cut and Bystronic hosted a seminar on the 
company’s new products recently. Attending were 

Christiaan Swart (Marce), Robert Serrurier 
(Macsteel) and Philipp Burgener (Bystronic)






